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Synopsis 
We consider a problem from the field of biological fluid mechanics which considers the 
flow associated with the motion of a flagellum on a sessile micro-organism. Motivation 
is taken from the movement of fluid around a species of choanofl agcllate, Salpingoeca 
Amphoridium. Choanoflagellates are a class of organism in the phylum Protozoa. Because 
the length scales and velocities are very low, the flow is one dominated by viscous forces 
and the environment is characterised by a low Reynolds number. 
The flow caused by the flagellum is initially modelled via a point force. These micro-
organisms operate in more than one location and the motion they create is modelled 
in a qualitative sense by using two stokeslets (appropriate to Stokes' flow) whose ori-
entation and position is varied with t ime. The sessile micro-organism resides above a 
boundary which is modelled, most generally, as an interface between two fluids possessing 
different properties. Efficiency of feeding currents generated by the flagellum motion is 
studied. The resulting dynamics are investigated using chaotic measures, which examine 
the stretching and consequent mixing of elements within the fluid. Different point force 
locations lead to various eddy structures such that their superposition results in chaotic 
advection . 
The model is developed to examine the flow of particles around a thTee-dimensional 
realisation of a micro-organism which involves a flagellum and a cell body attached to a 
substrate. Green's functions are used to satisfy a number of boundary conditions simul-
taneously. Particle paths of a tracer introduced into the fully three-dimensional model 
are investigated. Comparisons with experimental data illustrate good agreement between 
theoretical and experimental results. Further extensions to the model are suggested. 
I dedicate this thesis to my famiJy, friends and Martin, 
all of whom have invested so much of their valuable 
time, love and support in me. 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Setting the scene 
Biological and physiological fluid dynamics is an interesting and vast area of research 
due to its huge diversity. Biological systems are abundant in the world around us, for 
example, from the large scale motion of mammals to the smallest internal structw-es of 
our circulatory system (see Lighthill (1976)). 
Biological systems encompass far ranging mechanisms, from molecular biology to the 
mechanics of a system, but in this work we will largely be concerned with fluid flows 
and the interaction of a fluid with nearby boundaries. The characteristics of flows in 
biological systems occur in several different regimes. These regimes have at one extreme, 
slow viscous flows and at the other, high speed inertial flows. Viscosity dominated flows, 
the area of most interest in this thesis, are classified by small Reynolds numbers. The 
Reynolds number is defined as 
UL Re = p-, 
J.L 
where U is a characteristic speed, J.l is the dynamic viscosity, p is the density and L is a 
typical length scale. (All of the scales are taken as typical of the systems we are studying.) 
From this we see that a small Reynolds number would correspond to any combination 
of small length scales, slow flows or high viscosities (i.e. a very 'sticky' fluid). Typical 
Reynolds numbers in which we are interested are in the range 1 o-6 for bacteria in water 
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to 10- 2 for spermatozoa in semen. At the other end of the scale inertial flows usually 
have a large Reynolds number. This is due to the longer length scales, greater speeds 
and smaller viscosity. Typical examples of two systems illustrating the differences are the 
flow of human blood in capillaries which is viscous flow and the air around a soaring bird 
in fl ight which is dominantly inertial flow. In either of these cases modelling the systems 
and developing solutions for the flow could require very different approaches. Both may 
use slender body theory in their solution but the fundamental fluid dynamics behind each 
system would be considerably different. 
Much work has been previously covered by mathematicians and biologists in the study 
of low Reynolds number flows. Many of the cases examined are concerned with considering 
organisms whose habitat can be characterised as being on a small scale. Motility, feeding 
and transport within and around these flow domains present a variety of problems. In 
these type of environments, the fluid mechanics is naturally dominated by viscous flows. In 
this regime we can neglect the nonlinear convective terms in the Navier-Stokes equations. 
Hence the governing equations of these viscous flows are the Stokes' flow equations. The 
reversibility of inertial free systems is exploited by certain organisms who inhabit regions 
dominated by viscosity. For example, organisms can typically employ the use of features 
such as a flagellum with a helical beat which can overcome the reversibility of the fluid 
properties. By not restricting the flagellum to planar motion, a helical motion will ensure 
that the organism progresses through the fluid. Further details in Ramia, Tullock & 
Ph an-Thien (1993) give a background on similar micro-organisms' locomotion by studying 
various hydrodynamic interactions of this type of movement. For a system with no inertia, 
we know that as soon as the force is removed from the particle, its motion will stop 
instantaneously. This creates a very difficult environment in which organisms need to 
encourage movement of particles. 
The specific flow which motivates our study is in an inertial free regime. The low 
Reynolds number flow we investigate occurs in the locality of choanofiagcllates. The lat-
ter part of the word -flagellate comes from lhe Greek and means 'to whip' ) indicating 
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the characteristics of the motion of the flagellum through the fluid. Choanoflagellida, or 
choanoflagellates, are a single celled organism of the phylum Choanozoa, Sleigh (1973) and 
Pettitt (2000). They account for a large proportion of the total consumption of bacteria 
from the environment they live in, such as canals in the case of freshwater choanoflag-
e1lates and oceans in the case of marine dwelling choanoflagellates. A typical marine 
choanoflagellate would be Biscosta spinifera found in the Weddell Sea, Antarctica (see 
Thomsen, Buck, Coale, Garrison & Gowing (1990)). The dimensions of the organisms 
we observe have length of flagellum approximately 15 - 30,um and radius of flagellum 
approximately 0.4,um. Holwill (see Sleigh (1974) pp 145) provides a table which indicates 
the orders of magnitude for a number of flagella dimensions allowing one to calculate the 
typical Reynolds number. These choanoflagellates are useful organisms because of their 
ability to consume all types of particulate waste. They are also very easy to study which 
makes them an ideal organism on which to perform experiments allowing the collation of 
data concerning their feeding habits. Vve study both a simple axisymmetric model and 
then extend this to a more detailed three-dimensional description of the organism. 
1.2 Salpingoeca Amphoridium (SA) 
The choanoflagellate we will be studying is Salpingoeca Amphoridium (SA), shown in 
Figure 5.1 on page 104 as a magnified photograph along side a simplified sketch. SA is a 
genus of the order Choanoflagellida. This genus is one of the three main Choanoflagellida 
(the others being Codosigidae and Acanthoecidae). Vve note that SA is a sessile organism 
and so has a surface of attachment which we consider when modelling the flow patterns 
around it. An organism which has similar structure to SA is a spermatozoon. It possesses 
the same type of cell body and flagellum interaction but does not possess a collar, unlike 
SA. Spermatozoon is a motile organism which uses the force created from its flagellum 
to balance the drag of the cell body and so propel itself through the viscous environment 
within which it resides. In the case of SA, the force created due to the flagellum interacts 
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with the boundary leading to eddies which are seen either side of the cell body. These 
are studied in due course. 
SA is a distinctive organism, due in particular to one of its features, a col1ar. which 
protrudes from its cell body. This collar, as we view it, is composed of many fine filaments 
(or micro-villi) which when photographed give the impression of a crown forming around 
the top of the cell body. The collar is visible in Figure 5.1 as two thin arms which emerge 
from the top of the cell and point towards the top right hand corner of the photograph. 
The collar is very important in the action of feeding because of its role as a filter for 
particles which come into contact with it through the movement of the surrounding fluid, 
Pettitt (2000) . It is also thought to provide some means of moving the trapped particles 
towards the 'mouth' situated at the base of the collar on the cell body. The particle will 
then be engulfed by processes such as phagocytosis. The fluid is given motility due to 
the action of the flagellum which protrudes from the cell body and has its base situated 
in the centre of the collar. This flagellum approximately doubles the total height of SA 
if we take into consideration the stalk which is attached to the opposite side of the cell 
body. This stalk is used for attaching SA to a fixed surface and is thought to enable more 
feeding currents to be generated due to the close proximity of a solid boundary with the 
forces created by the flagellum. SA also possesses a lorica which surrounds the cell body. 
The lorica is seen in Figure 5.1 (a) and is the cup-like feature which the cell body rests 
within. Its purpose is not entirely known because there are certain choanoflagellates ·who 
function without it (Thomsen et al. (1990)). It is mostly developed as a protective 'case' 
for the cell body to reside within. SA can also be found directly attached to the substrate, 
i.e. it does not possess a stalk. The reason for this type of attachment is not known but 
the method we use to develop the model of SA will accommodate such a variation by 
simply altering the parameters of the model. 
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1.3 Patterns of fluid mot ion 
The motion of the flagellum creates fluid patterns which are the structures that we are 
interested in during the course of the study. These resulting eddies can carry tracer 
particles along path lines and the evolution of their trajectories can be followed over time. 
We want to examine the patterns of filter feeding that can develop for various parameters 
of the problem, i.e. the type of eddies created for any organism. If a flagellum was to 
create motion of the fluid with no fixed boundary in close proximity, that is the organism 
was not a sessile but a motile organism, then we would observe particles which would 
move close by the body in a direction almost parallel to the direction of motion. In the 
case of SA, we have a sessile organism where the boundary has a great influence on the 
patterns of the particles traced out by the stream lines. 
An important difference between motile and sessile organisms is related to the location 
of their food source. Motile organisms can seek out a food source, for example using 
concentration gradients, and then move to the appropriate location to optimise feeding. 
However, sessile organisms must create enough motion so that the fluid rich in nutrients 
moves within close proximity of its capture region. The eddies created by sessile organisms 
are mostly dependent on how the forces in the fluid act relative to any given boundaries. 
Interactions between the cell body and forces from the flagellum will also need to be 
accounted for because these too will affect the overall flow patterns. 
Figures 1.1 illustrate the circulation of fluid which could occur around various micro-
organisms. In Figure 1.1 (a) the recirculation motion will allow regions of fluid to repeat-
edly pass through the collar which would be situated within close proximity to the eddies. 
The stream lines for a motile organism are also shown in Figure 1.1 (b) in a similar figure 
to that which is presented in Fenchel (1986) and we can see the differences between these 
first two cases. In both examples, the stream lines wil1 simply show the path of steady 
fluid flow driven by the forces in the problem. Figure 1.1 (c) shows a case we may study 
illustrating what happens to the fluid when two organisms are situated adjacent to each 
other. These figures are similar to those in Blake, Otto & Blake (1998). They show the 
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various regions of recirculation that can develop around an organism for a number of 
different force interactions. Notice here we are considering the force acting perpendicular 
to the substrate because it is pertinent to the biological situation we want to model. 
0 
Fig. 1.1 (a) Eddies created by a sessile or-
ganism. 
Fig. 1.1 (b) The flow around 
a spherical cell body repre-
senting a motile organism. 
Fig. 1.1 (c) A schematic of eddies for two 
adjacent organisms. 
Figure 1.1: Diagrams to illustrate the eddy patterns which can be created within the fluid 
due to point forces acting perpendicular to the boundary where appropriate. 
1.4 Stirring and mixing 
By stirring the fluid in the manner indicated in Figure 1.1 (a), SA is creating a perpetual 
flow of particles to pass through the collar rather than just waiting for motion of the fluid 
itself to enable particles to become trapped on the collar. However, this still does not 
create the most efficient manner of feeding for SA because as long as we are assuming no 
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diffusion and no alternative fluid motion, then after a certain length of time SA will have 
exhausted the food supply within its finite domain. This finite domain can be considered 
to be the area (or volume) over which the eddy can influence particles. We can assume 
there is no alternative fluid flow in the system because the flow is occurring at a low 
Reynolds number and hence, over a slow time scale this is very unlikely. This assumption 
is particularly valid for SA whose environment is stagnant, such as a canal. Also notice 
that molecular diffusion will be very weak here so that the organism's feeding cannot rely 
on diffusion to bring the particles to the region of capture. These are not the most ideal 
circumstances in which to feed and so instead SA and other similar organisms develop a 
method by which they can encourage more particles to move towards the collar. We later 
refer to bacteria as particles which are subject to Brownian motion, but in our initial 
model it is a weak effect which can be neglected. 
Blake & Otto (1996) investigate filter feeding in two types of organism. They are 
particularly interested in Vorticella which due to its small length scales inhabits environ-
ments characterised by low Reynolds numbers. Vorticella is a sessile organism possessing 
a 'crown' of cilia on top of its cell body. The cell body is attached via a stalk to a solid 
surface. The cilia drive the motion of the fluid around the cell body by small undulating 
movements. This enables particles in the fluid to pass between the cilia for capture by 
the 'mouth' situated at the top of the cell body. It is proposed in Blake et al. (1998) 
that by altering the position of the cell body by a contraction or stretching of the stalk, 
Vorticella will alter the flow suitably to promote more mixing of particles v.rithin the fluid 
and improve the feeding current. The periodic contraction or stretching of the stalk is 
thought to enable Vorticella to capture particles from nearby the collar once they have 
been transported there by chaotic advection, rather than only reaching the organism along 
the continuous stream lines. These continuous stream lines would be the only way parti-
cles could reach the cell body of Vorticella in the usual steady Stokes' flow. The stream 
lines are mentioned below in relation to modelling SA in section 1.6. 
vVe will discuss the movement of the point of application of the force that drives the 
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fluid. By moving the force we have an analogy with either movement of the flagellum 
or movement of the whole cell body. By creating this type of motion, the position of 
the eddy structures will be translated which allows regions of fluid which were previously 
undisturbed to now become more stirred. This new type of motion will also advect 
particles towards the cell from further away so that a greater region of fluid will become 
mixed. The greater degree of mixing increases the number of nutrient particles \\'ith 
which SA will come into contact. As a result, this increases its food supply. We note 
that we are assuming that SA has endless capacity for these nutrients. The experimental 
methods ensure the organisms studied are 'hungry' so that this assumption is valid over 
the duration of the experiment. Hence we assume a boundless number of particles can 
be removed from the region under the influence of the flagellum, plane and cell body 
interaction. 
As well as the theory being applicable to flagellar motion, the pulsing that we are 
going to develop to represent the oscillating nature of the force will allow us to consider 
other pulsatile systems that may be similar to Vorticella discussed in Blake et al. (1998). 
The pulsing will be modelled by changing the location where the force of the flagellum 
acts. We will consider the force to act at a single specific point, although it still has 
direction. By considering different alignments of these point forces with respect to their 
boundaries, we can investigate the affect on fluid particles due to forces created by either 
the flagellum, an adjacent flagellum or the boundary. 
1.5 Motion of particles around SA 
Whilst developing the mathematical model to provide numerical results which allow the 
description of the fluid motion, there is also the opportunity to corroborate results with 
Pettitt (2000) who experimentally investigated the methods used by choanofiagellates 
(including SA) to feed. This work has been developed after work by Sleigh (1991) and 
is similar to studies undertaken by Higdon (1979a). Sleigh investigated the various clas-
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sifications of types of flagellar beat and the patterns of fluid flow this created around 
the flagellum. The flow patterns created around collared flagella, such as SA, will be 
investigated using theoretical techniques originally developed by Higdon (1979a). Hig-
don's study models the forces created by a flagellum which generates the feeding currents 
around sessile organisms. The work however makes many simplifying assumptions, in-
cluding neglecting the collar which is an important part of SA's filtering mechanism. \Ve 
would like to augment his model, along with the initial model we introduce, by devel-
oping a method investigating the paths taken by various particles within the flow field. 
This would allow one to examine the efficiency of the feeding mechanism and look at the 
potential optimum dimensions of SA to create the best mixing regime. 
Before we can specifically concentrate on the aspects of SA's features which we deem 
as most important to modelling the flow fields, it is necessary to understand more details 
of the physical system including the environment around SA (experimental or other). 
These organisms are distinctive in the manner with which they feed on bacteria because 
they catch particulate matter in a filter situated above their mouth region. Research has 
been previously undertaken by Rubenstein & Koehl (1977) and Fulford & Blake (1995) 
investigating filtering fluid through arrays of cylinders which could resemble the action 
of the collar. The cell feeds from the surrounding environment as the flagellum causes 
fluid to pass through the collar. The long flagellum is anchored to the top of th~ <:ell 
body and is on average one and a half times the length of the collar, dependent on the 
type of choanofiagellate studied. The stalk, whose presence is again dependent on the 
type of choanoflagellate, can be of varying degrees of rigidity. In this particular case it 
attaches SA to a rigid boundary. It would be equally valid to consider a freely moving 
(i.e. swimming) choanofiagellate as mentioned earlier in this section because it will only 
be the boundary conditions on the surface of the organism which change. For a more 
detailed description of SA see Pettitt (2000) and Chapter 4. 
The methods used by SA to influence the flow around its body depend greatly on 
the beating of its flagellum. There has been much research into the motion of cilia and 
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flagella which will be useful in this study. The model we develop to describe the action 
of the organism initially concentrates on representing the influence of the flagellum as 
a single, unidirectional force. Later work will represent the flagellum shape with much 
greater accuracy than the initial simple model which provides a sound starting point for 
the investigation. The system which involves a flagellum mixing a fluid has received a 
great deal of investigation. This has been undertaken by biologists and mathematicians 
including Sleigh (1973), Lighthill (1976), Higdon (1979a), Fenchel (1986) and Fulford & 
Blake (1995), giving many models which we can exploit. These works also provide a 
number of experiments which have been carried out to confirm or disprove their findings. 
We can use these methods in validating our numerics although we mainly concentrate on 
confirmation of the results via experimental evidence from Pettitt (2000). 
Flagella and cilia are similar in their external appearance, structure and shape, al-
though they have differences in function. Following Sleigh (1973) it is reasonable to 
describe the cilia as a specialised class of flagella. The similarities between their meth-
ods of creating motion of fluid allows a larger range of theories to be considered when 
modelling a flagellum. One type of motion we can explore is helical motion in three di-
mensions which is commonly exhibited by flagella. Motion of the cilia can also occur in 
three dimensions when their movement is trying to restrict the amount of fluid that they 
actually propel in a recovery stroke for example. Rather than just creating the usual cilia 
'whip ' like motion within a plane, the recovery stroke may move off the plane so that it 
can move closer to the main body surface. Cilia usually occur in groups or 'fields', and 
provide movement of the surrounding fluid over and between their tips. Flagella, on the 
other hand, often appear individually (or possibly in pairs) and occur on the exterior 
of organisms to aid in their motility and feeding. It is this latter process of feeding we 
are most interested in, although methods to model the propulsion of an organism could 
follow similar lines. In particular, work by Higdon (1979b) investigates propulsion by a 
flagellum, and then proceeds to investigate propulsion by helical waves, Higdon (1979c). 
As an example of these entities in the mammalian body, one finds cilia which line the 
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lungs and create a constant movement of mucus. The mollusc (such as mytilus edulis). 
also uses rows of cilia (or cirri) as a method for particle movement and fi lter feeding, sec 
Fulford & Blake (1995). In the second case, the cilia are arranged in 'combs', which aids 
the filtering process for the molluscs. 
As mentioned above, the work within Higdon (1979 a, b, c) is concerned with flagellar 
motion, whether for sessile or motile organisms. Two types of wave forms can be used 
when modelling the flagellum, either a planar or helical beat, and both can be shown 
to be in agreement with nature where these two variations can be observed. For sessile 
organisms, the interactions found between the flagellum, the surface of the substrate and 
the cell body are taken into account. We choose to expand on the fundamental equations 
from Higdon (1979c) by applying the theory to SA such that the effect of the force of the 
flagellum on particles can be followed over t ime. 
The extent to which work in Higdon (1979a) is followed is included in greater detail in 
Chapter 5. To set the initial model of a stokeslet (or stokes lets) and their various align-
ments in context, the next section will describe the logical progression from a simple to 
a more complex model of SA. The case of a single stokeslet or two horizontally displaced 
stokeslets gives an indication of the flow patterns one witnesses under experimental condi-
tions. Further more, one can use the simple model to great advantage when investigating 
the degree of stirring or mixing within the region around the organism. 
1.6 Modelling the fluid mechanics of the organism 
It is appropriate to consider the biharmonic equation and its solutions when modelling 
this flow field. Some of the solutions are singular and it is these solu t ions which will 
give the building blocks for modelling the flagellum and the flow around it. Taking the 
fundamental singularities of the equation, we can develop the image system for solving 
the problem of a point force acting above an interface. Singularities, such as stokeslets, 
Stokes-doublets and dipoles, will create Lhe mathematical Green's functions which allow 
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the latter work of this thesis to investigate the interaction of the boundaries and the forces 
within the model. A considerable amount of work was done by Blake (1971) who exploited 
the idea of an image system near a rigid boundary. To begin with, in this thesis we ,vant 
to be able to model the flagellum as a single force. The initial method considers the 
force only acting at one point and having just one orientation. We can then determine 
the pressure and velocity which are caused by this force within the surrounding fluid. 
Consequently, we develop the consideration of stream functions which then allow one to 
follow particle paths within the fluid, see section 2.3. It is convenient if the flow is two 
dimensional in some sense, such as planar or axisymmetric, because we can then apply 
stream function techniques. One can gain verification to validate an axisymmetric study 
of the flow by investigating certain attracting features of the plane of the stokeslets, as 
pursued in Chapter 4. The stokeslet corresponds to a point force in an infinite medium 
and by using the idea of an image system we can then satisfy the physical constraints on 
both the rigid boundary or interface and far-field , Blake (1971) and Aderogba & Blake 
(1978a). 
An important consideration is to change the point of application of the force due to 
the motion of the flagellum. As the flagellum beats we will find that there will be a shift in 
the region and direction associated with the dominant contribution to the force. This will 
have to be translated to a change in both the application point and the orientation of the 
force. The concept of a 'blinking' stokeslet was introduced in Blake & Otto (1996). They 
considered a periodic change in the position of application of a point force. By modelling 
the flagellum using a similar technique, its motion can be considered to be pulsatile in 
nature, see Blake & Otto (1996) and Blake et al. (1998) for further details. 
Incorporating this pulsing nature of the beat leads to consideration of work by Aref 
& Balachandar (1986) who modelled stirring by looking at how particles are advected by 
an evolving velocity field. They examined the specific case of fluid mixing in the neigh-
bourhood of two rotating infinite cylinders whose axes are not coincident (but parallel) 
and whose velocities are turned on and off in a prescribed manner. They specifically 
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introduce three types of time modulation for turning their stirring elements ·on' or ·off'. 
This modulation is dubbed a stirring protocol. The simplest modulation involves first 
one and then the other stirring mechanism alternating with each other in a discrete step-
like manner. In the case of two cylinders rotating, whose motion would be smooth and 
continuous, it would not be strictly appropriate to apply a discrete stirring mechanism. 
However, in the instance of the pulsing force used within our model , a function which acts 
in a discrete manner (such as the delta function) is appropriate due to the nature of the 
system investigated. In the work which follows , the discrete pulse-like modulation we use 
will help to define a map. 
We find (from the previous work of Blake & Otto (1996) and Blake et al. (1998)) 
that using two horizontally displaced stokeslets will provide a good basis from which to 
begin this study. It is a fairly simple process to then consider either case (horizontally or 
vertically displaced stokeslets) and to alter their orientation as mentioned above. Chapters 
2 and 3 will consider both the horizontally and vertically displaced cases for completeness. 
We then choose to develop the ideas of chaotic mixing, here developed specifically for 
flagella, although there are a number of areas where we can apply these theories. The 
theory may be extended to other flows such as mucociliary transport, ovum transport 
and peristaltic motion within the gut, see Blake (2001) and Yannacopoulos, Otto & Blake 
(2001). 
The simple representation of the action of the flagellum by point forces can be extended 
as in Higdon (1979a) to give a more accurate description of the flagellum shape and 
motion. Instead of a single force, a distribution of forces along a helical curve defining 
the flagellum shape creates a more realistic flow field to study. Similarly, the way these 
forces interact with the cell body and substrate is of major significance to the organism. 
Therefore, a particle within this flow field will experience a variation in its velocity at 
different stages of the flagellar beat. This is in contrast to the simple force field that a 
particle could feel with only one or two forces acting (for example single stokeslets) who 
do not change their direction. 
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In Chapter 4, we address the transition needed to move from a simple representation 
of the flagellum by a single point force to a distribution of many forces along a realistic 
flagellum. We refer to the study of Pettitt, Orme, Leadbeater & Blake (2001) where 
the flow field created due to a line distribution of forces is presented. This configuration 
illustrates an intermediate stage in the model because the force acts over an elongated 
region as one would expect of the true flagellum beat. Although it is still not the realistic 
curved flagellum, it will allow further insight into the flow fields expected from varying 
the parameters of the model. 
The method used to determine how to distribute forces along the flagellum presents 
significantly more difficulty than with the single point force representation. Another 
investigation by Johnson (1980) can provide confirmation of the results we present in 
Chapter 5. The study by Johnson (1980) estimates the forces which have been created by 
a beating flagellum using methods due to Gray & Hancock (1955) and Lighthill (1976). 
These force estimations are derived from detailed work investigating resistance coefficients 
(which are discussed in greater detail in Appendix C). The work in the latter part of this 
thesis uses a rotating coordinate system to model the organism in three dimensions. This 
type of coordinate representation will be most appropriate when symmetrical shapes such 
as a spherical cell body can be rotated with ease. \Ve investigate a model developed 
from the method contained in Higdon (1979a) and which involves both a fixed coordinate 
system with respect to the plane and a rotating coordinate system with respect to the 
flagellum. 
As well as using stream functions, we also need to investigate methods to illustrate 
a representation of the fluid as time evolves. We have referred to the degree of mixing 
within the fluid and so we would like to investigate measures to describe the amount of 
change to the initial conditions of the system. This allows one to develop chaotic and 
statistical measures to research this specific biological flow in a quantitative manner. 
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1. 7 Chaot ic measures 
We use the chaotic measures of Poincare sections, the Henon index and Lyapuno,- ex-
ponents to give us insight into how the tracer particles will behave over the long term. 
They give a mathematical perspective of the amount of particle dispersion we will observe. 
We present a more detailed summary below for each of these measures. By introducing 
stochastic measures, we will have some insight into the spreading of particles within a 
region of fluid. All of the above mentioned measures are important as far as mixing is 
concerned and they allow one to study the initial development of chaotic advection in the 
flow. In a filter feeding environment the generation of a well mixed fluid is imperative 
for the organisms' survival. The process of molecular diffusion is often important in fluid 
where particles mix, but we assume it to be relatively weak in this case. This assumption 
can be made because the time scale for diffusion is slower than the time scale of the system 
and further details can be found in Otto, Yannacopoulos & Blake (2001). 
Many of the chaotic measures we are using were discussed in work by Henon (1969). 
The measures allowed investigation of area preserving maps and gave an indication of 
when chaos appears in the system. We use Poincare sections to visualise the long term 
action of particles, see section 3.1. They can give us information about the system we are 
studying, especially when we need to consider a wide range of parameter variation. They 
give a method which will allow one to create a simulation to follow the path of a particle. 
\Ve generate Poincare sections by integrating a set of particles forward in time and 
recording their position after each pulse of the stokeslet. The position which these particles 
are situated at on a Poincare section correspond to a path line for that particle. Steady 
flow will show this path line as a stream line, giving a level curve of the stream function. 
This is called an integrable dynamic system. For unsteady flow this path line depends 
on the initial position of the particle. Hence, the Poincare section shows integrability 
by placing images of the particle on a smooth curve over time. If we see individual 
dots on the Poincare section as opposed to continuous curves then we are able to obtain 
information relating to the periodicity of the system. For example, if we observe only 
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two dots or points on the section (after a repeated number of applications of the map) 
then we are observing an orbit of period two in terms of the s'"'itching protocol. This 
is illustrated in Figure 1.2 and shows how the Poincare section samples the point in the 
same position every other period of the map. This definition can obviously be extended 
to any other number of periods as Figure 2.4 on page 35 illustrates. A point of period one 
is called a fixed point because it returns to the same position every time it passes through 
the Poincare section, usually denoted by :E. For non-integrability, the Poincare section 
smears the images of the particle over a region rather than along a single continuous line. 
Poincare sections are a good tool to use when considering the stirring of fluid and the 
long time behaviour of individual tracer particles. However, it is also instructive to look 
at stirred patches or areas of fluid. This allows one to introduce measures of dispersion 
such as the variance and covariance of a 'blob' of particles within the fluid. 
Figure 1.2: An example illustrating a representation of a period two map on a Poincare 
section. 
Lyapunov exponents are used to determine the stretching properties of a flow as con-
sidered previously in Otto et al. (2001), see section 3.2. Whereas the Poincare sections 
describe a picture as time evolves, a diagram to illustrate the Lyapunov exponents will 
give a feeling of the stretching one can observe from a wider region. The stretching may 
be large after a certain length of time which would indicate a significant amount of mixing 
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within that region of the system and be characterised by a large Lyapunm· exponent. If 
the exponent is small , the flow in that region shows little divergence from the initial con-
ditions. However, to reach a limit allowing one to determine this measure would require a 
prohibitively large number of iterations of the map which is often not realistic in physical 
systems. We ideally want the system to reach a well mixed state within a small number 
of periods of the system. This is because the physical system will only have a finite time 
over which to perform mixing. 
The Henon index provides information on the bifurcation of the system for area-
preserving maps, see section 3.3. An area-preserving map will be used throughout the 
following work after the initial map has been introduced in section 2.3. The bifurcation 
of the system is an important measure because ideally we are interested in determining 
the types of flow which will create the best mixing. If we have information on when the 
flow becomes more unstable then we are able to consider how particles will be affected. 
Along with the other chaotic measures, this gives great insight into the characteristics of 
the flow. 
Examining the dispersion of particles over a certain period in time is the reason behind 
considering stochastic processes in section 3.4. These measures allow one to consider the 
'effective diffusivity' within the system. Although we are assuming the system to have no 
diffusion due to Brownian motion, the chaotic measures allow consideration of the amount 
of effective diffusion which could be created by the organism. We obtain a measure for 
this degree of effective diffusion which can either be equal to, greater than or less than 
one. The latter two cases are termed superdiffusion and subdiffusion, where the mixing 
has respectively created a diffusion ]eve] above or below that which one would normally 
expect. 
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1.8 A three-dimensional model 
Our initial approach to the problem concerning the flow fields around SA involves con-
sidering the simplified two stokeslet model of the system (as presented in Chapter 2) and 
analysing the outcomes of the numerical simulation of the flow using various techniques 
(Chapter 3). The analysis of flow fields is based on visualising the effect the flagellum 
has on a notional element of fluid over a certain period of time. These techniques convert 
easily to numerical schemes which provide a method of interpreting the resulting flow. 
The results for this simplistic model give insight but no specific details about the physical 
system we would like to study. Therefore, by developing a fully three-dimensional model 
incorporating some of the physical features of SA, we will progress towards beginning to 
understand the flow fields around SA. 
We validate the axisymmetric case by investigating the attracting and repelling prop-
erties of a plane within space, presented in section 4.2. From this sound mathematical 
basis, one can progress to a more detailed study of a simplistic yet proper representation 
of a micro-organism. Consideration of the physical structure of the organism studied in 
Pettitt (2000) allows three-dimensional flow fields to be developed, see section 4.3. We 
closely follow work from Higdon (1979a) who provides a structure to determine the forces 
created by a flagellum beating in the presence of a sphere and a plane. Although the model 
still makes assumptions about a number of features of the organism, the inclusion of the 
most important three-dimensional features alone will greatly enhance the progression of 
the model. It will allow the paths taken by tracer particles to interact with the fluid, 
flagellum, plane and sphere simultaneously. Previously, the only effects on a particle and 
the surrounding viscous fluid requiring consideration were those of the individual point 
force and infinite plane. The effects of this new model will introduce a number of forces 
and boundaries into the problem resulting in the complex flow fields being modelled more 
accurately. 
The introduction of Green's functions in Chapter 5 allows many forces acting in three 
dimensions to represent the flagellum, cell body and plane, and hence create a motion 
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of particJes within the fluid. This interaction between forces will affect how the particles 
are advected with time because as the beat progresses, a different direction of motion 
will be evoked dependent on the particles ' positions. The beat patterns which have been 
used previously in work by Higdon (1979a), Johnson (1980) and Ramia et al. (1993) 
vary from a planar to a helical beat and were motivated both by organism motility and 
feeding patterns. One way to approach such a study involves a rotating coordinate frame, 
an obvious choice for a system associated with a helical beat pattern. As predicted from 
results in Blake & Otto (1996) and Blake et al. (1998), different regions around these type 
of organisms generate various flow fields or particle paths. We will present trajectories 
of paths for a number of tracers enabling a catalogue of particle motions from different 
regions of the flow field to be built up. 
The results will be comparable with experimental results because the assumptions we 
choose to make in the model resemble many important physiological features. Figure 5.3 
on page 109 shows the typical model we choose which will represent an organism in three 
dimensions. Recordings made in experiments (from the study of Pettitt (2000)) will be 
used to allow the comparison of numerically generated particle paths with video images of 
paths taken by polystyrene microspheres over comparable time scales. The experimental 
results presented in Pettitt (2000) are believed to replicate the paths taken in the flow by 
nutrient particles on which these organisms would feed. 
1.9 The structure of the thesis 
Before the main component of the thesis, the structure is briefly presented. 
The two-dimensional study associated with a 'blinking' stokeslet will examine both the 
vertically and the horizontally displaced cases because it highlights the differences we see 
in these two alternative types of flow generation. It will also provide a good comparison 
between previous studies and the work which is to follow. This is presented in the second 
and third chapters. Within both these chapters we further develop the work of Otto et 
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al. (2001) by considering the displacement and interaction of two stokeslets. Initially this 
work is confined to two dimensions where we consider the flows due to each stokeslet to 
be axisymmetric. The formulation of the work investigating two stokeslets is contained 
within section 2.2. We examine the mixing effects on an element of fluid within the flow 
using several stochastic techniques and elements from the theory of chaos to confirm our 
results. The methods we use give measures for the amount of mixing which has occurred in 
the system and arc described in further detail in Chapter 3. The work within Chapters 2 
and 3 is presented in Orme, Otto & Blake (2001 b) (and certain elements are also published 
in Orme, Otto & Blake (2001a)). 
In Chapter 4, the three-dimensional flow around a simple blinking stokeslet model is 
approached by considering the contours of stream lines around various configurations of 
stokeslets. The chapter summarises biological details of SA in relation to work undertaken 
by Pettitt (2000). We investigate particle paths around a typical organism looking at var-
ious parameters to alter a number of aspects of the model. Once a greater understanding 
of the structure of the system is developed, we proceed onto the final three-dimensional 
study. 
Chapter 5 is the culmination of this thesis and presents a fully three-dimensional 
model of SA. Results which are developed via the use of a rotating reference frame show 
numerically generated particle paths contrasted with experimental results, Orme, Otto & 
Blake (2001c) . Finally, Chapter 6 presents conclusions of the work presented throughout 
this thesis and indications of any further development which could follow. 
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Chapter 2 
MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF THE 
AXISYMMETRIC MODEL 
This chapter will construct the axisymmetric model with which we can begin to investigate 
the nature of the flow patterns around SA. We consider justification of all the assumptions 
concerning the equations we utilise. Then, the use of these equations to construct a map 
al lowing the investigation of fluid flows is presented. 
2.1 Introduction 
In biological fluids one more than often considers very slow flows on small length scales 
where the fluids may also have a high viscosity (e.g. mucus). All of these factors contribute 
to making the Reynolds number small and allow the Stokes flow equations to be applied. 
This indicates to us that the dominant behaviour of the flow exhibits no inertia and we 
can class this as Stokes flow. We will propose a model to investigate the flow patterns 
created by a cilia or flagellum under these conditions. We regard the flagellum as a point 
force acting in the Stokes flow regime. By the use of image systems, as proposed by Blake 
(1971) , we can use stokeslets to model the point force near a boundary so that the no-slip 
boundary condition is satisfied exactly. 
Vve will investigate how a tracer behaves near the interface between two immiscible 
fluids. For convenience we consider two semi-infinite fluids where one is situated above an-
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other. The interface represents the boundary between the fluids which each have different 
physical properties (density and viscosity) and may have a surface tension acting between 
them. The interface between the two fluids is assumed to be flat due to the action of sur-
face tension and gravity although a real interface between two fluids will be anisotropic. 
The assumption is made that the interface is not surface active, so we characterise the 
interface by having a constant surface tension. Vve also assume by this definition that 
there is no continuous variation occurring at the interface which would normally occur 
on a molecular level. This assumption creates a discrete jump between the two fluids. 
The properties of the fluids such as density, p, viscosity, f.J,, and temperature, T, will vary 
dependent on the fluid. By simplifying the interface in this manner we have not made 
too much of a gross over approximation. However, we note this artificially sharp interface 
between the two fluids is not very physically realistic (e.g. a mucus interface) because 
there will usually be a region of variable properties which our interface does not permit. 
We will position the stokeslets in the fluid either above or below the interface and 
initially take the stokeslets to be horizontally displaced. For our purposes the stokeslets 
are situated in the lower fluid, below the interface, as in Aderogba & Blake (1978a), 
during the axisymmetric case. Due to the viscous shear acting at the interface the effect 
of the stokeslets can be felt in both the upper and lower regions of the fluid. Vie can 
then look at how passive tracers in either of these regions behave over a certain length of 
time with varying strengths of stokeslet force. Although horizontally displaced stokeslets 
are considered here, we note that it takes a trivial manipulation to allow us to consider 
vertically displaced stokeslets instead. Figure 2.1 illustrates the spatial difference between 
these two configurations. The case of vertical displacement is considered in Blake & Otto 
(1996), Blake et al. (1998) and Otto et al. (2001). Note all these papers considered 
the two-dimensional case rather than the axisymmetric one. It is possible to consider the 
axisymmetric case for two vertically displaced stokeslets using an approach similar to that 
contained in the following work. Later sections within the context of the axisymmetric 
study will show results for both the vertical and the horizontal displacement cases. \Vhen 
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we are examining the three-dimensional case in Chapter 4 to proYide justification of the 
work in this chapter, only horizontally displaced stokeslets are considered. 
z 
Pig. 2.1 (a) Horizontally displaced 
stokeslets. 
y y 
X 
Fig. 2.1 (b) Vertically displaced 
stokcslcts. 
Figure 2.1: An illustration to show how stokeslets can either be considered as horizontally 
or vertically displaced. 
2.2 The mathematical formulation 
2.2.1 Stokes flow equations 
The stokeslet is described by a velocity and pressure field associated with a point force. 
If this point force was to act at the pointy, then the solution to the equations 
\7.u = 0, 
yields the pressure, p, and the velocity, u , which give the fundamental singularity of 
the Stokes flow equations known as the stokeslet. We define the other constituents of 
the equation as: c5(x - y ) is the delta function indicating in this case that the force, F , 
only acts at the point x = y . The viscosity of the fluid is defined by f.1, and ""ill allow 
one to examine the limiting cases previously ment ioned and again referred to in greater 
detail later within this section. \Ve use the steady Stokes flow equations because we 
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are interested in a point force acting for an infinitesimal period of time. The solution 
obtained, for example via the method of three-dimensional Fourier transforms or other 
techniques, is 
U· _ _ J_ tJ + 1 1 F · (c5·· x·x ·) 
t - 87rJ-1. ~ lxl3 and 
Fixi 
p = 47rlxj3 ' 
in the case where y = 0 . For further details of deriving this result the reader is referred to 
Blake (1971) and Appendix A. The flow created by each vertically orientated stokeslet is 
an axisymmetric flow field in this case. This particular solution could correspond to the 
case of a motile flagellum and does not include a boundary to restrict the flow. Although 
the flow created by each stokeslet is an axisymmetric flow field, this does not imply that if 
we have two stokeslets acting together their combined flow field will also be axisymmetric. 
This will be investigated in more detail later in this chapter. 
Figure 2.2 shows two stokeslets horizontally displaced with their position vectors given 
in cartesian coordinates as 
sl : r' = (x' , y', -h) and s2: r" = (x", y", - h). 
The positions of the stokeslets are usually given by x' = x" = 0 and y' = - y" = a, 
where a is an arbitrary constant, so that the stokeslets lie in the y - z plane equidistance 
from the z-axis. They are illustrated according to this configuration in Figure 2.2. This 
positioning is important because we can now consider the particle moving about in a two-
dimensional plane corresponding to the y- z plane. Therefore the use of stream functions 
to examine the flow is a valid method. The two-dimensional section is not a slice of 
the more complicated three-dimensional mot ion, as it seems to suggest, but is motion 
confined to the plane. Therefore, because we are initially going to consider two stokeslets 
who are within a plane, a particle beginning its motion in the plane will also have its 
path restricted to this plane, i.e. there will be no azimuthal component to consider. This 
allows us to trace the particle path within a two-dimensional plane 'Nhere we know that 
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we can apply a stream function to follow a particle. However, any displacement off this 
plane will lead to a fully three-dimensional motion which we discuss in greater detail in 
Chapter 4. 
The orientation of the stokeslets is important in this axisymmetric, horizontally dis-
placed case. We are looking at stokeslets that act perpendicular to the interface so that 
the method we outline below is applicable. Single stokeslets orientated parallel to the in-
terface would not provide an axisymmetric flow and so considering a plane section would 
not be a valid method to use in that case. Instead, by looking at two perpendicular forces 
to the interface the particle will not be influenced to move off the plane. The remainder 
of this chapter examines a reduction of the three-dimensional space where we always con-
sider the x-coordinate to be zero, as illustrated in Figure 2.2 where both stokeslets lie in 
the y - z plane. 
2.2.2 Stream functions 
The flow can be described by stream functions which will differ depending on whether 
we are looking at the flow in the upper or lower half space. We will use cylindrical 
coordinates to describe the system where we take the generator of the cylinder to be 
a vertical line perpendicular to the interface and through the position of each stokeslet. 
Figure 2.2 illustrates the coordinate systems used. We naturally have different coordinates 
to describe the position of the tracer dependent on which stokeslet we are considering. 
The coordinates are given by (r, z, ¢) where r is the radial distance from the generator of 
the stokeslet to the tracer, z gives the vertical distance between the tracer and the surface, 
and <P shows the angular direction the tracer lies in with respect to the stokeslet. Vve take 
<P to be zero in the direction of the positive x-axis. Using the subscripts 1 and 2 we prefer 
to use two coordinate systems to describe a particle's motion because as the stokeslets 
pulse alternately their periods of operation will be distinct and within each frame there 
will be no azimuthal movement. By combining the tracer positions after each stokeslet 
acts we can obtain an overall description of the flow with respect to any origin we choose. 
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Figure 2.2: The cylindrical coordinate systems showing the position of the stokeslets 
relative to an arbitrary tracer which is positioned in the same half plane as the stokeslets; 
in general Z 1 = z2 • We show here the orientation we will use when the horizontally 
displaced stokeslets are situated in the lower half plane. The stokeslets lie in the plane 
x = 0 whilst the mean position of the fluid interface is the plane z = 0. r 1 and r 2 
are vectors in a parallel plane to the x - y plane and containing the particle P . Hence 
ISiPI2 = lril2 + (zi- h) 2 , fori= 1, 2. 
It should be noticed the coordinate system is an axisymmetric system and the initial work 
considers ¢1 and ¢2 equal to either 1r /2 or -1r /2, i.e. particle motion within the plane. 
Following the work by Aderogba & Blake (1978a) we can look at the force of a stokeslet 
as acting either parallel or normal to the immiscible interface. We will consider a force 
acting normal to the interface as this will be pertinent to the biological situations we 
describe later in Chapter 4. Although in this case we consider the normal force, parallel 
forces to the interface also occur in biological fluids and can be useful when studying, for 
example, the lungs where sheets of cilia act together or in a metachronal wave to move 
mucus and debris out of the lungs. Examples of other such flows can also be found in 
the stomach or circulatory system. As previously stated we note that the case of the 
stokeslets acting parallel to the interface is not an axisymmetric problem. However: it 
can still be treated in a similar manner to the problem we are addressing. In that case, 
instead of working with stream functions we would choose to use velocity components. 
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Initially, the case of the normal force considered by Aderogba & Blake (1978a) was ill-
posed. This is because one needed to consider a force balance at the interface '"hich could 
not be suitably attained using surface tension alone. This was resolved when Aderogba 
& Blake (1978b) introduced a density difference between the two fluids which meant that 
an approximation (to first order) of the interface shape could be derived for forces normal 
to the interface. The general force balance used, where F describes the strength of the 
force acting vertically upwards, was 
00 
F = 21r(p1 - P2)9 ; · rT dr, 
0 
where p1 and P'2 are the fluid densities in the lower and upper fluid respectively, g is the 
gravitational acceleration and T is the interface shape given by 
for the particular case of no surface tension which we use in this problem. 
The stream functions we use, given in Aderogba & Blake (1978b), are: for z < 0 
and for z > 0 
where B = J.J,2 j J-L1• The other variables are defined as: J.J,1 is the viscosity in the lower fluid, 
J-L2 is the viscosity in the upper fluid and his the distance the stokeslets are situated below 
the interface. The coordinates (r, z) are the usual polar coordinates that we previously 
defined and illustrated in Figure 2.2. Later within this chapter these stream functions 
will be revisited once a coordinate transformation has been applied. 
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Notice that varying the value of() will give several limiting cases ·which can be con-
sidered. We are mostly concerned with z < 0, i.e. the region in which the flagellum is 
taken to be located. The results we present within the next chapter will reflect this. For 
() -t oo, i.e. f.Ld f.Ll -t oo, we obtain the case where the immiscible surface is effectively a 
rigid no-slip wall. An example of this case could occur in the lungs where we have fluid 
lying over a layer of mucus (the physical representation would be an inverted case of our 
model with the mucus representing the rigid boundary). For () -t 0, i.e p2/ f.L 1 -t 0, we 
have p 1 >> J.L2 so that the surface above acts like a free surface. This would be comparable 
to the case where we had mucus underlying the air above, such as at a diffusive surface in 
any transport system. As noted in Aderogba & Blake (1978a), the case of()= 1 will not 
reproduce the case of an infinite fluid. This is because we need to consider the distribution 
of normal stresses over the interface at z = 0 which must satisfy the requirement that the 
normal velocity is zero. The type of physical situation this may represent could be the 
case of a nearly uniform fluid with some variation within it such as a salinity gradient 
found in sea water. The varying concentrations would then form the interface in that 
specific situation. 
In Aderogba & Blake (1978b), as in this case, the positioning of the stokeslets in 
the lower half plane gave distinct tracer patterns to the fluid dependent on whether we 
observe the lower or upper region. In the region without the stokeslets the tracer showed 
no closed eddy patterns, but in the region containing the stokeslets Aderogba & Blake 
(1978b) showed there are closed stream lines for values of 0 < (), where they neglect 
to consider the case e = 1. Again, this is because although it is possible to obtain 
numerical results for this case, it is not physically representative of any system that we 
are considering. 
Figure 2.3 shows different patterns of the stream functions for both the upper and 
lower half planes with varying values of e. Note the graphs plot the value of one stream 
function only. Also notice that when we increase the values of (), the region z > 0 shows 
very little detail due to the density of the plotting function. This region becomes mostly 
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uniform now, which can be seen by referring to Figures 2.3 (c) and (f). \"Ve have kept 
a = 1: where a gives the force of the stokeslct, for ease of comparison between the figures. 
The value of a we use is not important here as it will merely increase the height of the 
stream lines whilst illustrating the same structures. When B is small, the surface between 
the two fluids acts like a free surface. From Figure 2.3 (c) we see that the region z < 0 
(where the stokeslets are situated) has closed stream lines and the region above the free 
surface does not show these. A similar pattern could also be seen in Figure 2.3 (b) if the 
range of the axes was extended to incorporate the closed stream lines. As we increase B 
further, the shape of the stream lines in the region z < 0 changes. The stream functions 
in the positive region will retain a similar pattern and it is only the value of the stream 
function which visibly alters. Finally, when B is large, Figure 2.3 (f), we see that there 
is little difference in the stream lines above z = 0 and the interface is treated as though 
it were a rigid boundary. The maximum values of the stream function are given in the 
caption of Figure 2.3 to indicate the maximum velocities generated in each case for the 
region z < 0. 
2.2.3 Blinking stokeslets 
The method of working with blinking stokeslets is now incorporated into the study as 
detailed in Chapter 1. We will consider only one type of temporal variation where the time 
each stokeslet is active for is equally divided. We know that the radial and the vertical 
velocity of the tracer can now be expressed in terms of stream functions, the stream 
function used being naturally dependent on the region of fluid the tracer is situated in. 
The velocities in the horizontal and vertical directions are given as 
181/; 
Ur=- -
r az and 
18'¢ 
Uz = - --. 
r or 
To determine the position of the tracer when it has been acted on by two blinking 
stokeslets we first need to find the position of the tracer relative to the first stokeslet. By 
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Fig. 2.3 (a) 8 = 0; max('f/J) = 0.7533. This case is equivalent to a free 
surface at the line z = 0, hence the blank area in the figure. 
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Fig. 2.3 (b) 8 = 0.5; max('f/J) = 0.3970; fixed point (3.01,-2.01). 
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Fig. 2.3 (c) 0 = 1; max(t/J) = 0.5192; fixed point (1.61,-1.61). 
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Fig. 2.3 (d) () = 5; max(t/J) = 0.4304; fixed point (0.71,-1.31). 
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Fig. 2.3 (e) 8 = 100; max(t/J)= 0.3987; fixed point (0.51,-1.21). 
Fig. 2.3 (f)(}= 1000; max(t/J) = 0.3971; fixed point (0.51,-1.21) . 
Figure 2.3: Graphs showing the stream functions in both the upper and the lower half 
planes for varying values of() with a = 1. The colour bar indicates the value of the stream 
function for different areas of the plane while the '+' indicates the location of the fixed 
point. The values of the stream functions correspond to the speed of the fluid in these 
regwns. 32 
using cylindrical coordinates one can find the location of the tracer after the first stokeslet 
blink, and then repeat the same procedure for the second stokeslet. One should note it is 
understood that the first stokeslet pulse has ceased before the second has started. Also, 
with each stokeslet is an associated coordinate system which will be introduced in due 
course. 
There are different switching protocol that can be used for defining the blinking action 
of the stokeslet. We need to specify a protocol, as done previously by Aref (1984) , Blake 
& Otto (1996) and Otto et al. (2001), so that we know when we switch between the two 
stokeslets. Previously, Blake & Otto (1996) used a C1 switching between configurations 
to help with the numerical integration. In our case, as in Otto et al. (2001), we want 
to reduce the description of the system to a map and therefore pulse the stokeslets with 
a &-function form. This &-function shows the temporal variation of the stokeslets and is 
taken to be 
On ( t; T) = o ( t - T ( 2n + 1 =F ~)) , 
where n E Z and 2T is the period of the system. Here, the right stokeslet pulses at time 
t = T /2 and the left at t = 3T /2, and so on for subsequent periods. In experiments on 
SA, it is noted that the helical motion of the flagellum persists over a finite period and 
then ceases. Due to the nature of the flow (that is Re << 1) we can neglect momentum 
and hence we model the overall effect of this rotation as an upwards force, also operating 
over a finite time. In nature this cessation may well be so that the organism can recover 
from its activity, but nevertheless it does operate over finite periods interspersed with 
periods of inaction. 
The micro-organism SA does not move its flagellum as much as other organisms (such 
as Vorticella, Blake & Otto (1996)), however it has been observed that the eddy structure 
is unsteady and this will promote chaotic advection. We have endeavoured to model 
this unsteadiness via the inclusion of a periodically moving stokeslet. The flow field 
associated with a point force is similar to that found to occur in the neighbourhood 
of a helical flagellum, in that a large toroidal eddy structure is created. The global 
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effect is one of a point force directed up the core of the helix. .\gain: referring to an 
im·erted representation of Figure 2.3, we can see these toroidal effects. For larger T, the 
system is likely to become more chaotic due to the longer length of time between each 
event pronouncing the stokeslets individual effects. The overall effect may mean the flow 
becomes unsteady and following Aref (1984) , a non-integrable behaviour may ensue. In 
the biological context with which we are concerned, it is this non-integrable flow we are 
interested in because it can lead to an efficient mixing regime within the fluid. This is 
important for organisms who feed from the flow of fluid around them. Any enhanced 
mixing they can crP.:ttP. wi ll be beneficial to their survival. When we letT -4 0 we find the 
system tending towards the integrable case because the fluid responds to the stokeslets 
as though they are acting 'together' rather than pulsing individually. We regard this 
case as similar to both stokeslets pulsing together which corresponds to a function of the 
addition of the stream functions. Again, following Aref (1984), this integrable behaviour 
will produce an inefficient mixing of the particulate matter within the flow due to the lack 
of stream lines which cross and tangle. The crossing of stream lines would create regions of 
mixing since this process could affect the structures of stability which are existent within 
the fluid. 
2.3 The construction of the map 
To determine the position of the tracer when it has been acted on by two blinking 
stokeslets, we initially need to find its position relative to the first stokeslet using cylin-
drical coordinates. The first stokeslet will act for an instant only, at time T, say, and then 
there will be no force acting until t ime T2 when the second stokcslct acts. The second 
stokeslet will determine the next position of the tracer, and because both stokeslets have 
acted we say that the tracer has moved through one iteration of the system. We will 
later define this as a map. Notice that each blink of a stokeslet occurs at a distinct time 
and that they are both switched on and off instantly. It is now necessary to define this 
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mathematically. 
\Ve look for a map which describes the position of the tracer before the action of the 
nth pair of pulse:::; with the position after the action of the nL11 pair of pulses. This map 
consists of two steps where the first step moves the tracer from the nth to the ( n + ~) th 
position and the second step moves the tracer from the (n+ ~)th to the (n+ l)st position. 
This is the point we consider the tracer to have moved to after the action of the nth pair of 
pulses. This type of map will allow one to produce a Poincare section which will indicate 
whether the action of the blinking stokeslet will give a chaotic mixing pattern or not. The 
Poincare section shows the position of the tracer every period. The map is a stroboscopic 
image and shows how initial particles are progressed forward due to the action of the map. 
Dependent on whether a solid or scattered line is produced the map is either integrable 
or non-integrable, Henon (1969). A schematic illustrating the production of a Poincare 
section, defined as E, is shown in Figure 2.4 and Chapter 3 gives more details along with 
interpretations derived from the results. After many periods of the map the Poincare 
section will suggest patterns which indicate the behaviour of the fluid over time. 
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Figure 2.4: An illustration of the construction of a Poincare section, labelled E. For 
comparison, Figure 1.2 indicates a Poincare section when the map we arc considering is 
of period two. 
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2.3.1 The explicit map 
The simplest map we can define uses the velocities in terms of the stream functions in both 
the radial and vertical directions) and moves the tracer along due to the corresponding 
velocity for each pulse of the stokeslet. The map is obtained via an integration which 
gives the new position of the tracer in terms of the old position and velocity. Integrating 
the 8-function at the time of the first stokeslet pulse, t = (2n + 1 )T /2, we notice that 
during the interval that follows, i.e. (n + ~)T < t < (n + ~)T (where n E .Z), we have 
no motion due to neither of the stokeslets pulsing and the flow having no inertia. A 
similar calculation can be considered for the case of the second stokeslet pulse too. The 
integration is given by 
2T 2T 
;· x dt = J 8(t)'¢(x, y) t) dt) 
0 0 
which we can rewrite as 
because we only need to integrate for the time at which eit her of the stokeslets are switched 
on due to the properties of the a-function. 
Following Otto et al. (2001), the explicit mc:1p is given by 
R: 
which gives the position of the tracer after one stokeslet has acted. The map is explicit 
because the new point ( r n+!, zn+~) is dependent on the previous position of the tracer 
only. (Notice the point (rn+l, Zn+I) would correspond to the position after both the 
stokeslets had acted, therefore completing one iteration of the map.) This is tantamount 
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to an Eulerian integration scheme where (r, z) -+ (r + ur, z + uz). Since the action of one 
stokeslet induces axisymmetric flow, then the angle¢ is constant in this instance because 
the map R is considering a single stokeslet pulse. Due to the incompressibility of the 
fluid which we are considering, we know t hat the velocity field should be divergence free. 
Hence we require the Poincare map to be area preserving; the map we have stated is not 
area preserving and so we must instead look at an implicit map together with a simple 
transformation of the cylindrical coordinates. 
2.3.2 The implicit map (midpoint map) 
We will consider the same type of scheme introduced in section 2.3.1 above, but first we 
present a coordinate transformation to give an area preserving map for use in the following 
implicit study. The symplectic transformation of the coordinates is given by 
r/ = r 2/2 and I z = z, 
so that the new coordinates are (r/, z' , ¢) (which are still cylindrical) and are defined 
relative to each stokeslet. In this coordinate system, we see by considering Figure 2.2 
that r 2 = x2 + y2 implying 77' = (x2 +y2)/2. As indicated in Figure 2.2, both stokeslets lie 
on x = 0 and are situated equidistance from y = 0. Jt is the new coordinate system which 
must be translated to determine the individual effects of the stokeslets on the particle. We 
non-dimensionalise the system, taking L as the typical length scale and T as the typical 
t ime scale. In the new coordinates we can state the stream functions as: for z' < 0 (the 
region where the stokeslets are situated) 
[ 
277, 277' ( 20 ) 2hz' 77' ] 
'lj; =a (277' + (z' + h)2)t - (277' + (z'- h)2) t + 1 + () (277' + (z' - h)2)~ ' (2.1) 
and for z' > 0 
(2.2) 
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where a = FT / 47rhJ.J-ll h is the non-dimensional location of the stokeslets below the 
interface and as before, () = !J-2/ J.i-J · The parameter a: is used to represent the varying 
strength of a stokeslet but also includes the effects of length, time and viscosity. In the 
case studied here, when a is positive we consider the stokeslet acting in the positive z' 
direction (i.e. towards the interface below which the stokeslets are situated). 
T he map is defined as implicit if one can find the position of the tracer after the nth pair 
of pulses by the use of intermediate coordinates. These intermediate coordinates, given by 
(71~+ 1 , z~+1 ), are coordinates used as a step between the fi rst and second stokeslet pulses 
2 2 
occurring at times t = (n + ~)T and t = (n + ~)T respectively. Therefore, an implicit 
map is determined from an explicit map by altering the point at which the map is taken 
to act. It is necessary to have an implicit map because it will be more stable to use in 
the numerics than an explicit map. This will be important when we are considering the 
advection of points within a flow where they are required to be stable so the flow dynamics 
can be determined. We consider two steps in the implicit map which combine to give the 
full map. This creates the effect of the total 'pulse' and will eventually move the tracer 
to the (n + l )st position. T he full map is defined as J\1! where 
(2.3) 
taking the position of the tracer through one action or iteration of the system. The implicit 
maps R1 and R2 move the tracer due to the first and second stokeslet respectively. First, 
we have the map R1 where 
(2.4) 
This gives an implicit map which acts on the nth position of the tracer to induce the effect 
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of the first stokeslet. The specific map given in (2.4) is only one of three cases we could 
have considered. As explained above, to make the map implicit we have merely chosen to 
alter the point where the map acts so that we now consider the intermediate point too. 
We coulcl h::tvP. incremented the z'-coordinate so that the map was implicit in z' using the 
intermediate coordinates ( "7~, z' 1), or equally we could have considered the r/ -coordinate 
n+2 
so that our two step implicit map would use the intermediate coordinates ( 77~+ 1 , z~), rather 
2 
than ( (77~~ + 77~+!)/2, (z~ + <+t)/2). We would say in the respective cases, the map •vas 
implicit in r/ or z' rather than being a midpoint map. In some situations it is possible 
to decide which map to use via physical arguments. However, in this instance where this 
is not the case, we choose to exploit the midpoint map. This map, called the Poincare 
map, represents the most formal treatment of the inherent discontinuity by using the 
mean of the left and right limits (as would be exploited in a Fourier series evaluation of 
a discontinuous function). 
The implicit midpoint map, R1, moves the tracer to half way through the map such 
that 
To complete the motion induced by the pair of stokeslets we require the map R2 to move 
the tracer relative to the second stokeslet and give its final position completing the map 
as 
We incorporate an alteration to the map R 1 to create the map R2 via a change of the 
coordinates representing the stokeslets. As the second stokcslet 'pulses', the change of 
coordinates from ( 77', z', ¢') to ( 77", z'', ¢") is given by 
7711 = [(x - x")2 + (y - y") 2] /2 and z" = z' , 
with ( x, y, z) being the position of the tracer. This map in ( 7]11 , z", ¢") is called R2 and 
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defined as 
(2.5) 
( II+" fl II ) 11 11 8'1j; 'f/n+l T/n+l zn+l + Zn+l z - z 2 _ .....;2:..__ _ _ n+ 1 - n+ t - 8ry11 2 ' 2 ' 
where R2 describes the motion of the tracer from (rl, z', </>') to (rl', z11 , ¢"). Notice that 
because the individual stokeslet effect creates an axisymmetric flow, then when we arc in 
the plane containing the stokeslets the angles </> will be positive or negative of the previous 
angle. For example, in the plane of the stokeslets where we consider </> to be measured 
from the positive x-axis, the angle will be ±1r /2. Hence if the tracer begins between the 
two stokeslets then </>~+~ :f. </>~+~. It may be possible if the tracer 'crosses' the axis of 
either of the stokeslets that </>~ :f. ¢~+ 1 or </>~ :f. ¢~+1 . The full map defined as M in 2.3 
2 2 
could correspond biologically to one beat of the flagellum for example. Another situation 
which it could describe is the interaction of two adjacent flagella beating. Notice we are 
looking at the axisymmetric case here whereas in reality the particles will not always 
begin within the same plane as the stokeslets. We approach this in Chapter 4 where we 
look at a three-dimensional flow concerned with the map given above. 
By increasing the value of a, we can increase the period or the force of each stokeslet 
and so examine the different stream lines which are produced. \lVe can also vary the ori-
entation of the stokeslets, with respect to both each other and the interface, to investigate 
the mixing of the fluid. 
2.4 Discussion of the use of the midpoint map 
Vve have briefly mentioned the various maps we can use to determine the fixed points 
and so here we consider in more detail the implicit map we call the midpoint map. As 
th is study developed, the map we initially introduced was the implicit z map where we 
satisfied the condition for the map to be area preserving. During the course of this work, 
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all three maps have been used, each looking from a slightly different aspect at the results 
of the model. The third map to be considered, which has been dubbed the midpoint map: 
uses a combination of both r and z as implicit. In the midpoint map, the combination 
used is midway between the previous and the next points at each step. To explain the 
validity of this method, we examine the 'value' of the map as it approaches a point in 
time, T, where the delta function creates the pulse. We know in two dimensions the map 
can be given as 
R: 
Zn+t = Zn - ~~ (r). 
Depending on the coordinates of r the map will be implicit in z (when r = (r m Zn+l)) or 
implicit in r (when r = (rn+l, zn)). Both of these maps do not show agreement in their 
results as we approach time T from either the left or right hand limits, i.e. as t ~ T they 
are not 'continuous'. We know both maps preserve areas when they act. By using an 
amalgamation of these implicit maps we can create both a map which is area preserving 
in nature and a map which has left and right hand limits equal. 
The average of the right and left hand limits, r = ((rn + rn+l)/2, (zn + Zn+1 )/2), is 
the point we obtain which satisfies the mean value of the map at t = T. We call this the 
midpoint map because the limits from both the left and right converge at a point midway 
between the top and the bottom values of the range of the pulse, i.e. at the arithmetic 
mean of the function 's value. This is also area preserving and hence provides a good 
compromise between the previous two maps. 
2.5 Flow patterns due to horizontally displaced stokeslets 
In all the maps, we have seen bow the flow develops for both stokeslets acting in one 
direction. By considering the stream functions and altering the direction in which one of 
the forces acts, we can build a picture of what v:ill happen to the overall flow picture. 
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Figure 2.5 gives an indication for a particular case of horizontally displaced stokeslets. 
l"sing !'v1atLab it is easy to visualise how the flow develops as ·we move the stokeslets 
closer together. In Figures 2.5 (a, b, c), the left hand side stokeslet is pointing away from 
the interface whilst the right hand stokeslet points towards it. Colour bars have been 
included to indicate the opposing nature of the stokeslets via the values of the stream 
functions. We can sec how the eddies around each stokeslet begin to affect one another as 
the distance between them decreases. In Figure 2.5 (b), we see how the eddies between 
the two stokcslets are beginning to coalesce whereas in the final figure, Figure 2.5 (c) , the 
eddies have merged completely. For comparison, we sec F igure 2.6 illustrates the same 
fundamental model of horizontal displacement but the stokeslcts now act in the same 
direction. Again, we give the development of the flow by presenting three figures which 
show how the stream functions behave as the stokeslets move closer together. In this case 
the shading bar indicates the positive values of the stream function on both sides of the 
liner= 0. 
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2.6 Summary 
The map introduced in this chapter will allow the construction of Poincare sections which 
can aid the identification of chaotic regions. The midpoint map will indicate whether 
we have a system which shows a tendency towards chaos or not. We are interested in 
identifying the strength of the force (along with t he other parameters in the problem) 
which will provide the optimal mixing in the inertia-free environment which SA inhabits. 
The mixing is restricted by the finite energy present within the system. T he ability to 
compare theoretically predicted results with experimental results will validate the model 
and provide insight into how SA feeds along with the methods it uses to optimise feeding. 
Other chaotic and statistical measures, as mention,ed previously, will also help to deter-
mine which regions see the most mixing, and if there are regions which are chara-Cterised 
by poor mixing. 
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Fig. 2.5 (a) Stokeslets at (±10, - 1). 
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Fig. 2.5 (b) Stokeslets at (±5, - 1). 
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Fig. 2.5 (c) Stokeslets at (±1, -1). 
Figure 2.5: The stream functions in two dimensions for two opposing horizontally dis-
placed stokeslets. The map has 8 = 106 and a= ±0.1 with the stokeslets positions given 
below each subfigure. The left hand stokeslet is pointing away from the z = 0 axis while 
the right hand stokeslet is pointing towards it. 
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Fig. 2.6 (a) Stokeslets at (±10, -1). 
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Fig. 2.6 (b) Stokeslets at (±5, - 1). 
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Fig. 2.6 (c) Stokeslets at (±1, -1). 
Figure 2.6: The stream functions in two dimensions for two horizontally displaced 
stokeslets acting in the same direction, i.e. towards the interfa;ce at z = 0. The map 
has 8 = 106 and a= 0.1 with the stokeslets positions given in the captions. 
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Chapter 3 
MEASURES OF CHAOS INCORPORATING 
RESULTS 
The mathematical model and formulae presented in the previous chapter are now devel-
oped and exploited to investigate how well mixed particles within the fluid become. By 
considering varying the parameters within the model , we present results for a number of 
different cases. 
3.1 Poincare sections 
Poincare sections are an important tool used to give a sense of chaotic mixing. They 
provide a systematic reduction in the comple:x.-ity of a particular problem by reducing 
its number of dimensions. Poincare sections convert a flow into a map by looking at 
sections sliced through a flow and therefore showing where a point will return to once it 
has completed a period of its motion. We now describe this type of chaotic measure in 
greater detail. 
In a time-periodic system, this technique takes stroboscopic pictures of initial condi-
tions placed on the plane (which is called the Poincare section). Then, as time advances, 
whenever the particle passes through the plane an overall picture of the system becomes 
built up. The Poincare section is composed of many images of a particle superimposed 
onto the plane with each image spaced due to the period of the system. Hence it giYeS an 
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oYervie·w of the character of the system. The Poincare section will show regions where the 
tracer. dependent on its initial placement, experiences either a rotational or stretching 
motion. Vve note that if the map is aperiodic then successive points need not occur at 
regular time intervals. Fixed points of the map will have the same period as the system 
therefore returning to their initial position once a certain number of periods have been 
completed. By observing features we call island structures, the period of the orbit can be 
found. For example, if we are observing an orbit with t.wice the period of tlre underlying 
system then we will see just two individual points on the Poincare section. The map will 
take the tracer from one intersection to the other with each iteration of the map. Once 
the number of orbits have been completed which correspond to the period of the system, 
we are at the initial position again. This type of periodicity was shown by the schematic 
in Figure 1.2, where L: represents the Poincare section. 
The full map M will produce Poincare sections which allows one to look for the main 
features of the flow. The map Misgiven by 
from the previous chapter, see equation (2.3). This is a composition of the two implicit 
maps, R1 and R2 , given in detail by equations (2.4) and (2.5). The figures within this 
current section show Poincare sections for varying values of B (the parameter which will 
determine the ratio of the viscosity between the two fluids) and a (which amongst other 
values will specifically allow the variation of the magnitude of the stokeslcts). Notice that 
varying a will also be equivalent to varying the period of the system. If the force of the 
stokeslet is strong, we expect extensive mixing to occur. This high degree of mixing also 
occurs when the length of time between the stokeslets acting is large, due to each particle 
feeling the individual rather than the combined aetion of the forces. The values of B will 
show in limiting cases when the surface can be treated as a solid or a free surface. These 
limiting cases have been mentioned in the previous chapter. 
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\Ve require three dimensions to be able to define a Poincare map. In the case of the 
axisymmetric problem we use the two coordinate axes and time, but when we look at 
the three-dimensional model the three coordinates are those we are using to describe the 
system. \Vhen we have three coordinate directions in the later model this will not be 
possible when there is no t ime variation in the system, sec Chapter 4. Integrability of 
the system is considered to determine the chaotic motion of the system. The integrability 
means one can find constants in the system which will allow the prediction of the motion 
of particles. If we do not have enough constants to describe the system then it is non-
integrable and the motion of the system unpredictable. Conversely, if we do have enough 
constants to predict the motion then the system cannot be chaotic. 
Many of the features we will see on Poincare sections can be explained in terms of ho-
moclinic and heteroclinic points, see Ottino (1989) for more details. These are terms used 
when describing dynamical systems and refer to points where the cycJcs of the solution 
meet. If we have two manifolds which meet and did not originate from the same fixed 
point in the plane, then their connection is heteroclinic. Conversely, if they originated 
at the same fixed point then their intersection is homoclinic. When these intersections 
meet tangcntia11y, we have the stable and unstable manifolds merging together. However 
when these points are formed at a non-tangential intersection, i.e. the cycles cross, then 
there will be an infinite number of these intersection or ' tangles'. In direct analogy with 
our problem and in a similar context to work by Aref & Balachandar (1986), we can 
describe regions of the Poincare sections using these ideas. The tangles are represented 
theoretically by the indicators of chaos which we see appearing on the Poincare sections. 
These tangles will result in greater mixing within the phase space. 
We can now extend the ideas introduced above and identify the types of intersections 
of the manifolds which we see within Poincare sections. The island structures seen in 
Poincare sections are a measure of the system's integrability. At the centre of each island 
structure we can find a fixed point (albeit of a higher period). These fixed points are also 
elliptic points because they are situated at the centre of the islands and feel rotational 
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motion. They will be the last of the elliptic points to become hyperbolic. One finds situ-
ated between each elliptic point a hyperbolic point. This interlacing of hyperbolic points 
between elliptic points can be seen on the Poincare sections. Hyperbolic saddle points, by 
their definition occur at the intersection of stable and unstable manifolds and so any ar-
eas close to hyperbolic points will experience a compression in the stable direction whilst 
undergoing an expansion in the unstable direction. The expanding, unstable direction is 
the direction which causes points to move away from the hyperbolic point. Hence the 
regions around the hyperbolic points are the areas where chaos is observed first. 
To generate Poincare sections, we start by considering points in the plane within which 
the stokeslets are situated. The axisymmetric system has one temporal and two spatial 
dimensions. We form a Poincare section by considering the intersection of this space with 
the plane defined as t = nT , n E Z. Hence M is in effect a return map. Poincare 
sections are generated by progressing a number of particles or points forward through 
time. An individual particle's position after each period of the map is indicated via a 
dot on the Poincare section. In this case, the numerics which were involved to plot the 
Poincare sections required the solution to equations given by the maps R1 and R2 and 
hence determining the next position the tracer moves to (see section 2.3). 
The remainder of this section is divided into two main parts. The first shows the 
Poincare sections for the previous work of the vertically displaced stokeslet case (Otto ct 
a l. (2001)) and the second for the recent original work of the horizontally displaced case 
in which we are most interested. Both arc included to give a concise representation of 
previous and new work. We also include details of the bifurcation values for both these 
cases. This will indicate when we have transition to global chaos. 
3.1.1 Vertically displaced stokeslets 
By varying the value of(), we observe that for larger values the flow exhibits more signs 
of chaos in a wider area of the plane. Also, as the force of the stokeslets become stronger 
corresponding to an increased a 1 the stokeslets have a greater e:ff"ect on the tracer even 
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Fig. 3.1 (a) 0 = 2 
though the ratio of the viscosities of the two fluids may be small. This is explained in 
more detail in the sequence of figures which follow (Figures 3.1 - 3.3). 
Figure 3.1 shows Poincare sections for varying B with a constant value of a= 1. Notice 
there is a scale change after Figure 3.1 (a) but this simply enables one to see more of the 
detail in the structure of the Poincare section when () is larger. For smaller () we see the 
trajectories close to the fixed point form continuous lines. There are no island structures 
visible here (even if viewed using a smaller scale). If this smaller value is compared with 
the higher values of B, corresponding to a larger difference in viscosity between the two 
fluids, more complex structures are seen. Observing Figures 3.1 (b) and (c) we can see 
that closer to the fixed point more scattering has occurred and there are now very visible 
island structures. 
When we increased a to a value of 2, shown in Figure 3.2, we again see a marked 
variation in the Poincare sections as () becomes larger compared with the corresponding 
graphics in Figure 3.1. The increase in a corresponds to a stronger stokeslet force and 
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Fig. 3.1 (c) () = 15 
Figure 3.1: Poincare sections for a = 1 with varying values of fJ . Note the scale change 
for the last two subfigures compared to the first. 
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Fig. 3.2 (a) 8 = 2 
so we expect to see a greater tendency towards the formation of chaotic structures (or 
equivalently the destruction of integrable structures). This is because the tracers will be 
moving through each period faster due to a larger value of a. The indicators of chaos we 
see emerging occur for values as small as(}= 2 where one observes island chains forming 
at the periphery of the central fixed point structure, even though the scale is slightly 
larger than for the other figures which follow for a = 2. Notice the orientation of some 
of these islands along their long axis does not always follow the direction of the elliptic 
shape of the eddy, see Figure 3.2 (c). This may indicate a variation in the directions along 
which stretching of the tracers occurs and hence the overall degree of mixing. 
As (} increases, the degree of scattering becomes highly amplified, compare Figures 
3.2 {b) and (d). Note the region bound by integrable curves becomes smaller with each 
increase in B. Points that start close to the fixed point soon tend towards infinity if they 
are not trapped within one of the closed tori which limit the flow. These tori are common 
structures in flows which do not show chaotic mixing and they are illustrated on Poincare 
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Fig. 3.3 (a) 8 = 1 
sections as closed loops. When () is much larger we observe only a concentrated number 
of points remaining around the fixed point, i.e. a small region of islands, and the rest of 
the points escape to be scattered around the plane, see Figure 3.2 (e). 
We take a few sentences to briefly explain the bifurcation value of a as the value at 
which the fixed points of the map move from being elliptic to hyperbolic. It is found 
via consideration of the Henon index of the map. We define the Henon index below in 
section 3.3 but it is a measure which depends on the eigenvalues of the Jacobian of the 
map. When the eigenvalues are such that the point becomes hyperbolic, the Henon index 
will indicate this and allow one to determine the bifurcation value of a at the fixed point. 
Where a is very large and possibly close to its bifurcation value, there is a limited amount 
of information we can collect from the Poincare sections. This is shown in Figure 3.3. In 
these final figures where a= 4, even for smaller() we observe elements of chaos illustrated 
by a number of island structures and a degree of scattering. Figure 3.3 (c), where()= 3, 
is the largest value of () we include for a = 4 because by considering the scale we can 
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Figure 3.3: Poincare sections for a= 4 with varying values of 8. Note that the scale has 
changed significantly between the first and the following two Poincare sections. 
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observe the unstable structures in close proximity to the fixed point. Therefore due to 
these unstable points, when we begin to investigate the path of any points outside the 
integrable limits shown by the bounding curves, we find they tend to infinity quickly. 
An interesting feature relating to the periodicity of the points which can be observed on 
the Poincare sections, considers small changes to the parameters describing the problem. 
The underlying theory behind a change in the periodicity is related to the length of time 
it takes a particle to complete an orbit. We can define a rotation number relating the 
number of orbits a particle will make along a torus before it returns to intersect the 
Poincare section. If the rotation number is rational, the denominator defines the number 
of orbits a particle makes before returning to its initial position on the Poincare section. 
In this case an island chain could be formed. However, if the particle never returns to 
its init ial position, then the rotat ion number is irrational. In this case the irrational 
orbits are also known as quasiperiodic, see Ottino (1989). Therefore, when we change a 
by a small amount, the length of time it takes to complete an orbit will change slightly 
too. Hence, if the rotation number can no longer be expressed as a rational then we get 
no island structures and no fixed points. If the rotation number remains rational, the 
ratio between the integers may still have changed. In this case the number of islands we 
observe changes implying that the periodicity alters. This is the reason fixed points vary 
for different values of a. This can be demonstrated via the two following examples. 
We look further at the actual details of the island structures for small changes in the 
strength of the force governed by a. For example, if we take a = 1.2 we can generate 
Poincare sections with a chain of islands which have period twenty two when () = 106 . 
By perturbing the force slightly so that a = 1.19, we can observe similar structures 
forming where close examination of the fixed points of the islands reveals a small change. 
\\'hen a= 1.2 an example of the fixed point for a particular island is {1.2129, -1.4841) 
but with a change in a to the value 1.19 the corresponding fixed point is located at 
(1.1985, - 1.4834). The period of twenty two remains the same for both values of a. 
Similarly, we can see the same type of shift for another of the islands where the fixed 
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point moves from (0.5959, -1.5640) to (0.6026, - 1.5669). The next example illustrates 
another type of difference found by altering the strength of the force. This involves a 
change in the actual period of the islands which pass through the point we are taking as 
a reference. 
\\'hen one sets a = 1.825, the distribution of islands looks remarkably different to 
that which we found for the other relatively similar values of a given in the example 
above. We now have more islands which is an indication that the periodicity is higher. 
Following the same procedures as above, we find the values of fixed points are given as 
(1.2793, - 1.5039) and (1.1985, -1.4834) for islands located as close as possible to those 
cited for the two previous values of a. Again this shows the consequence of a small change 
in the value of a, in this part icular example causing a change to the periodicity. There are 
no figures provided to illustrate this because they are similar to those Poincare sections 
shown throughout this section. 
3.1.2 Horizontally displaced stokeslets 
We consider examples of Poincare sections for the alternative case of horizontally displaced 
stokeslets where one can show representations of the tracer particle relevant to work in 
three dimensions, discussed later in Chapters 4 and 5. Figure 3.4 illustrates a selection 
of t hese Poincare sections for the horizontally displaced stokeslet case. Vve show fewer 
examples of these Poincare sections because the general patterns follow similar lines lo 
the vertically displaced stokeslet case. The figures included show some of the interesting 
and significant features we find in these Poincare sections. 
Figure 3.4 (a), where the values of() can be considered as infinite, i.e. () = 106 , is 
equivalent to the representation in the physical system of a solid boundary situated above 
the stokeslets. We include two cases showing eat smaller values so that we can use higher 
values of a in the numerical code without having the concern of escape from the map, see 
Figures 3.4 (c) and (d). These smaller values of 8, as mentioned before, will correspond 
to tbe surface above the stokeslets being less rigid. We mention briefly again the special 
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Fig. 3.4 (a) 8 = 106, a = 0.1 
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Figure 3.4: Poincare sections for horizontally displaced stokeslets. Note the scale and the 
values of 8 and a change for each subfigure. 
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case corresponding to fJ = 1 when the viscosity of the two fluids are equal. There is no 
physical representation of this case. Again, as for the previous case of vertically displaced 
stokeslets, we can locate fixed points of the map and show for small variations in a, the 
periodicity of the map will change. It is not instructive to include these details here 
because they are similar to the vertically displaced stokeslet case. 
Commenting on the periodicity of the map for horizontally displaced stokeslets, it 
is again indicated by the structures called islands which are composed of points of the 
map. Referring to Figure 3.4 (c) we observe seven of these islands denoting a collection 
of many points composing the islands. Because there are seven islands, each point must 
move through seven iterations of the map before returning to the proximity of its initial 
position. The central point is described as a point of period seven. The periocl wlll change 
for the map dependent on the parameter values we are using to describe the problem, such 
as the period of blinking of the force. For example, in Figure 3.4 (d) where the parameters 
are different to those in Figure 3.4 (c), more island structures are observed. The elliptic 
point associated with each island is not likely to move far from its initial position over time 
and hence is not associated with good mixing due to its rotational movement. Between 
the elliptic points however are situated hyperbolic points which show stretching away 
from their initial position over time. The hyperbolic points have the same periodicity as 
the elliptic points between which they are situated (again indicated via the number of 
island structures present). Where we have these hyperbolic points we tend to find good 
mixing. This is due to the intersection of stable and unstable manifolds occurring at such 
points. Section 3.3 gives more details on determining elliptic and hyperbolic points via 
the Henon index. 
The Poincare sections for the horizontally displaced stokcslets can indicate, via their 
appearance, the level of integrability of a system. An integrable system is depicted in 
Figure 3.4 (a) where we can see solid smooth curves. When the system becomes non-
integrable then the lines on the Poincare section become broken and dotted as in Figure 
3.4 (d). Even in this figure we can still identify both regions of scattering and regions 
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of integrability so the system is not completely or globally chaotic. However, there are 
critical Yalues of the parameters which indicate when the system bifurcates (that is the 
central fixed point becomes hyperbolic in character). Finding the bifurcation value for a 
gives the value of a above which one has a chaotic system for every value of B. Again, 
more details on the Henon index which allow one to find this value of a are given in 
section 3.3. 
3.1.3 Summarising Poincare sections 
Although Poincare sections indicate spatial locations from which particles are likely to 
become well dispersed, they arc also computationally expensive to generate, i.e. many 
time steps have to be taken before the figures included could be created. It is therefore 
important to note that an aphysical number of periods have to be executed in relation 
to the experimental observations before we arrive at the useful data. This is because in 
biological systems there is only a finite amount of energy which can be used to generate 
the flagellum beat and hence a limited number of periods. The numerical methods we use 
to generate the Poincare sections involve solving the implicit map using the inbuilt routine 
fzero on MatLab. This is a hybrid scheme of root finding routines: bisection, Newton-
Raphson and fixed point iteration. The tolerance is 10- 10. By combining information 
from the Poincare sections along with other data in the following sections, we can build 
up a global picture of the system. 
3.2 Lyapunov exponents 
There is another measure which is useful when attempting to characterise how well mixed 
the fluid becomes. The measure we use for this quantification of mixing is the Lyapunov 
exponent, see Ottino (1989). This measures the divergence of the initial conditions of the 
system. It is calculated by considering a small segment or length between two particles in 
the fluid. After a set period of time the image length is compared to its original length. 
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Hence the LyapunoY exponent is related to the local exponential instability. Dependent 
on the time scale over which this divergence is considered, one can gain either the fini te 
or infinite time Lyapunov exponent. In biological flows we want to find how well the fluid 
will mix over a finite t ime scale and so the infinite Lyapunov exponent is of limited use 
in this case. 
The higher the dimension of the flow, the greater the possible number of LyapunoY 
exponents there are. In theory, we could have a different Lyapunov exponent for each 
of the linearly independent direction vectors which describe the system. The maximum 
Lyapunov exponent corresponds to the expansion aligned with the average direction of 
most expansion of the system. Therefore it gives only a rate of stretching and is not a 
direction. 
Consider the images of two neighbouring points as a map, M, acts on them . The 
points arc initially situated a small distance apart and after the map has acted on them the 
distance will either have expanded or contracted. In either case, by comparing the distance 
between the images with the distance that separated the initial points, we can quantify 
the degree of expansion or contraction the map has had on the points. This method often 
becomes infeasible if the expansion action of the map is large. When the ratio of the 
distance between the points is smaller than one, the map is contracting (decreasing the 
distance between the points). A small exponent illustrates the flow is mostly rotational in 
that region, showing little divergence from the initial conditions. If the ratio is greater than 
one, the map is expanding (increasing the distance between the points). A large amount of 
stretching after a certain fixed time scale indicates extensive mixing within that region of 
the system. This would be characterised by a large Lyapunov exponent. This is explained 
further in Ottino (1989) who notes 'positive Lyapunov exponents imply an exponential 
rate of stretching of material elements, and hence, good mixing'. However, to reach a limit 
which would allow one to determine this measure requires a prohibitively large number 
of iterations of the map, which is often not realistic in physical systems. We ideally 
want the system to reach a well mixed state within a small number of periods, without 
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haYing to exert prohibitive levels of forcing (which corresponds to a large expenditure of 
energy). In the case of a flow which is growing exponentially. we often rescale or normalise 
the distance between the image points and then perform the map on these renormalised 
points. This is illustrated in Figure 3.5 which shows both the methods explained above. 
~--------------------~--------------------41-- -- - --- --- --- -- ----- -- -
M (x0 ) =x 1 
Fig. 3.5 (a) Expanding flow without normalisation 
M (x 1 ) =x 2 
Fig. 3.5 (b) Expanding flow with normalisation 
Figure 3.5: The figures show explanations of methods for the calculation of the Lyapunov 
exponent with and without the normalisation. The distance 6xi in case (a) is taken as 
the Lyapunov exponent without normalisation, whilst in (b) the distance 6xi allows the 
distance between successive image points to be compared. 
By examining the Lyapunov exponent we can determine areas where the mixing is 
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best. The definition of the Lyapunov Exponent (LE) is given as 
. 1 ( II 8x (t) II ) 
ALE= l~  t ln II 8x(O) II ' 
where 8x is the deviation from an orbit of the system. We often call this the infinite time 
LE, see Eckhardt & Yao (1993). It is not always the best to use in practical circumstances 
because we will be more interested in bow the fluid mixes over a shorter time scale due 
to biological implications, as previously mentioned. For this purpose we define the finite 
time LEas 
1 ( 118x(t)ll ) ALLE(xo, t) = t in II <)x(O) II , 
which is also known as the local Lyapunov Exponent (LLE). We define x0 as the initial 
point of a trajectory and 8x as the divergence of a nearby orbi t from this trajectory. 
In the same way the LE gave the average rate of stretching of the fluid over an infinite 
time, the LLE gives the average rate of stretching after a time t. The LLE depends on 
both space and t ime. This is also the case with the LE but the LE becomes independent 
of the initial conditions in ergodic regions. The ergodicity of a system describes whether 
it has many or few regular trajectories. A fully ergodic system is one with no regular 
trajectories. These systems mix more easily because there are no set paths for the particles 
to follow. Therefore the chaotic regions are fully connected. Further details of ergodicit.y 
are found in Guckenheimer & Holmes (1983) and Lichtenberg & Lieberman (1983). As 
mentioned, divergence of the initial conditions is the quantity the LE allow one to measure 
to determine the integrability of the system. Most importantly, if the initial conditions 
diverge rapidly, then the system can be characterised as chaotic. Hence in systems where 
there is no divergence, i.e. the LE is zero, we have an integrable system. From Ottino 
(1989), we know that chaotic systems have at least one positive LE and hence an integrable 
system cannot be chaotic. Therefore, in integrable regions there is no mixing because there 
are no connected chaotic regions. We can describe the points in the system by saying that 
they are limited by the torus which they are moving around. 
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By using the colour graphic capabilities of MatLab, we are able to represent the LE's 
in the areas around the fixed points and stokeslets. This means we see regions of high 
mi..'cing as areas of lighter colours, whilst fixed points of the map remain very dark with 
the particular colour map we are using. These dark regions are the areas points will move 
away from last of all so that any mixing in these areas is at a minimum. In flows, regions 
of high or low stretching are related to the mixing of the phase space. This is a property 
which is also said to be true of maps. 
We .include two figures illustrating LE, Figures 3.6 (a) and (b), for vertically displaced 
and horizontally displaced stokeslets respectively. Notice we only show one quadrant of 
the plane due to the axisymmetry of the problem and the large amount of computing 
time taken to generate the graphs. We can assume the same patterns would be shown for 
the negative quadrant where the results for the region r > 0 would be simply reflected 
in the z-axis. For both vertically and horizontally displaced stokeslets, we observe in 
the neighbourhood of the central fixed point very litt le stretching (depicted by the dark 
colour). We also notice the 'stripes' evident in both figures above the region of the vortex 
core. These areas are regions of alternating low and high stretching. This would suggest 
a regjon where mixing is being stimulated. 
Along with the LLE, another measure we could investigate is the geometry of stable 
foliation lines (s-lines), Tang & Boozer (1996) . Theses-lines indicate where rapid diffusive 
t ransport will occur through the LLE. Tang & Boozer (1996) find that diffusion is impeded 
if the LLE are small along the s-lines. This is illustrated diagrammatically as a sharp 
bend in the s-line corresponding to a dip in the LLE. More importantly, these sharp bends 
indicate barriers to diffusion. Comparisons of the LLE and s-lines are given in Otto et 
al. (2001), and illustrate how the s-lines correspond to small LLE. They explain why the 
'striped' patterns we see in Figures 3.6 seem to suggest alternating high and low regions 
of mixing. 
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Fig. 3.6 (a) Vertically displaced stokeslets. Here a= 1.1 and () = 106 with 
the stokeslets positioned at (0, -1 ± 0.5). 
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Fig. 3.6 (b) Horiwntally displaced stokeslets. Here a = 1.1 and () = 106 
with stokeslets positioned at (±1, -1). 
Figure 3.6: The figures show the Lyapunov exponents (LE) for different alignments of the 
stokeslets with the colour bars indicating the value of the LE. 
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3.3 The Henon index 
The Henon index, mentioned previously in section 3.1, indicates when an elliptic point 
becomes hyperbolic (see Henon (1969)). This is important when considering the t ransition 
into chaos. As we move closer towards a chaotic system, the area of integrable points found 
around each elliptic point becomes smaller. Thjs is due to the stretching occurring on 
the system which removes points from between t he elliptic points. Eventually there are 
very few regions of integrability that can be found or observed on the Poincare section. 
These regions tend not to have the central elliptic fixed point as their focus and so have 
no set pattern to their dispersion around the plane. This is a different case to that which 
has a central elliptic point because in this type of situation we can still find both non-
integrable regions and chains of integrability existing, i.e. regions of both hyperbolic and 
elliptic points. As mentioned in section 3.1 these are indicated by island chains shown on 
Poincare sections, such as those in Figure 3.4 (c). 
Examining t he implicit map introduced in section 2.3, there are certain features we 
are interested in. By considering the Jacobian, J, of t his map, we can see the map is area 
preserving, that is det(J) = 1. The definition of the Jacobian is given as 
ory~+' ory~+I 
ory~ oz' J = n oz~+l oz~+l 
ory~ oz' n 
Therefore, t he Ja~obian of the map R1 is given by 
J Rl = 
4(1 + 1/J11z) + <P 
4-4> 
- 41/J'/)T/ 
4 - <I? 
41/Jzz 
4- <P 
4(1 - 1/J11z) + <P 
4- <I> 
where we have defined 4> = 1/J~z - 1/JIJ111/Jzz, and all the terms are evaluated at (77~+ 1 ,z~+ 1 ). 
2 2 
~otice that this is the Jacobian for the map R1 (denoted by the subscript R!), and not 
the whole map, M . 
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By considering the Jacobian of the map we can easily determine the condition which 
"ill indicate where the bifurcation value of a occurs, i.e. when the central elliptic point 
becomes hyperbolic. We know for an area-preserving map the determinant of the Jacobian 
is unity (as above det(J ) = 1). Also, we know the determinant of the Jacobian is equal 
to the product of its eigenvalues such that 
where .A1 and .>.2 are the eigenvalues. If .>. 1, .>.2 E JR. then the local action of the map is one 
of stretching and contraction since 
where .>.; is the complex conjugate of .>.i and l.>.i l2 == 1; both .>.i and .>.; lie on the unit 
circle. 
Now if we determine the characteristic equation for the Jacobian we have 
.>.2 - tr[J ].>. + det(J ) = 0, 
where tr[J) = trace[J] and is defined as the sum of the eigenvalues. Since we know that 
in this case det(J ) = 1, then the solution to the characteristic equation is given by 
.>. = ~ { tr[J ] ± J(tr(J )2- 4)} . 
To determine whether or not the eigenvalues are real or complex depends on the 
discriminant and hence on the value of tr[J). When ltr[J] I < 2, the eigenva1ues are 
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complex and so the effect of the map is a rotation, as associated with elliptic points. 
There is a rotation because the eigenvalues have to occur in complex conjugate pairs 
and hence lie on a circle. When ltr[J)I > 2, the eigenvalues are real and associated 
with hyperbolic points. Due to the relationship between real eigenvalues, one value must 
represent a stretching and the other a compression in the directions corresponding to their 
eigenvectors. 
In order to determine the structure of the fixed points defined in section 3.1, it is 
first necessary to locate these points. We construct a simple routine which effects the 
calculation 
Xn+j· 
This operation is implicit, involving the use of two-dimensional Ncwton-Raphson itera-
Lion, and the routine is called j-times. We further exploit a two-dimensional iteration to 
determine values of Xn such that 
Xn = Xn+j, 
thereby determining points of period j. We can use this calculation to determine bi-
furcation values for both the vertically and the horizontally displaced stokeslets. As a 
representation of the type of results this generates, Figure 3.10 illustrates results for the 
horizontally displaced case when j = 1, that is fixed points. Associated with these fixed 
points we can construct the idea of linear stability allied to the consideration of the local 
Jacobian. 
We can present results which indicate how varying the parameters of different implicit 
maps for horizontally and vertically displaced stokeslets yields information relating to the 
bifurcation value. Figure 3.7 shows how, for various values of B, we have obtained the 
value of a at which the fixed point makes the transition from being elliptic (rotational) 
to hyperbolic (stretching). Figure 3.7 is for the case of vertically displaced stokeslets with 
(a) giving the values of a relating to r and (b) giving the values for z . We can see the lines 
converging to one fixed line once () becomes large, i.e. above () = 103 for both r and z . For 
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this map one knows for any chosen value of 0, then any value of a above the corresponding 
bifurcation value relevant to 0 '"ill give chaotic mixing in the fluid flow. For example: 
from Figure 3.7 by taking fJ = 106 , one infers when a is greater than 4.4 the central point 
will have bifurcated. The graphs allow the positions of the r and z coordinates to be 
recorded both before and after bifurcation by examining the corresponding values on the 
vertical axes. In this example for 0 = 106 , the central point is located at approximately 
(0.965, -1. 754) when the map bifurcates. 
Using the same methods described above, one can look for bifurcation values of a when 
the stokeslets arc horizontally displaced. This provides data for comparison between the 
two types of stokeslet orientation. The details of the results are found in Figure 3.8 (which 
includes more detail than the previous figure for the vertically displaced case) . Vve found 
there is a difference between the type of implicit map one uses and the corresponding 
fixed point determined from each map. To demonstrate this we have plotted the different 
types of map (implicit in either r or z) for 0 = 106 and on both plots have stated the 
value of a where bifurcation occurs, i.e. the value at the transition when the magnitude 
of the Henon index becomes greater than two. Notice the graphs indicate a previously 
mentioned feature involving the composition of the map when one takes an intermediate 
point, the (n + ~)th point, to find the final point in the nth map, refer to section 2.3. 
The graphs show the 'half-way map' which we have interpreted as giving the fixed points 
for the particular case of the (n + ~)~h operation of map. T he graphs show the different 
fixed values for these points both for the full and half-map along with their corresponding 
bifurcation values (which are obviously the same values given for the full map). 
The last two figures in this section show a concise way to determine the bifurcation 
values of a for any given value of 0. Whereas before we were required to plot specific 
values of 0 to find the corresponding value of a, we can use the graphs in Figures 3.9 and 
3.10 for any 0. It is obvious that the value for a above which the system is always chaotic 
[or large enough 0 is given by the vertical sections in each graph. In Figure 3.9 we have the 
bifurcation value a = 4.4 when two stokeslets are vertically displaced (we only considered 
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Figure 3.7: The graphs show how the fixed points change for different Yalues of B. The 
dashed line indicates where the central fixed point is hyperbolic. The stokeslets are 
vertically displaced here. 
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Fig. 3.8 (a) The implicit z map. 
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Fig. 3.8 (b) The implicit. r map. 
Figure 3.8: The graphs show how the fixed points change for B = 106 within the r - z 
plane. The dashed line indicates where the fixed point is hyperbolic. The stokeslets are 
horizontally displaced here. _ 'otice that the scales are different between subfigures. 
one type of map in this case). For any greater value of a, the map will always bifurcate 
for all 8. Similarly, we construct a graph illustrating the bifurcation ,-alues of a for two 
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Figure 3.9: The graph shows the bifurcation value of a against the logarithmic value of 
0 for two vertically displaced stokeslets. This allows one to find the bifurcation value for 
any given (). 
horizontally displaced stokeslets as in Figure 3.10 (where we have included bifurcation 
plots for each of the three maps considered). Comparing the bifurcation values, we found 
the value of a for the horizontally displaced stokeslets using the implicit z map is closest 
to that found for the vertically displaced stokeslet case. 
3.4 Statistical techniques and dispersion 
As well as characterising how well the points stretch and rotate away from the fixed 
points, we are able to use statistical variance to determine the amount of spreading which 
acts on them. Taking a tight grid of a hundred regularly spaced points, we can perform 
the map on them simultaneously and then after each iteration compare the amount of 
spreading which has occurred. This dispersion or spreading of the points will be due to 
the dynamics of the system because the map we use is area preserving. We are going to 
consider this dispersion as being due to diffusion. Although the model of the physical 
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Figure 3.10: The graph shows the bifurcation value of a against the logarithmic value of 
B for two horizontally displaced stokeslets. This allows one to find the bifurcation value 
for any given B. The graph shows the different maps used, each appropriately labelled on 
the graph. 
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system does not involve diffusion (as an assumption) we can examine ·what effect the 
flagellum would have on the weak diffusion of the particles if it were present. \'Ve assume 
in a system where there is no flow of fluid (other than flow created due to the beating 
flagellum), that with each iteration of the map the particles in a fixed area will disperse 
proportional to the iteration of the map. This is standard diffusion when there are no 
external factors affecting the movement of the particles. 
The particular method we use is taken from Otto et al. (2001). We start by considering 
the mean position of the grid of points in terms of the individual coordinate directions 
given by r and z. The statistical techniques used will then involve examing the variance of 
the positions of the coordinates that constitute the grid. The grid of particles is advected 
with the flow and the following calculations are made: 
- 2 2 Orr -< T n > - < T n > and 2 2 O"zz =< Zn > - < Zn > . 
These are the variances in the r and z directions respectively after n iterations of the 
map. In each case we would expect the variance to obey a simple power Jaw. The index 
of this power is said to be representative of the level of diffusion; for powers less than one 
the system is said to be subdiffusive and superdiffusive for those greater than one. In the 
above equations, the symbol < . > is taken to be the mean of the quantity over all the 
points in the block. Hence we use logarithms to determine the effective diffusions, such 
that 
and (J "'nPz zz . 
It is also possible to calculate the covariance <Jrz, although in this case enough information 
can be gleaned using the variances. By determining the parameters f3r and f3z we will 
be able to tell if the amount of dispersion of the system can be classified. The case we 
explained initially where one has the 'standard diffusion' behaviour of the system (no 
external factors affecting the dispersion) will have f3r = f3z = 1. This shows the diffusion 
is dependent on the number of iterations of the map only, i.e. n. We can therefore take 
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the Yalue of {3 as a standard against which Yarying degrees of diffusion can be classified. 
Figure 3.11 shows Yarious values of 8 depending on the different Yalues of a and () used for 
each map. A subdiffusivc map shows where the diffusion is confined so there is very little 
mixing. A superdiffusive map occurs when the diffusion is much larger and causes the 
points to diverge from the initial conditions very quickly. These are intuitive definitions 
when we consider /3 = 1 representing the standard dispersion of particles due to only 
diffusion acting. 
Figure 3.11 shows different cases of the map for varying values of the parameters. 
When we have a small value of a and a large value of B, as in Figure 3.11 (a), we can 
observe subdiffusion. This is even more marked when a is increased further as in Figure 
3.11 (b). Both graphs show subdiffusion in both the rand z directions because the value 
of {3 is less than one. This indicates a system where the values of the parameters for 
Yiscosity and force cause the particles to become less well dispersed due to diffusion than 
we would see in the standard case. The system of particles would show better chaotic 
dispersion without the action of the flagellum in both these cases. 
In the final figure, Figure 3.11 (c), for larger a and smaller B we observe values of f3r in 
the superdiffusive range. This indicates for these parameters we now have greater diffusion 
within the system than would otherwise occur without the force on the standard system. 
The parameter a indicates either a large strength of force or a longer time between the 
stokeslets pulsing could provide this greater level of diffusion. 
These results give a more realistic impression of what is happening to the particles 
when diffusion is present. By developing a larger dispersion of particles, one can assume 
the environment within which the organism is sit uated is more favourable to prey particle 
uptake. The increase in feeding ability may come from a greater mix of particles around 
the organism and hence higher contact rates increasing the likelihood of interception. 
The results enable one to see the effects which the strength of the force and ratio of 
,·iscosities will have on the diffusion of the tracers. The greater the diffusion, the larger 
the opportunity for mixing to occur in t,he system because particles will be diverging as 
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Figure 3.11: Figures illustrating the values of f3r and fJz for different 8 and a . The 
horizontal axis indicates the time scale over which the flow has evolved and the vertical 
axis gives values of f3r and f3z· They allow identification of subdiffusive or superdiffusive 
cases for two horizontally displaced stokeslets. 
opposed to remaining equidistance from one another. 
The model can also be modified to account for the diffusion which can be present in 
such a system. Rather than solving both the problem of the advecting fluid alongside 
that of diffusion, we can incorporate white noise into the advection problem. The white 
noise represents the motion the particles could experience due to molecular diffusion and 
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it can be shown that this is equivalent to soh·ing a diffusion-advection equation (and can 
be thought of as a Wiener process). A full and detailed description of the results can be 
found in Otto et al. (2001) and the references contained therein. The white noise terms 
take the form of identically distributed Gaussian variables with the amplitude equal to 
0.01 which represents the inclusion of noise. 
The three cases where we have calculated the diffusion in Figure 3.11 can be compared 
to the cases in Figure 3.12 which now include the white noise terrr1. Unsurprisingly, the 
addition of white noise significantly increases the levels of diffusion. The values of both 
flr and f3z arc higher especially in Figure 3.12 (b) (compared to Figure 3.11 (b)) where 
the system becomes superdiffusive as opposed to only subdiffusive without the inclusion 
of noise (or with only natural diffusion). 
3.5 Summary 
This chapter has developed the use of methods enabling investigation into the degree 
of mixing one can witness in the axisymmetric problem. Mixing can be observed to 
be improved when forces and time steps are increased, which is verified by the use of 
Poincare sections, Lyapunov exponents and measures of statistical dispersion. These 
results all complement one another showing agreement amongst themselves. One notes 
that the measures we have used within this chapter are limited, but allow progression to 
the more complex case of analysing the problem of a fully three-dimensional model with 
its associated flow field. 
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Figure 3.12: Figures illustrating the values of !3r and /3z for different () and a with the 
addition of white noise a t an amplitude of 0.01. The horizontal axis indicates the time scale 
over which the flow has evolved and the vertical axis gives values of f3r and /3z . Again 
identification of subdiffusive or superdiffusive cases can be made for two horizontally 
displaced stokeslets. Comparison with Figure 3.11 shows increased diffusion with the 
addition of noise. 
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Chapter 4 
MOTIVATION FOR A THREE-DIMENSIONAL 
MODEL DUE TO APPLICATIONS OF FEEDING 
AND MIXING IN BIOLOGY 
In a step towards looking in greater detail at a three-dimensional representation of the 
organism which motivates this study, we investigate the manner with which individual 
particles are mixed within three-dimensional space. The intermediate model presented 
within this chapter retains features from the horizontally displaced case of two blinking 
stokeslets (Lo represent the action of the flagellum) whilst the other features of the organ-
ism are neglected. Considering three-dimensional space will allow particles to be tracked 
in their movement around the organism due to non-axisymmetric properties. The previ-
ous chapter considered the motion of an inert particle or tracer due to horizontally (and 
to some extent vertically) displaced stokeslets. Using an axisymmetric coordinate system 
allowed tracers to be followed over a certain time period, creating an understanding of 
the mixing properties in the plane containing the stokeslets for various sets of parameters. 
The work presented within this chapter extends this theme. 
This chapter considers previous work by various others from the fields of microbiology, 
bioftuiddynamics and mathematics, researching the specific mechanics of micro-organism 
motion, see section 4.1. This stimulates the study of t he biological features of SA ·which ul-
timately motivate the study within this thesis. To satisfy the requirements of the physical 
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system: we introduce methods taken from research by Pettitt (2000) and Yarious consid-
erations required to replicate a simplistic model of the organism in three dimensions. 
Experimental data and measurements are given for the specific problem with which we 
are concerned, to illustrate some of the important features of the subject matter. Agree-
ment of our results with these experiments will require an understanding of a number of 
processes which occur in the physical system. Presenting a brief synopsis of these pro-
cesses will allow material contained within later chapters Lo be considered in the correct 
context. 
Although this chapter considers the motivation for studying a fully three-dimensional 
case, we start by presenting details of changing the axisymmetric problem into a three 
dimensional one to corroborate the earlier studies of horizontally displaced stokeslets. We 
could examine both horizontally or vertically displaced stokeslet.s alt.hongh we concentrate 
on the first case here. Numerical representations of particle paths will show how varying 
the stokeslet posit ion can affect the flow field, see section 4.3. We will validate the 
axisymmetric case presenting comparable Poincare sections generated from the numerics 
for the three-dimensional case. 
4 .1 Motivation for studying a three-dimensional m odel 
There are many biological entities which employ flagellar and cilia mechanics for a range 
of different purposes. Two of the common reasons are propulsion and feeding, both of 
which have been studied widely by biologists and mathematicians alike. 
Early work by Oscen (1927) investigated Green's functions representing a stokeslet's 
interaction with a plane. This was then built on by Blake (1971) , Sleigh (1973) and 
Lighthill (1976), to name a few, furthering work specifically considering stokeslets and 
their use for modelling a variety of different biological flow fields. Studies into the shape 
of the flagellum and how its beat affects the flow have been studied in the original ·work 
of Taylor (1951) and Hancock (1953) who analysed the motion associated with swimming 
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Flagellar Flagella Cell Body Flagellar Base Rigidity 
radius length diameter height of stalk 
Radius of CA CA c oc Sway in OC 
0.4 7.9 4.5 17.5 0.4 
0.4 6.4 4.3 26.3 1.6 
0.4 8.1 5.2 17.9 1.9 
0.4 8.3 2.7 20.2 0.4 
0.4 10.8 4.3 17.9 0.8 
0.4 9.3 4.8 30.0 0.8 
Table 4.1: Measurements (in J.Lm) taken from Codosiga botrytis showing the variation in 
size between a number of cells. Figure 4.1 gives details of the lettering with respect to 
the physical features of the organism. The data is taken from Pettitt (2000). 
micro-organisms. This led to further work by Gray & Hancock (1955) who studied re-
sistance coefficients and Appendix C discusses this method in greater detail. Although 
resistance coefficients do not directly contribute to the method used to finally model the 
organism, they can give approximate information about both the magnitude of the forces 
and the flow fields due to a beating flagellum. 
The organism Salpingoeca Amphoridium (SA) filters nutrients through a collar com-
posed of fine tentacles as introduced in section 1.5. It is appropriate to study work on 
filterfeeding which bas been specifically considered by Rubenstein & Koehl (1977), Higdon 
(1979a), Fcnchel (1986), and Fulford & Blake (1995). The action of a flagellum beating 
has also been studied with regards to methods of locomotion (also applicable to cilia) by 
Higdon (1979c) and Ramja et al. (1993). Although the organism studied is sessile, it is 
possible to study various features of the forces around a motile organism to enhance our 
understanding of the flow fields. This thesis draws on many common features from the 
above mentioned papers along with other similar studies. 
Typical dimensions of the choanoflagellates which we study are given in Table 4.1 
where the lengths correspond to the positions indicated in Figure 4.1. By beating the 
flagellum in what we assume to be a helical motion (although Lighthill (1996) also reviewed 
planar waves), the flagellum creates currents in the Row which move both the fluid and 
particles within it. These particles can be considered to be nutrients for the organism and 
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Figure 4.1: A simplified two-dimensional model of the organism showing its stalk, collar 
and flagellum. Table 4.1 gives an indication of the dimensions of a typical organism with 
reference to the features shown in the illustration. 
include bacteria and prokaryotic cells on which the organism will feed. As the particles 
move around and through the collar, the organism is able to filter the fluid and possibly 
capture its nutrient source for ingestion. 
The method of capture at the mouth and the ingestion process have relatively little 
known about them. We do know that particles are 'eaten' because from experimental 
results provided in Pettitt (2000), certain tracers will not reappear again once they have 
moved into the organism's mouth area. \.Vork by Berg & Purcell (1977), Rubenstein & 
Koehl (1977) and more recently Shimeta & Jumars (1991) look from a more biological 
than mathematical view point at the way in which particles are captured by fil ters. 
The work by Berg & Purcell (1977) considers how part icles adhere to the surface of 
a cell which are the filaments of the collar in our study. They consider, in a statistical 
manner, how likely receptors are to absorb a number of specific particles which they are 
intended to capture. Their work moves on to investigate whether the movement of the 
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organism affects the intake of particles. The methods they use which are applicable to our 
work consider whether a local stirring induced by the organism will increase the rate at 
which particles reach the receptors. This is similar to the way swimming organisms stri\'e 
to achieve more contact between particles within the fluid by actually moving through it. 
Fixed organisms arc trying to replicate this mixing by forcing the fluid to move around 
their cell body because they do not have the ability to move through the fluid themselves. 
In addition, Berg & Purcell (1977) look at the concentration of particles around the cell 
and the chemical gradients the cell can create to induce greater absorption. These are 
factors which show the simplicity of our model because these effects are not included 
within the model we choose to develop. 
The work by Rubenstein & Koehl (J 977) follows a more mathematical path to model 
the interception and capture of particles than Berg & Purcell (1977). The work is mainly 
concerned with direct interception but other methods are discussed which relate to particle 
capture. These methods involve considering the density of particles incorporated within 
the flow, the gravitational forces acting on the particles and the usual Brownian motion 
(i.e. particle diffusion). By developing encounter rates based on the model of flow past a 
cylinder, they determine for a given set of conditions (or parameters of the system) the 
method which will produce the highest capture rate, and hence be most beneficial to the 
organism for any given conditions. The model used in their paper is appropriate to our 
feeding organism because it considers the pattern of flow around a cylindrical collector. 
It is possible that one could model each micro-villus as a cylinder, but this investigation 
is left for later collaborative work. 
An important feature of the environment within which SA lives is the rigid boundary. 
This is where we will introduce the differences to the model we go on to describe and utilise 
compared to other previous work examining motile organisms. Earlier work has mainly 
concentrated on considering an infinite fluid around such an organism. Introducing a rigid 
boundary would mean the flow will now be constrained somewhat. As with the previous 
axisymmetric work, the flow is in the low Reynolds number regjme due to the dimensions 
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being very small and Yiscosity being large. As mentioned in the introduction. the typical 
Reynolds numbers for these types of flows are 10-2 to 10- 6 for various environments. 
By first modelling the organism with an axisymmetric model, we considered how chaos 
may appear in the flow patterns around the choanoflagellates which are being studied. In 
theory, in an axisymmetric flow which is area preserving, we do not get any significant 
mixing of the fluid. This is because the stream lines are closed and particles following 
particular stream lines will only be able to stay on that specific path unless the trajectories 
become crossed and tangled as mentioned in Chapters 2 and 3. This is not beneficial to 
an organism who feeds using filtering as it will mean there will be a relatively small 
amount of new particulate matter to filter each t ime the fluid moves through the collar. 
By introducing an element of irregularity in the form of chaos into the feeding patterns, it 
will enable the stream lines to become irregular so the trajectories are no longer continuous 
therefore destroying the eddy structure due to intersecting stream lines. These resulting 
scattered patterns should then bring more fluid into contact with the collar and mouth 
than would otherwise reach it if it were only being fed by fixed stream lines. Hence, 
more particulate matter will also come in to contact with the collar enabling improved 
capture and eventually feeding by the organism. As the cited works indicate, the abili ty 
to study this organism within three dimensions would enhance the investigation of mixing 
around the organism. Therefore, we now progress within the next two sections to study 
first an augmentation of the axisymmetric model, followed second by particle paths in 
three-dimensional space. 
4.2 Comparison of particles on and off the plane con-
taining the stokeslets 
To progress from the work which bas been previously studied in both biological and 
mathematical research, there is an intermediate stage we consider to aid the progression 
of this thesis. Section 4.1 has introduced some of the background to this work along 
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•;rith the biological scenarios which are motivating this study. It is obvious that although 
the initial axisymmetric model introduced in Chapter 2 serves as a good approximation, 
there are significant improvements which can be made. VvTe can begin by considering bow 
a simple system of two horizontally aligned stokeslets influences the flow field in three-
dimensional space. This can also provide confirmation of the axisymmetric work in the 
plane which has been previously presented in Chapter 3. 
As introduced in section 1.6, it is possible to consider an approximation of a flagellum 
as a linear distribution of point forces along the central axis of a helix. This would create a 
larger area over which the effect of the force could be spread, therefore closely representing 
the true nature of the flagellum. Previous work, Liron & Blake (1981), has investigated 
this type of configuration. More recently, Pettitt et al. (2001) have generated flow patterns 
allowing comparisons with both the simpler case presented in Chapters 2 and 3, and the 
more detailed work to follow in Chapter 5. Flow patterns generated due to a linear force 
distribution show similarities with the stream functions illustrated in Figures 2.5 and 2.6. 
By considering the dimensions of the organism we investigate, the numerics can distribute 
the stokeslet force along a line to replicate the length of the flagellum. Good comparison 
is found between the eddies in experimental and theoretical investigations for all three 
organisms considered in Pettitt et al. (2001). 
The three-dimensional case obviously involves adding another dimension to the model, 
creating more rlifficulties in the numerics and consequently in visualising the motion of 
the tracer. The model in three dimensions will be essential for any further advancement 
in our understanding of what happens within the real-life flow fields of the system. As 
before, the model consists of two stokeslets who lie a prescribed distance apart and are 
situated below the interface between two fluids. The extra dimension in the problem will 
now allow one to move the stokeslet positions off the plane in which they were situated 
in the axisymmetric case and vary their position with respect to one another into this 
third direction. Vve could then investigate what effect this has on the flow fields for 
,·arious configurations of these stokeslets. For example, the stokeslcts could be situated 
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at different heights giving one a more marked effect adjacent to the interface than the 
other. In this case we would see more mixing currents around the stokeslet which is 
situated closest to the interface whereas the eddies associated with the other stokeslet 
would appear to have a smaller effect on the overall flow field. Figure 4.2 shows this effect 
by considering two different stokeslet positions. T he contours marked are the values of 
the stream functions at set intervals so that the flow field can be seen for the two different 
stokeslet configurations . 
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Fig. 4.2 (a) Two stokeslets positioned at 
(5,-2,-1) and (-5,-0.5,-1), both with 
a = 0.1 and(}= 106. 
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Fig. 4.2 (b) Two stokcslcts positioned at 
(1,-1,-1) and (-1,-0.5,-1) with the same pa-
rameters as in Fig. 4.2 (a). 
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Figure 4.2: Figures generated using MatLab to illustrate the fl ow fields around two alter-
native stokeslet configurations. The contour lines represent stream functions evaluated at 
several positions along the z-axis and then superimposed onto one figure to recreate the 
overall flow field. Note the scale change between the two subfigures. 
In this chapter, by initially investigating various arrangements of stokeslets, we can 
gain a better understanding of the effects of the flagellum when it is simply modelled by 
two horizontally displaced blinking stokeslets in three-dimensional space. This will be an 
improvement on the single point force representation in the axisymmetric system which 
may not be a very realistic model to study when we are required to consider the Yarious 
directions the flagellum will act in due to its fully three-dimensional beat. The model 
we move on to investigate will involve integrating a distribution of point forces over the 
length of the flagellum. T his will allow the force acting on the fluid to vary dependent 
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on the flagellum shape at any instant in time. Investigations into the interaction of the 
flagellum with both the cell body and plane are another area requiring consideration. but 
more details of this will be presented in Chapter 5. 
It will be possible to change the tracers initial positions as well as varying where the 
stokeslets are acting within the three-dimensional model. In this simple three-dimensional 
model, a tracer can initially be situated off the plane the stokeslets lie in unlike the initial 
horizontally displaced stokeslet case. This will enable observations to be made indicating 
\vhether the plane of the stokeslets is attracting or repelling particles. This area of the 
study is pursued further in section 4.3 where particle paths are investigated. For this 
work, we consider the stokeslets to be horizontally displaced with their forces acting 
perpendicular to the interface. 
To corroborate the results from Chapter 3 we define the three-dimensional model to 
recreate the y - z plane by eliminating the third coordinate direction. By examining 
the variation between the coordinate systems, one can numerically ,construct stream lines 
within a 'plane' of the flow. Knowledge of stream lines will provide maps which can facil-
itate the tracking of particle positions over time. They can be used to begin comparisons 
of Poincare sections for the two- and three-dimensional numerics. T he Poincare sections 
for the axisymmetric case are given previously in section 3.1 and we can reproduce the 
equivalent of these from the three-dimensional numerics once the third dimension is re-
duced to zero. A comparison will only be valid if we position the tracer within the same 
vertical plane as the horizontally displaced stokeslets. The three-dimensional problem 
can then be reduced to the initial case where we considered the interaction effects of the 
axisymmetrical nature associated with each individual stokeslet. 
Figure 4.3 shows two Poincare sections generated via t.he three-dimensional numerical 
code, using only stokeslets and a tracer situated within a single plane. Comparing these 
to figures from section 3.1 which have the same parameters for the problem, we see agree-
ment between our results because the two-dimensional result for horizontally displaced 
stokeslets produces an identical result to the three-dimensional model. This is an impor-
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Fig. 4.3 (a) Stokeslets at (±0.5, -1) with () = 106 and 
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Fig. 4.3 (b) Stokeslets at (±0.5, - 1) with B = 10 and 
a= 1.5. 
Figure 4.3: A Poincare section generated using the three-dimensional numerics but show-
ing specific two-dimensional cases. This should be compared with Figure 3.4. 
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Figure 4.4: The horizontally displaced stokeslets positioned at (0, ±1, - 1) show how the 
internal eddy is visible on the Poincare sections. (} = 106 and a = 0.5 with both stokeslets 
acting towards the interface. Reflection of this figure in the z-axis will show the effect in 
the left hand side stokeslet due to symmetry. 
tant result because it is necessary to know that viewing the three-dimensional problem as 
a simplified case within the plane provides valid results. Section 4.3 proceeds to illustrate 
the validity of this axisymmetric method of presenting results showing a plane containing 
the stokeslets will act as either an attractor or a repeller. 
4.3 Three-dimensional flow fields and resulting par-
ticle paths 
In the three-dimensional case we have more difficulty in applying the principles of Poincare 
sections to illustrate the properties of the flow field. This is due to the nature of the 
problem having a fourth dimension, i.e. the three dimensions of the coordinate system 
and the time dependence of the problem. In section 4.2 we have eliminated this problem by 
merely considering two of the three dimensions. This created a restriction to motion in the 
plane rather than considering the full variability of paths in three coordinate directions. 
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Figure 4.5: The horizontally displaced stokeslets positioned at (0, ±3, -1) show a variation 
on the Poincare section we have shown in the previous figure. Only the internal eddy 
associated with the right hand stokeslet is shown here. Again, (} = 106 and a = 0.5 with 
both stokeslets acting towards the interface. Reflection of this figure in the z-axis will 
show the effect in the left hand side stokeslet due to symmetry. 
To be able to develop particle paths taken over time in the fluid around a micro-organism, 
one needs to consider recording their action in the fully developed three-dimensional flow 
field. 
Cartwright, Feingold & Piro (1996) use a method of recording particle paths when 
constructing a three-dimensional unsteady flow between concentric spheres. They specif-
ically study the dynamics of unsteady, spherical Couette flow with particular interest in 
the particle paths of idealised particles within the flow. They use the technique of taking 
Poincare sections to reduce the dimension of the system by studying a map in either t ime 
or space. The dynamical behaviour of their system can then be studied with relative ease 
by way of a Poincare map. In a three-dimensional flow, methods to plot a stroboscopic 
map do not give much information about the systems dynamics. Two methods are em-
ployed by Cartwright ct al. (1996) to investigate extracting the information contained in 
such a map. The first looks at taking a thin slice of the actual space, a good technique 
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which reYeals some of the salient features of the flow. The second is to project the map 
onto a plane. In cases when the system is not near integrable, this will not give much 
information about the flow. vVe use the latter method of projection (as opposed to taking 
slices of the flow) to illustrate the eddies and particle paths created for a near integrable 
case, see Figures 4.4 and 4.5. These arc both very similar to Poincare sections. However, 
unlike the previous Poincare sections which have been constructed for a variety of param-
eters, we choose values of a and () which give ncar integrable cases. Both of the figures 
show the internal eddies which have not been illustrated within the previous Poincare 
sections. Figure 4.4 shows the islands which arc formed on the innermost eddy. The cor-
responding stokeslet would be positioned between the two eddy structures, as expected 
and its coordinates are given in the figure caption. Figure 4.5 illustrates more detail of the 
inner eddy structure found between two stokeslets. It is noted that the stokeslet positions 
have changed so we can observe the inner eddy to a greater extent. The parameter values 
of a and B remain the same and as shown previously; when considering smaller values of 
a one expects to see continuous lines due to the system being near integrable. 
The island structures observed on Poincare sections, created due to periodic points, 
can illustrate in some detail the effects of the stokeslets, as Figure 4.6 shows. Vve position 
the stokeslets a nominal distance of one unit below the z-axis. By starting a particle 
off the plane within which the stokeslets lie, we can see the particle tending towards the 
plane. In the case of the specific parameters and stokeslcts position chosen to generate 
Figure 4.6, the particle settles into a structure of period eleven islands. Notice how the 
islands closest to the position of the stokeslet have become stretched and elongated as a 
result of the effect of increased forces. Figure 4.6 (b) looks directly onto they- z plane 
so that the correct perspective of each island can be seen. 
Now we have illustrated the Poincare sections for three dimensions by considering a 
projection or a slice of the ftow, we move on to look at the overall path lines a particle 
may take over time. It is these lines which will show the tendency of a particle towards 
a plane whilst illustrating the attracting and repelling properties of the plane. Figure 4. 7 
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Fig. 4.6 (a) A three-dimensional particle path. 
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region of attraction. 
Figure 4.6: A particle path started at (0.1,0.5,-0.95) between the two stokeslets which arc 
situated at (0, ± 1, -1). 
gives an interpretation of a particle within the flow. The particle is initially located off the 
plane within which the stokeslets lie so that the path in three dimensions can be followed. 
This figure is three dimensional and therefore cannot be regarded as a Poincare section 
because it merely tracks a particle whose position is recorded with every stokeslet pulse. 
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Figure 4. 7: Computer generated three-dimensional paths to illustrate particles initially 
placed off the y - z plane spiralling in towards it. The stokeslets are positioned in the 
y- z plane at (0, ±1, - 1) and the map is for()= 106 and Q = 0.1. 
Figure 4.7 shows the plane within which the stokeslets lie attracts the particles and in this 
particular case they proceed to move around a closed loop in this plane. During this three-
dimensional study, the attraction properties of the plane within which the stokeslets lie 
has been open to investigation. The attraction or repulsion of the plane can be dependent 
on a number of factors, including the distance of separation between the stokeslets. Vve 
now proceed to explain how particles located in certain regions of space are attracted 
towards the plane whilst others are repelled away. This will reinforce the previous work 
in Chapters 2 and 3 where we confined particle motion to a plane section. We show 
how work in a plane was relevant due to the attracting properties of the plane implying 
only the consideration of particles situated within the stokeslets' plane. By considering 
particles whose initial positions are slightly displaced off the y - z plane within which the 
stokeslets lie, we can study the flow direction of the tracers. 
By investigating the displacement of an area composed of a number of points oYer 
several iterations of the map, we can begin to understand the overall flow directions. 
The area of the plane above the stokeslcts' lateral position will attract particles who 
initially have the modulus of their y-coordinate less than the modulus of the stokeslet 's 
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y-coordinate. \Ve consider these points to start closer to the origin and the horizontal 
a.\:is than the stokeslets' positions. For those particles who begin with the modulus of the 
y-coordinate greater than that of the stokeslet's y-coordinate modulus, but are situated 
close to the y - z plane (i.e. x small) we see an initial trend of motion away from the 
y - z plane, followed by an attraction back towards the plane once the particles have 
begun to feel the influence of both the stokeslets. In the regions further away from the 
stokeslets, although the velocity may be small, the stokeslets still have a marked effect 
·when influencing the direction of movement of the particles. We illustrate this in Figure 
4.8 which shows a particle tending towards the y - z plane from two different initial 
positions. Figure 4.8 (a) shows the motion first out and then back towards they- z plane 
when the particle is initially situated above the stokeslet. In Figure 4.8 (b), the initial 
position is similar except for the z-coordinate placing it below the stokeslet. The different 
effect of the stokeslets can be seen in the loops which are created between the initial start 
position and the final resting trajectory of Lhe particle on the eddy within the plane. 
Numerically, we calculate the tracer moving close to the plane and then remaining an 
infinitesimal distance away from the plane. This is because the stokeslets are only creating 
forces in the y- z plane resulting in zero velocity in the x-direction, i.e. perpendicular to 
the plane. This agrees with previous analysis because the only method by which a particle 
can reach the plane is if it travels along the axis of the stokeslet. The importance of the 
numerics implying there is no velocity moving particles off the plane of the stokcslets 
has allowed our earlier study to be completely based in the y - z plane. The value of 
the velocity is found from the known stream functions (see section 2.2) , allowing the 
calculation of velocities in both radial and vertical directions. Obtaining information on 
the value of these velocities can corroborate the explanation given above. 
Analytically, determining which regions of the y- z plane are attracting or repelling 
particles can again be derived from the velocity direction. This will confirm the obser-
Yations made from the numerics which we have discussed in the paragraph above. For 
x close to zero, the leading-order term in the Taylor series expansion of the velocity is 
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zero. Hence, examining the first-order term in the expansion, it is possible to determine 
what happens close to and on the y- z plane. Vie find above an approximately horizontal 
line running through the stokeslets positions, the first-order term is negative indicating 
an attraction to the plane. Below this imaginary line we find the opposite, and particles 
are repelled from the plane. This agrees with the trend of motion we see from Figure 
4.8. This horizontal line does not remain parallel to the x - y plane after passing to the 
right or left hand side of the stokeslets. Outside the stokeslet.s, the line begins to curve 
upwards, tending towards the y-axis. This indicates that the farther particles start from 
outside each of the stokeslets' positions, the more likely they are to be repelled away from 
the y - z plane dependent on how close to x = 0 they began. Overall, we generalise to 
say, more particles are likely to be attracted to the plane when they start from inside and 
above the stokeslets than any other position within the three-dimensional space. 
4.4 Summary 
This section has gjvcn validity to the analysis which we have presented in the previous 
chapters where we have considered the axisymmetric case of the flow associated with 
two horizontally displaced stokeslets. The three-dimensional results we have generated 
in this chapter are important within the biological context of the problem because of the 
environment the species inhabit. It is unusual for the organism under consideration in 
this study, SA, to live in isolation and instead they are often found congregated together 
creating a community of micro-organisms. Investigations into the actions of the eddies, 
and their influence on one another using graphics similar to Figure 4.2 to predict flow 
fields, can gjve an overview of the main flow features. This flow could be considered by 
superimposing the results we have generated onto a model for many organisms involving 
a distribution of stokeslets, rather than only two individual stokeslets. Due to the flow 
associated with each stokeslet being axisymmetric, we move towards a three-dimensional 
representation of the flow field for two or more stokeslets because this type of interaction 
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will not be axisymmetric. Most importantly, we can say the particles arc influenced by 
the plane in which the flagella lie and so ultimately they will attract to that plane as the 
\\"Ork within this chapter has illustrated. 
For the penultimate chapter of this thesis, we consider a full three-dimensional study. 
\Vork within this current chapter will serve as an indication of the best location for 
particles to be initially located when we are interested in examining the features of the 
flow fields. 
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Fig. 4.8 (a) A particle spiralling towards the plane x = 0 from an 
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Figure 4.8: Particle paths in three dimensions. The first figure has the initial point 
starting above the stokeslet's position (0, 1, -1) and shows how it spirals into they- z 
plane. The second figure has the initial position below the stokeslet and when this point 
spirals into the plane it settles onto an eddy between the two stokeslets. 
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Chapter 5 
THE FLOW FIELDS AROUND SESSILE 
CHOANOFLAGELLATES DUE TO A HELICAL 
BEAT PATTERN 
5 .1 Abstract 
The three-dimensional particle paths due to a helical beat pattern of the flagellum of 
a sessile choanoflagellate, Salpingoeca Amphoridium (SA), are modelled and compared 
against experimental observation. The organism's main components are a flagellum and 
cell body which are situated above a substrate such that the interaction between these 
entities is crucial in determining the fluid flow around the choanoflagellate. Due to the 
environment within which we observe the organisms residing, the flow of fluid around 
them can be characterised as Stokes flow. By distributing stokeslets and dipoles along a 
centre-line curve which has the form of a helix with a fixed, non-dimensionalised length, 
a flow field analogous to that created by the flagellum can be generated. 
To model the flow due to the choanoflagellate, the interaction between the slender 
flagellum, the substrate above which the choanoflagellate resides (modelled as an infinite 
fl at plane) and the cell body (modelled as a sphere) are incorporated. This is achieved 
by the use of image systems allowing the introduction of an appropriate set of Green:s 
functions for a sphere and plane boundary as described in Higdon (1979a). 
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Results showing particle paths followed b~· passive tracers around the organism are 
generated. Results can be obtained for comparison with experimental results from Pettitt 
(2000) and Pettitt et al. (2001 ) . In these experiments: polystyrene spheres were intro-
duced into the organism's environment so that the action of these passive particles could 
be observed. The results illustrate particle velocities, flagellar forces and overall flow pat-
terns. Applications such as inferring the length of flagellum and the distance from the 
substrate of an organism for whom particle paths are known can be investigated. Figures 
are presented comparing recorded experimental data with numerically generated results 
for a number of particle paths. The principal results show good agreement between the 
experimental study of certain cases considered in Pettitt (2000) and the paths tracer 
particles follow in numerically generated results. 
5.2 Introduction 
As motivation for the study of filter feeding currents around sessile microscopic organisms, 
we consider the motion of particles around Salpingoeca Amphoridium (SA), a type of 
choanoflagellate. This organism belongs to the phylum Protozoa and we investigate this 
specific organism due to the availability of experimental data provided in Pettitt (2000) . 
Two further collared organisms with slightly different aspect ratios are investigated in 
Pettitt (2000) for comparison. The flow patterns associated with these can be compared 
to our results by varying the parameters in the model which follows (described in detail 
in section 5.3). Varying the stalk length between a number of organisms will allow a 
greater appreciation of the fluid dynamics of the system we are studying. In addition to 
the stalk length, we have considered effects of the substrate and the cell body. Other key 
parameters are those specifying the ratio of the dimensions of the organism around which 
we want to examine the flow of particles in relation to filter feeding. The paths particles 
take is important when investigating the optimum feeding patterns of these organisms. 
Figure 5.1 shows a photograph of SA which can be compared to the sketch included 
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within the same figure. The sketch gives details of the dimensions of the organism. 
T~·pically: we can describe SA from the base upwards as consisting of first, a stalk attached 
to a substrate (which maybe a rigid surface or one covered in mucus) and joined at the 
other end to the cell. In the experiments from which we have taken the data, the substrate 
was a human hair. In some cases, we also find organisms directly attached to the substrate, 
i.e. there is no stalk to position the flagellum further away from the boundary. Again this 
effect may be investigated by altering the parameters within the model. The cell body 
is surrounded by the lorica which is a protective basket for the cell body. The flagellum, 
which emerges from the top of the cell body, causes the fluid to circulate around the 
organism. There is also a collar made up of fine finger-like projections, called micro-
villi, which also emerge from the cell body and extend upwards and outwards around 
the flagellum. The collar is the filter where particles may become trapped before being 
transported close to the base of the flagellum (i.e. the 'mouth' region) where phagocytosis 
can occur. The angle of the collar is a feature which varies between different varieties of 
species studied in Pettitt (2000). The base of the flagellum, located inside the collar, is 
the region where the particles can be engulfed. Alternatively, the collar may not retain 
the particles which have been intercepted, providing another method by which mixing 
may be increased due to the release back into the fluid of these particles at a later time. 
This is explored in greater detail in Shimcta & Jumars (1991) who investigate various 
particle interception and retention methods. 
In experiments, the particle size was investigated to look at the effect it had on re-
tention of nutrients by SA. The latex microspheres used by Pettitt (2000) were 0.5f.Lm 
in diameter. For the purpose of the model, we consider point-particles which will be in-
fluenced by the flagellum in the same manner as particles in experiments but which will 
give a perspective on the flow fields. Vve do not include the stalk's influence in the model 
because we assume that the effect of the cell body has a much greater influence on the 
fluid flow than the stalk. As in Higdon (1979a), and for simplification, we may neglect the 
addition of the collar at this stage. Due to the relative size of micro-villi compared to the 
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Figure 5.1: A photograph and illustration of Salpingoeca Amphoridium showing details 
of the scale and structure. The photograph is magnified approximately 1000 times and 
the figure is not to scale. 
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cell and flagellum, this simplification is shown to provide a good initial approximation to 
the problem. Another simplification is the consideration of just one organism. In nature 
there exists an interaction between many of these organisms, whether they are adjacent 
to one another or above and below one another. By initially considering the model for 
the case of just one organism (or cell and flagellum system) we can infer the types of 
flow patterns we expect around a system where there is an interaction between more than 
one organism. Blake et al. (1998), Otto et al. (2001) and Orme et al. (2001b) consider 
the axisymmetric flow and two-dimensional flow interaction, respectively, between two 
horizontally displaced forces which can be considered indicative of the way in which two 
adjacent organisms may interact. 
The typical dimensions of SA are of microscopic length scales so that as far as the 
fluid mechanics is concerned, the Reynolds number is very small and consequently viscous 
forces dominate leading to the use of the Stokes flow equations for modelling purposes. For 
example, the length of the flagellum is typically 20J,£m whilst the cell body has diameter 
5J,£m. The distance of the cell body from the substrate can vary anywhere between zero 
and the length of the flagellum. We couple the length scales with the environmental factors 
such as the characteristic speed (IOO;.tm/s) and the dynamic viscosity (lo-2 g J.Lm-ls- 1) 
to see how this quantification of the Reynolds number arises. References to the various 
length scales and velocities that lead to small Reynolds numbers for a range of problems 
involving micro-organisms are given in Brennen & Winet (1977). When considering the 
flagellar beat, we can use a slow time scale due to the viscosity of the fluid ("vater) within 
which SA resides. A way from the force of the flagellum we can look at a longer time step 
over which the system advances particles, due to the viscous nature of the problem. 
There are various approaches to this work which have been examined before, and 
we will extend one of these methods initially by Higdon (1979a) beyond the range of 
that original work. Lighthill (1976) gives an excellent overview and review of flagellar 
hydrodynamics, encompassing flagellar motions and flow fields generated by a flagellum 
and later revisited the subject (see Lighthill (1996)). In Higdon (1979a): there is a study 
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of an organism very similar to SA which could also be described by Figure 5.1 (b) . To 
model this organism, Higdon makes several assumptions: some of which are referred to 
abO\·e. and we will adhere to these initially. Higdon (1979a) relies on using the method 
of distributing singularities along the centre-line of the flagellum. T he first use of this 
method for micro-organism locomotion was presented in the classic paper by Hancock 
(1953). Following this, the appropriate image system to satisfy the boundary condition 
in an approximate way is developed in greater detail in section 5.3.3. This leads to a 
complicated set of singularities which are based on the earlier work of Blake (1971) and 
Higdon (1979b). 
The flagellar beat of SA usually occurs in t hree dimensions in a helical wave, which 
is the type of beat used during this study. From experimental data, one finds it is 
most usual for the beat of the sessile choanoflagellate to move in three-dimensional space 
rather than a two-dimensional plane. Note, it would be a straightforward extension of 
t his study to consider the planar beat and hence derive particle paths associated with 
the optimal parameters as in Higdon (1979a). The first section of the following work 
formulates the helical beat pattern extending the planar case in Higdon (1979a). Note in 
later work, Higdon (1979c) does consider helical waves but with regard to the propulsion 
of a motile organism rather than a fixed organism as in the case presented here. This 
initial formulation of the helical wave includes considering the image systems required to 
satisfy the no-slip boundary conditions on the wall, t he cell body and the flagellum. 
Section 5.4 presen ts results of paths t raced by particles in three-dimensional space. 
By varying the param eters of the problem, we are then able to compare and contrast our 
results to those observed experimentally in the work by Pettitt (2000). Velocity vectors 
are given for various flagellum forms. We then investigate how the various forces created 
by the beating flagellum will influence the particles within the fluid. 
Discussion of the work, including how improvements have been incorporated into pre-
vious work, is presented along with how well the results represent the in vitro situation. 
\\"e finally conclude in section 5.5 with a brief summary and details of possible extensions 
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To the work presented. 
5.3 Representing and modelling the flow field 
By specifying the shape of the flagellum as a function of time, we will be able to de-
termine the velocity induced on particles within the fluid due to the forces acting along 
the flagellum. This is approached using the method of Green's functions. First, we need 
the form of the flagellum along which we will distribute singularities. By positioning 
stokeslets and dipoles at intervals along the centre-line of the slender flagellum, we can 
represent the flow field induced by the beating flagellum. Then one can construct the 
image system to satisfy conditions on any boundaries within the problem. This will lead 
to an approximate representation of the system such that the velocity at points within 
the fluid can be determined. 
5.3.1 Kinematics 
This section will introduce the function representation we use to initially represent the 
flagellum and mention modifications which can be made to the wave form later in the 
study. The function representation will allow one to determine the boundary conditions 
which must be satisfied to obtain an approximate solution to the problem. 
The solution we consider involves satisfying the boundary conditions to determine the 
unkno·wn values of the problem which, in this case, are the forces generated along the 
flagellum. The forces vary depending on posit{on and time. If, for example, the section of 
the flagellum we are considering is at the extremity of the bent flagellum, the force created 
there will not necessarily be the same in magnitude as the force from a point in a straight 
mid-section, which sweeps directly across the axis of the flagellum. This consideration is 
more apparent for planar waves when we look at the range of forces they produce over one 
cycle of motion. The helical wave will have the same form throughout the beat cycle. To 
illustrate this, Figure 5.2 shows a representation of the forces positioned along a helical 
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flagellum above a spherical cell body. \\ie know that for any rotation of this helix: the 
forces will keep the same magnitude and direction relative to the curve. This is important 
because we will be able to exploit this property when we investigate the interaction of the 
forces with a tracer particle. Thus, if we take a rotating frame within which the flagellum 
shape is always fixed, the force distribution will be the same for any time step within 
the rotating frame. Determining the forces and hence the velocities created within the 
fluid around SA can be derived by simply changing the line along which the forces of the 
flagellum lie. This is what happens every time the flagellum rotates to a new position and, 
by looking at small increments between each rotation, we will produce the impression of 
a continuous beat. To determine the force and hence the velocity acting on any tracer 
we choose within the fluid, it is important to know where the flagellum (and hence the 
forces) are situated with respect to the tracer. Initially, we are considering the cell body 
and substrate to be fixed and the flagellum to beat, which is identical to how the physical 
system is observed. In section 5.3.6 we will describe how the cell body and substrate 
are located in a fixed coordinate system whilst the flagellum is within a rotating frame 
relative to the fixed frame. 
We introduce in greater detail the three-dimensional helical representation of the flagel-
lum. The problem is set up such that it is straightforward to consider the two-dimensional 
problem. Figure 5.3 shows the model we use to describe the coordinate axes relative to 
the wave pattern, the cell body and the substrate. We will show a similar figure later 
in section 5.3.6 (see Figure 5.4 (c)) where we introduce the rotating axes which are very 
important as a frame of reference for the tracer. Figure 5.3 is similar to Figure 1 in 
Higdon {1979a) but the figure included within this work has a third dimension. \Ve begin 
by describing points along the wave by the vector 
X = (X, y(X, t), z(X, t)). 
Further, we can define a wave form with constant amplitude and wave number (as in 
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Figure 5.2: A representation of the force distribution along the centre- line of a helical 
flagellum for a given position and time. 
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Figure 5.3: A reproduction of Figure 1 from Higdon (1979a) showing the model we will 
study in three dimensions. The height of the cell body above the smooth infinite plane 
and the cell body radius are indicated. 
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Higdon (1979a)) such that 
y(X, t) = a* sin[k(X- Xo) + '!9(t)], z(X, t) =a* cos[k(X- X 0 ) + tl(t)], (5.1) 
where X0 is the X -coordinate giving the height of the base of the flagellum. The direction 
of wave motion created by this description will be dependent (amongst other factors) upon 
both the function '!9(t) in the argument of the trigonometric functions and the parameter 
a*. The function '19( t) describes the phase velocity ofthe wave such that one can determine 
how far through the beat cycle we have progressed. The parameter a* will describe the 
amplitude of the wave. However, on examining the wave form created by X for a specific 
time t and over a range of X, there is a noticeable difference to that produced in nature by 
SA. The wave amplitude of SA grows gradually from the base and reaches its maximum 
amplitude about a third of the way along its length. Therefore, we alter (5.1), multiplying 
both the terms for y and z by the exponential function given as 
E(x) = 1- exp[-(kEx)2]. 
The value of ke is chosen such that the wave will reach its maximum amplitude a third of 
the distance along its length. In tbis case, kE = 5 will give E(x) ~ 0.9 when x = 0.3. This 
exponential function creates a more realistic wave form and more importantly satisfies the 
condition that the flagellum is attached radially to the cell body. This is because of the 
exponential function's properties which give: E(O) = 0, E'(O) = 0 and E(oo) = 1. 
Therefore equation (5.1) can now be rewritten as 
Y(X, t) = E(X - X0)a* sin[k(X- Xo) + '!9(t)], 
Z(X, t) = E(X- X 0 )a* cos[k(X- Xo) + '!9(t)J, (5.2) 
where X= (X, Y(X, t), Z(X, t)) now describes any point along the flagellum. Now that we 
haYe an expression for the wave form , one can begin to construct the velocity components 
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at ,·arious points along the flagellum. These will ultimately affect the velocity of the fluid 
in both the near and far fields. This is significant because the method of distributing 
singularities within this problem is important when we determine the strengths of the 
singularities for each fixed interval defining the flagellum. 
For consistency, we assume the flagellum is inextensible which necessitates the length 
of the flagellum remains constant over all periods of the beat. We will divide the flagellum 
into segments of equal length in this case using arc length as the length dimension. The 
beginning and the end of each segment is denoted by Si and si+l respectively, where 
i = 0, ... , N -1 and the flagellum is split into N intervals. Hence, in t he three-dimensional 
case, arc length is given by 
Jx [ ( aY) 2 ( a z) 2] t s = 1 + ax + ax dX. 
Xo 
(5.3) 
Each of the N segments has length L/N, where the total length of the flagellum is L. 
Substituting into equation (5.3) the known values of each Si (for i = 1, .. , N) we can 
determine the corresponding X -coordinates. (Notice that si can be described as giving the 
arc length from the base of the flagellum to the end of the ith interval) . This is calculated 
via the method of cubic interpolation which allows one to find the corresponding value of 
X for a known value of s. We take the curve as the known function given in equations 
(5.2). The integral value, s, can then be chosen at set intervals, i.e. the various si, and 
the corresponding coordinate along the helix axis of the centre-line of the flagellum, Xi , 
can be found. Once we know the position on this axis, the other two cartesian coordinates 
can be determined using equations (5.2). 
We now have a vector describing the motion of a particular segment of the flagellum for 
each time step and for each arc length position (si) - This means that for any chosen t ime, 
one can describe an approximation to the position of the whole flagellum and also the 
positions it will move to over subsequent time steps. If we assume the flagellum has been 
approximated using linear segments, the midpoint of each segment , sf, can be defined 
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to lie equidistant between each si and Bi+l along the centre-line of the flagellum. These 
are used later to enable the derivation of the forces created by the singularities "·hich are 
taken to be situated at the midpoint of each flagellum segment. The work by Hancock 
(1953) describes the method we use to place a distribution of stokeslets and dipoles along 
the centre-line of the flagellum. Assuming that the flagellum can be described as slender, 
i.e. as having a small radius compared to its length, then one can find the velocity induced 
at any segment on the flagellum. Hancock (1953) shows that by assuming the length of 
a segment (isi+l - sii) to be large compared to the flagellum radius, the consideration of 
a distribution of singularities within that segment making a contribution to the velocity 
of the segment is a sufficiently good representation of the forces. Since this process can 
be repeated for all segments, we can build up the velocity profile created by the whole 
flagellum. Further details are given in Hancock (1953). 
5.3.2 The singularity structure 
Following Higdon (1979a) closely, this section will give details of each of lhe singularities 
which we will need to find an approximate representation of the flow fields around SA. The 
methods by which we propose to satisfy the assumptions and boundary conditions (some 
of which are given in the previous section) will follow with the introduction of various 
image systems. We initially present this work for the coordinate system as illustrated in 
Figure 5.3 but note that we later introduce an alternative coordinate system for which 
the structure presented here will remain similar bar a simple rotation, see section 5.3.6. 
Higdon (1979a) modelled an organism which be assumed had a smooLh slender flag-
ellum and a spherical cell body, with the height of the cell body a fixed distance above 
the substrate. The flagellum was represented by placing stokeslets and dipoles along the 
centre-line of the flagellum. This type of distribution enabled the fluid around the organ-
ism to feel the forces which the flagellum should create due to its typical beat pattern. 
Because the flagellum is attached to a cell body above a substrate, the interaction between 
these separate entities (the sphere and the plane) needs to be taken into account. So that 
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the fluid and particles within this system move in accordance with the organism. Green ·s 
functions are used to allo"' the correct boundary conditions to be obserYed. 
C sing Higdon's approximation to the organism, the boundary conditions we must sat-
isfy are no-slip on the cell body, substrate and flagellum (which is beating in a helical 
motion). These conditions are described in greater detail in section 5.3.3. They briefly 
arise due to the introduction of image systems which must satisfy the conditions of no-slip 
on the surfaces in the model. We assume the flagellum is modelled by a helical '''ave (as 
discussed in detail in section 5.3.1 when introducing the wave type). We are looking at 
a Yery thin flagellum where we take its length, L, to be much greater than the flagellum 
radius, a, i.e. L ~ a. This is referred to as the slender-body approximation. This ap-
proximation allows one to consider the flagellum being represented by a helical line as 
described in section 5.3.1 and given by equation (5.2). Along this line, we distribute both 
stokeslets and dipoles along with their associated image systems. Due to the approxima-
tions of a slender body, the image system and the distribution of singularities, Higdon 
{1979a) is able to state that this model is representative of the effects of the flagellum 
"·ithin this system. 
The shape of the flagellum is time dependent within a fixed coordinate system, hence 
the wave form will be both dependent on space and time. Also, the force from the flagellum 
"ill be dependent on the degree of bend in the wave (defined using the parameters and 
functions given by a•, k, kE and iJ in expression (5.2)) and the number of dimensions 
the wave moves in. Higdon (1979a) considered a sinusoidal wave within a plane for a 
sessile organism, and then later the three-dimensional case of helical waves for a motile 
organism, Higdon (1979c). The first paper looks in detail at the use of stokeslets, dipoles 
and images to define the problem, and we now proceed to explain how we use this type 
of formulation and convert the problem to a numerical method from where particle paths 
can be generated. In our case, we are interested in how varying the parameters describing 
the organism in the model affect the tracers situated within the fluid. Following the 
progression of particles over time around the model of a single organism will lead to insight 
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into how well mixed the particles can become. As well as allowing comparison with the 
experimental results in Pettitt (2000), this also gives data which can be used to predict 
unknowns from the experimental results. For example, by examining the particle paths 
taken by an organism for whom certain dimensions are unknown, a prediction can be made 
from the models' parameters inferring the actual dimensions of the organism. This may 
be useful when the resul ts from experimental measurements and recordings lack either 
clarity or details of the cell's dimensions. Interesting comparisons to the flow fields created 
in the axisymmetric case where a single point force creates an approximate representation 
of the flagellum could also be made. This more straightforward representation has been 
considered in Orme et al. (2001b). In previous axisymmetric work, where we have two 
dimensions of space and the third dimension is time, we see chaos due to t he action of 
two alternating s tokeslets. We note that where chaos previously appeared because of the 
time dependence in the axisymmetric flow, chaotic mixing if present in this case, will be 
due to the three-dimensional nature of the problem. 
The problem, defined by Higdon (1979a), initially requires the use of a stokeslet, a 
Stokes-doublet and a dipole, which give the fundamental building blocks for the model. 
For all of these singularities, we regard t he force to be acting at a pointy whilst the tracer 
or particle which the force is affecting is situated at x. Typically, we would be interested 
in y as a location of a stokeslet on t he centre-line of the flagellum, whilst t he general 
position of a particle within the fluid would be at x. The stokeslet is given by 
(5.4) 
where we definer= lx-yl and rm = (xm -ym)· This defini tion is carried throughout the 
following work, along with Ojk which is defined as the usual delta function. This stokeslet 
creates a velocity at x , due to a force with strength and direction f acting at y , defined 
by 
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Here: the parameter J1 represents the viscosity of the fluid. The subscripts j or k (as for 
all the following work) indicate the components of the force: f: or the velocity: u : with 
respect to direction. 
The second type of singularity can be derived by differentiating equation (5.4) with 
the operator ojoyz, which due to linearity gives another solution to the Stokes equations 
called a Stokes-doublet. This is given as 
(5.5) 
If the Stokes-doublet has tensoral strength CTkl, then the velocity at the point x due to a 
Stokes-doublet acting at pointy (again taken to be situated on the flagellum) is given by 
The Stokes-doublet can be considered in its physical sense as consisting of two compo-
nents. From equation (5.5), the first is the symmetric component which is a fundamental 
singularity called as stresslet. It represents the straining motion of the fluid. The second 
is the antisymmetric component called a rotlet. Physically, this generates a flow due to 
the action of a torque. 
Finally, we can differentiate equation (5.4) again to obtain the second derivatives. 
The term we have most use for is the dipole, derived from the Laplacian of the stokeslet. 
Differentiating the stokeslet with respect to the operator - ~ v; = - ~ ~22 gives the dipole 
uyk 
in its standard form as 
(5.6) 
Again, the velocity field u at a point x created by a dipole of strength and direction d 
·which is situated at y is given as 
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Equations (5.4): (5.5) and (5.6) give all the components we require to be able to 
construct the Green:s function enabling the description of the fluid flow around the flag-
ellum. cell body and substrate whilst satisfying the releYant boundary conditions by the 
introduction of image systems. Vve now proceed to introduce and then explain the image 
systems we require, but will neglect to include any great detail of the more complicated 
equations to facilitate the reader's understanding. 
5.3.3 Construction of t h e image systems 
As mentioned at the start of section 5.3.2, the distribution of singularities along the 
flagellum creates a velocity field which alone does not satisfy all the boundary conditions 
of the problem to a satisfactory degree of accuracy. By the introduction of specific Green's 
functions, which include the image systems for these singularities, the correct combination 
of singularities can be considered such that we satisfy all the given boundary conditions 
to second order with respect to the radius of the cell body over the distance from the 
plane. However, the problem is more complex than simply looking at one boundary on 
which we need to satisfy any given condition. For example, once we have satisfied the 
no-slip conditions on the plane boundary (i.e. the substrate) we need to consider how 
the introduction of the forces which allow the boundary conditions to be satisfied have 
affected the other boundary conditions, such as the no-slip condition on the sphere (i.e. 
the cell body). Hence, we simultaneously have to consider the sphere's surface, and the 
sphere and boundary interaction too. We present first the image system for a sphere, 
second for a plane and finally combine the two, enabling all the boundary conditions to 
be satisfied approximately to second order, as above. 
The Green's function for flow external to a sphere is given by 
(5.7) 
where Sjk represents the image system for the sphere. Using the same method as for 
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the fundamental singularities, we can nm.v see that the velocity at any point x due to a 
point force f acting at a point y (situated on the flagellum) in the presence of a sphere 
(representing the cell body) is given by 
(5.8) 
The components of this equation have the same definition as those which are given after 
equation (5.4) . The expression for S]k is complicated and the details of the equation can 
be found in Appendix D (see also Higdon (1979a)). However, physically it is informative 
to consider how the expression is constructed with regard to the forces acting within the 
system. The image system involves considering singularities associated with the inverse 
point y* defined as 
We can interpret this point as the image in the sphere of the point y which is dependent 
on the ratio of the sphere's radius, A, to the distance of y from the origin or centre of the 
sphere, i.e. IYI· In this problem, both the origin and the centre of the sphere are coincident. 
This is depicted diagrammatically in Figure 5.4 (a). Higdon (1979a) gives Sjk in terms 
of y* as derived by Oseen (1927) along with a relatively simpler expression in terms of 
individual fundamental singularities. As an approximation to the Oseen expression for 
the image system, one can consider the first- and the second-order terms in an expansion 
of the expression for the image system about the origin, when the radius of the sphere 
is much smaller than the distance of the stokeslet from the origin (i.e. A « lyl). The 
physical construction of this image system can be explained in terms of the radial and 
transverse components of the stokeslet. Radially, the images of a stokeslet are: a stokeslet, 
dipole and a stresslet all situated at the inverse point. Transversely, the images are: a 
line distribution of stokeslets, dipoles and Stokes-doublets which stretch from the origin 
to the inverse point. By neglecting terms 0 C;~) , which are very small, Higdon (1979a) 
gives an expression for S]k which lends itself to numerical methods more so than Oseen's 
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complicated expression. The inclusion of the image system now means that we have 
approximately satisfied the boundary conditions on the sphere, i.e. no-slip on the sphere's 
surface to first order. Notice that the simpler expression stated within Appendix D does 
not explicitly depend on the inverse point, y*, whereas the Oseen expression ·was highly 
dependent on this term. This is why one chooses to use the alternative representation 
of these image systems, expressing them in terms of their symmetric and antisymmetric 
components. 
Now we have an expression for the image of a stokeslet, Sjk(x, y), we can use the 
following rule to enable one to find images of the higher-order singularities, such as the 
image of the Stokes-doublet and the dipole, which are also required to enable the boundary 
conditions to be satisfied. This rule specifies that if we have a solution of the Stokes 
equations defined by a certain differentiable operator, then the image system in the sphere 
for this solution (singularity) is defined by the same differential of the image of the solution 
(singularity) . 
The strength of the stokeslets' distribution along the flagellum which we will calculate 
(see section 5.3.5) and their interaction with the sphere, enable the calculation of the 
force and moment on the sphere as well giving the flow fields generated by the flagellum. 
The interaction of the singularities (doublets and dipoles) which we have introduced, 
need considering as they too will have image systems due to the interaction between the 
flagellum, plane and sphere. These image systems will therefore affect the calculation of 
the force and moment on the sphere as well as the flow fields. Hence, by using the rule 
defined above (omitting the details) the image of a Stokes-doublet in the sphere is given 
by 
and the image system for a dipole in the sphere by 
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Fig. 5.4 (a.) The figure shows how the point 
y and the radius of the sphere A determine 
the position of the inverse point, y• , inside 
the sphere. 
Fig. 5.4 (b) The figure shows how the image 
point y is defined and hO\\' it is dependent 
on the position of the stokeslet y. The dis-
tance of the stokeslet at y from the plane is 
given by h(y) and also gives the distance of 
the image point from the plane. 
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Fig. 5.4 (c) Representation of the three-dimensional 
rotating coordinate system, with the axis of the flag-
ellum having a coincident axis with the fixed body 
frame {denoted by coordinates with no primes) and 
the rotating flagellum frame (denoted by coordinates 
with primes). 
z 
Figure 5.4: Figures showing features of the three-dimensional model including the inverse 
point and the image point. 
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_-\ complete set of sphere images has now been stated in brief form. (Again the explicit 
Yersions can be found in both Appendix D and in Higdon (1979a) who composes each 
image system into its simpler first and second-order terms as previously explained for the 
image system of the stokeslet). 
Notice that equation (5.8) allows us to satisfy the boundary conditions when we have 
a single force acting at a point y outside a sphere, i.e. the velocity at any point given by 
expression (5.8) on the boundary will be zero due to a force which acts at y. Therefore, 
rather than considering a single force acting, we will consider a distribution of these forces 
according to the equation which defines the flagellum and then proceed to find the effect 
of all these forces on a tracer at any position x within the fluid. Hence, to find the effect 
on x over a period of time, i.e. to be able to follow a point over time, we need to find 
the forces along the flagellum for each time increment over this period. With each time 
step, the position of the flagellum with respect to a fixed frame will change and therefore 
the distribution of forces with respect to this fixed frame will also alter. In turn, this 
implies that a particle within the fluid at x will feel a different moment and hence a 
different velocity will be produced at each time step. This could become computationally 
expensive if one solves to find the force distribution at each time step in order to derive 
the velocity at position x. However, by considering rotating axes, one can eliminate this 
problem by merely solving the equations for the boundary conditions only once to find the 
force distribution. Section 5.3.6 introduces the rotating coordinate system with relevance 
to finding the solution of this force distribution along the flagellum from the equations 
given in section 5.3.5 which enable the boundary conditions to be satisfied. 
As mentioned above, we also need the image system for a plane, which is derived using 
a similar method to the case for the image system of a sphere. We use Green's functions 
to make sure the correct conditions are satisfied on the boundary, which in this case is 
the plane boundary or substrate to which the organism is attached. We need to set up 
the correct image point, y, for a stokeslet at yin the boundary and Figure 5.4 (b) shows 
how this is achieved. If we define p to be a unit vector perpendicular to the plane ('which 
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is the substrate in this case) and pointing in the direction of the fluid (upwards for an 
organism situated above the substrate) then we can define the image point y as 
y = y- 2h(y)p, (5.9) 
where h(y) is the distance of the point, y, from the plane or substrate. 
The Green's function for the half space, G~, is given as 
(5.10) 
where Sjk is the image system for the plane and consists of a stokeslet, Stokes-doublet 
and a dipole all situated at the image pointy. Again the details are omitted here, but a 
more explicit expression for Sjk is given in Appendix E. 
Notice that in the case of the image system for the plane, we have no difficulties in 
expressing the terms for the image system in the plane. However, in the case of the sphere 
'"e needed to distribute the singularities such that there were each of: a stokeslet, dipole 
and stresslet all situated at the inverse point as well as a line distribution of stokeslets, 
dipoles and Stokes-doublets from the origin to the inverse point. This ensured that both 
radial and transverse components of the boundary condition on the sphere were satisfied. 
In the case of the plane, there is no such distribution of singularities due to the simpler 
geometry of a plane compared to a sphere and so the resulting image system is more 
apparent. 
Now we have the separate image systems defined for the sphere and the plane, it is 
necessary to consider the combined image system which will serve as an initial approx-
imation to enable us to represent the physical system. Higdon (1979a) makes an initial 
conjecture (a first approximation) that the Green 's function must be composed of the 
stokeslet along with both the image systems for the plane and the sphere, which gives 
(5.11) 
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HoweYer. as we showed preYiously, we have the problem of considering the images of 
the other singularities which are present in equation (5.11) , i.e. the contribution from 
the terms s;k and sjk, and the effects their combined force distributions induce on the 
boundary conditions. This means that although the individual image systems for the 
sphere and plane may satisfy the boundary conditions independently, the combined effect 
induced by their images may not. Therefore, we need to consider the image of the plane's 
image system (Sjk) in the sphere, which we denote by s;k. This is another complicated 
expression, but the reasoning for its form is easily understood by examining a breakdown of 
the terms included in Sjk (details can be found in Appendix E). Briefly, the image system 
for the plane consists of a stokeslet, Stokes-doublet and a dipole, and so by replacing all 
of these singularities by their images in the sphere, then we have found the images of the 
plane image system in the sphere. By appending equation (5.11) to include this term, we 
obtain an improved approximation for the combined Green's function as 
(5.12) 
However, this expression still does not satisfy the boundary conditions to second order 
within our model. For an improved approximation we need to consider terms from both 
s;k and sjk whose plane images have not been included in (5.12). 
This process is broken into three stages to enable all the boundary conditions to be 
satisfied by determining which singularities arc violating which specific boundary condi-
tions. Firstly, the leading-order terms of the plane images for the terms s;k and Sjk arc 
considered. We replace the stokeslets of these leading-order terms, which are given as 
by their plane images to give 
(5.13) 
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However: by adding equation (5.13) to equation (5.12) and correcting the velocity on the 
plane, we have now induced another velocity on the sphere's surface. Vve minimise this 
Yelocity in an attempt to satisfy the boundary conditions by adding the sphere image 
of the expression given in (5.13) to equation (5.12). The expression from (5.13) can be 
rewritten to satisfy this condition as 
(5.14) 
Hence, by adding both expressions (5.13) and (5.14) to equation (5.12), we find that we 
have satisfied the boundary conditions on the plane and the sphere to second order. 
The final expression that gives the approximate Green's function when one is consid-
ering the flow due to a force acting at y in the presence of a sphere within the half plane 
above a plane boundary is 
Gjk(x, y) = Sjk(x, y) + Sjk(x, y) + Sjk(x, y) + Sjk(x, y) 
3 - - -
- 4A[Skt(O, y) + Skl(O, y))[Sil(x, 0) + Sj1(x, 0)), 
(5.15) 
where again the velocity created at x due to the system described is given by 
This velocity is due to the contribution of only a single force at position y which we 
assume to lie at some location along the centre-line of the flagellum. The next section 
considers the effects of many of these forces distributed along a curve defining the centre-
line of the flagellum. This enables the velocity at any position x to resemble velocities 
created within a flow field around any organism similar to that which we have chosen to 
model. 
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5.3.4 Flow fields associated wit h singularit ies representing the 
flagellum 
Equation (5.15) gave the Green's function which allowed the definition of the velocity 
created at any point x within the fluid due to a stokeslet of strength f situated at a given 
position y in the physical system described in section 5.2. The fundamental singularities 
situated along t he flagellum are both stokeslets and dipoles at prescribed intervals which 
allows a correct representation of the motion created as the flagellum beats. The reader is 
referred to the end of section 5.3.1 where previous work by Hancock (1953) was cited for 
reference. In a more recent review on fluid dynamics, Lighthill (1996) also gives details of 
this force distribution. This representation of force distribution along a flagellum allows 
one to express the velocity induced by the whole flagellum as 
(5.16) 
The functions fk(s) and dk(s) give the elements of the force's magnitude in direction k 
(k = 1, 2, 3, corresponding to the direction of the axes) for the stokeslet and the free field 
dipole, situated at a distance s along the flagellum where the total flagellum length is L, 
as introduced previously. 
Calculating the induced velocity. 
The expression for the velocity on the left hand side of equation (5.16) can be determined 
from partially d ifferentiating the position vector given by 
X = (X, Y(X, t), Z(X, t)), 
with respect to time, t, to give 
(5.17) 
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aY aJ · az az 
.-\.11 of the terms at : ax l at and ax are calculated from equation (5.2) by simply 
differentiating the equation defining the flagellum centre-line. However, the term ax 
at 
uses more involved calculations in most cases. For the case when one considers a fixed 
helix rotating with no net motion of the helix in the X direction. i.e. points on the helix 
rotate on a fixed circle, then we can state that aa~ = 0 (implying no movement in the X 
direction). 
An alternative case would be if we chose to introduce an equation for the flagellum 
where any point at a distance s along the flagellum is not rotating in a fixed circle. In 
this case we would see a; does not equal zero. For example, if we did not have the tip of 
the flagellum (or any other points along the flagell urn) moving round in a fixed circle, but 
instead introduce an elliptical relation between theY- and Z-coordinates, then we would 
see an upwards and downwards motion of the tip. In this case, it will not only be the 
flagellum tip which moves up and down, but also all the other points situated along the 
flagellum. This means that with time there would be a variation in the displacement in 
h X d. . h . . ·11 . h ax b Th r t e 1rect10n, ence g1vmg an 1 ustrat1ve case w ere at can e non-zero. ere1ore 
ax 
we proceed with the derivation of the term at for completeness. From equation (5.3), 
which specifies the arc length, we can partiaiJy differentiate both sides with respect to t 
which yields the equation 
ax 
at 
1 dX, (5.18) 
where all the elements under the integral sign can be ca1culated. Hence, by using numerical 
integration we can obtain an expression for a; at any given point s along the flagellum 
and therefore the velocity of any point on the flagellum. This calculation is carried out 
in Higdon (1979a) for the planar wave but due to the above mentioned reason is not 
necessary in Higdon (1979c) where the study is concerned with the case of a fixed helix. 
In equation (5.16), the terms which are unknown are those which give the force of 
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the stokeslets and dipoles: denoted by f and d respectively. Therefore, determining these 
forces at each time step by satisfying the boundary conditions (which are specified later 
in section 5.3.5) , we can calculate the velocity induced at any point x within space due 
to the total force of the beating flagellum. This will allo·w any particle we choose to 
be followed in its progression through the fluid surrounding the typical model organism. 
This is important because it gives results which allow a comparison with the particle 
paths observed experimentally (presented in Pettitt (2000)). 
Before looking at the final solution for f derived from satisfying the boundary condi-
tions, there is a relation between the forces created by the stokeslets and the dipoles which 
we can utilise. In Higdon (1979a) it was stated that the dipole strength was determined 
by the component of the stokeslet normal to the centre-line. This gives the relation 
(5.19) 
where Tis defined as the unit tangent vector to the flagellum. Therefore, we can rewrite 
equation (5.16) so that it only contains one unknown which we have to find , that is 
fk ( si) which gives the force on the s!h segment of the flagellum in the kth direction (for 
k = 1, 2, 3). An excellent explanation is given in Lighthill (1996) into how this relationship 
is derived due to the distribution of stokeslets and dipoles along the centre-line of the 
flagellum, and the reader is referred there for more detail. 
Since the boundary condition requires that the induced velocity created by the flag-
ellum on its surface is equal to the velocity at which the flagellum beats, we can use 
equation (5.16) (in a rewritten format expressed by equation (5.21)) and the fact that 
ax ot = 0 for this fixed helical beat pattern to find the unknown f. We solve this set of 
equations numerically using integration methods and MatLab software. 
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5.3.5 Solving to find the force, f 
Firstly: we rewrite equation (5.16) so that the right hand side (as well as being only in 
terms of !k ( s)) is now in terms of the knuwn expressions for the singularities ·which were 
introduced at the beginning of section 5.3.2. This will allow us to numerically calculate 
the terms within equation (5.16) and then manipulate them to perform a numerical matrix 
inversion determining the unknown forces ]k(si) {fork= 1, 2, 3) for each position si along 
the flagellum. 
Vve use the boundary condition on the flagellum to allow the evaluation of the left 
hand side of equation (5.16), i.e. the velocity of the fluid on the flagellum surface equals 
the velocity of the flagellum surface. Because we are looking at a distribution of stokeslets 
and dipoles along the flagellum centre-line, it is appropriate to consider this boundary 
condition at points along the centre-line instead of at the surface. The boundary condi-
tions on the flagellum centre-line define a set of values which we can use to enable the 
numerical calculation of the Green's functions. The various Green's functions require both 
the coordinates where the forces distributed along the flagellum are acting and the coor-
dinates of the point at which we are interested in recording the effects of the force. This 
is achieved by breaking the flagellum into 'segments', typically linear with end points at 
si and Si+l, and calculating the force on each of them. This has been explained in section 
5.3.1 where we introduced the notation of s'f for the midpoint of the ith segment. 
By defining Sjk as the sum of the image terms in equation (5.15), we can use the def-
inition given in Higdon (1979a) , to re-express the relation involving the Green's function 
as 
{5.20) 
Higdon's reason for this definition was to separate the image terms (included in equation 
(5.15)) into those which required numerical integration (the terms from expressions (D. l ), 
(E.1) and (E.2)) and leave the remaining terms to be analytically integrated. In our case, 
this separation of the terms helps breakdown the numerical problem to be tackled because 
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for our current purpose we are not interested in the analytical evaluation of the terms 
under the integral. Each of the terms in equation (5.20) has been interpreted within 
the preceding sections and this makes it easier to evaluate them numerically for a large 
number of variables. 
We will numerically integrate equation (5.16) which leads to some rewriting before the 
computer code can be fully assembled. The definition from equation (5.20) allows (5.16) 
to be rewritten as 
L 
ui(x) = J { [ Sjk(x, X(s)) + Sjk(x, X(s))] ~~; + Djk(x, X(s)) d~~)} ds. (5.21) 
0 
Following Higdon (1979a), we then split the flagellum length into N equal segments and 
within each we assume the force of the stokeslet, f , is constant. This force will give a 
fixed value for each specific time during the beat cycle, say t = T, and so it is necessary 
to consider an iteration process for each individual time step over which the flagellum 
beats. This is obviously due to the distribution of forces changing at each time step. If 
we can reduce the effort that it takes to estimate the force distribution due to the large 
number of calculations required, the computational time will be kept to a minimum. 
One method by which we can determine the force distribution whilst minimising the 
amount of computational time, but not reducing the accuracy, is via an alternative rep-
resentation of the physical system. Physically, we have presented the model to be one 
composed of a fixed plane and cell body in relation to a moving flagellum. Since it is 
'expensive' to move the flagellum with every time step due to recalculating the forces 
that are associated with each beat, we can consider the analogous problem of rotating the 
plane and the cell body in synchrony whilst keeping the flagellum fixed. Because both 
a sphere (representing the cell body) and a plane (representing the substrate) are rota-
tionally symmetric, then satis(ying their boundary conditions will only involve a simple 
rotation for any given time. Hence one only needs to consider the velocity of their bound-
aries with respect to the fluid through which they move. When the sphere and plane 
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are both fixed, we require the velocity on the boundaries to equal zero. This is because 
we need the no-slip condition at both these surfaces to be satisfied. Once one begins to 
rotate the sphere and the plane together through the fluid, the velocity on their surfaces 
will no longer be zero. The flagellum , which we considered to be moving in the original 
representation of the problem, will have the velocity of its surface equal to the velocity 
of the fluid at the surface. Once the flagellum is fixed, then the analogous condition is 
zero velocity at the surface of the flagellum for every fixed time st,ep. The conditions 
for the original problem are given below by equation (5.25) after a detailed explanation 
of how one evaluates the forces within the problem. In the second case where one fixes 
the flagellum and rotates the cell body and plane, these boundary conditions which are 
satisfied in equation (5.25) are altered so that in the frame rotating with the flagellum 
will see the plane and cell body moving with the rotational velocity of the flagellum. Vl/e 
define the angular velocity of the flagellum by w = (w, 0, 0). 
We now proceed to explain how we solve to find the force for any given time and then 
incorporate the details of the rotating system later within section 5 .3.6. As previously 
mentioned, we can relate the forces created due to the singularities (fk) and those due 
to the dipoles (dk) via the relation given in equation (5.19). Therefore, we only need to 
consider solving the equations which satisfy the boundary conditions for fk· 
Considering the term sfk given in equation (5.20) , we look at any nLh interval and 
more specifically the integral over its small segment length which is given by 
(5.22) 
where Higdon states this integration needs to be evaluated numerically. The length of 
the segment is 28sn, which is taken to be small. To evaluate the induced velocity ''"hen 
considering the N intervals requires a summation over all of the N segments along the 
total length of the flagellum for all the terms Hjk, plus the other terms which equation 
(5.21) can be decomposed into. For this reason we also choose to express the remainder of 
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equation (5.21) in terms of the nth interval, to allow the summation over theN segments 
for all terms to give the value of the velocity. Equation (5.22) has dealt with the term 
S~k• so ""e now examine an expression for the other terms in equation (5.21) , Sik and Dik· 
which we require in a similar format. By using equation (5.19) to express dk as a function 
of fk, we reduce the problem to one where we are only required to solve for the force fk· 
l\otice it is important that the subscripts in this expression for fk are kept in good order. 
If we define 
(5.23) 
then this allows us to write down a simple equation re-expressing equation (5.21) as the 
summation: 
N 
Uj(x) = L {[Kjk(x, X (sn)) + Hjk(x, X(sn))] fk(sn)}, (5.24) 
n=l 
with !k the value of the unknown force which we will determine. 
Notice that expression (5.19), given by Higdon (1979a), merely gives a simplified 
method with which to consider the force distribution. We are considering the force on 
a small interval whose effects become negligible compared to the rest of the forces along 
the flagellum, see Hancock (1953). Once we have reached this stage, we have an expres-
sion (which can be obtained numerically) to give the velocity induced by the singularity 
distributions along the flagellum, including the images in both the plane and the sphere. 
The final stage in the process of determining the values of fk is to substitute in for the 
boundary conditions on the flagellum so that one can evaluate the Green's functions and 
the flagellum velocity. The numerical scheme can then be implemented once we have only 
one unknown set of variables, fk. Using a matrix inversion technique, rather than the 
iteration method which Higdon pursued, we are able to calculate the values of fk for each 
segment along the flagellum. Notice that we take values of forces to act at the midpoints 
of each segment, i.e. each sin is defined for each i = 1, .. , N, because the force is regarded 
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as constant over the length of a segment. 
The boundary condition on the flagellum has been stated such that the induced ve-
locity with which the flagellum centre-line moves equals the actual velocity of the fluid 
on the flagellum surface. Hence, equation (5.24) above can be re-expressed to satisfy the 
boundary conditions on the flagellum as 
N 
uj(X(s:;n)) = L { [Kjk(X(s;1), X(sn)) + Hjk(X(s:;n), X(sn))] !k(sn)}. (5.25) 
n=l 
Because the length of each segment is not infinitely small in this instance, we take the 
midpoint of an interval to be the position at which the induced velocity is calculated. 
This midpoint, for any qth interval, is denoted as X(s;1 ) within the cartesian coordinate 
system. 
Since the velocity of the flagellum centre-line is given by equation (5.17) when X = 
X(s~), this must also give the left hand side of equation (5.25) by the definition of the 
no-slip boundary condition. The terms on the right hand side of equation (5.25) are easily 
calculated because we can express the Green's functions numerically for any coordinates 
X(s~) from the singularities and image system expressions we have previously stated. It 
is helpful to express the elements within the summation term as 
(5.26) 
which we later refer to when. we investigate the solution via matrix inversion, see Appendix 
F for details. 
The remaining work is involved in rearranging equation (5.25) so that we can determine 
the unknown values of the forces created by the flagellum. The main disadvantage with 
the method of rearranging equation (5.25) referred to in Higdon (1979a) was concerned 
with separating the forces from the other known values within the equation to achieve a 
convergent result. In our case, we chose to perform the method of matrix inversion on 
the system to eliminate the problem with convergence. Representing the force and the 
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Yelocity at the given points along the flagellum by two vectors, the summation term given 
in equation (5.25) can be represented as a matrix which can therefore be inverted. Hence 
for each time step, once we have calculated the known terms on the right hand side of 
equation (5.25) and then inverted the matrix which we call Q, from equation (5.26), we 
can determine the value of f by simple matrix multiplication. As mentioned previously, 
because we need to know the value of the forces for each beat of the flagellum, this could be 
the area of numerics which could be most computationally expensive. Hence, performing 
this matrix evaluation only once would be beneficial. 
The final step, once the value of the force is known, involves reverting back to equation 
(5.24), which we can solve for any given point within the system now all the terms on 
the right hand side are either defined or can be calculated. Once the velocity is known 
from (5.24), the particle position is calculated at each time step using an Eulerian scheme. 
Hence a simplistic representation can be given as 
Xnew = XoJd + v(Xotd)ot, (5.27) 
where ot represents the small time step between each movement of the flagellum and v(x) 
is the velocity at position x. The velocity used in equation (5.27) is the value which can 
be calculated from equation (5.24). This Eulerian formulation will require the calculation 
of the velocity at each specific time we are interested in. Therefore, once the forces have 
been derived for the flagellum centre-line at the particular time of interest, we are able to 
calculate the velocity acting on any given point at that particular time. The values for 
the initial point, x01d, and the time step ot which are used within (5.27) are either stated 
in the initial conditions of the model, or in the case of XoJd, known from the preceding 
calculation. Repeating this process allows one to trace a particles position over many 
periods of the beat by storing the values of Xnew over any length of time. 
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5.3.6 Particle paths - fixed and rotating coordinate frames 
\ \"e now proceed to illustrate changing the coordinate systems (which is explained with 
the aid of diagrams) as a method to reduce the time taken to find the particle paths 
around the model organism we have presented. 
We study two coordinate axes, a rotating frame and a body frame, whose origins and 
vertical axes are coincident. These are illustrated in Figure 5.4 (c) . The rotating frame 
is taken to be fixed with respect to the flagellum and the coordinates of general points 
in this frame are given by X ' . The body frame, with coordinates labelled as X , is fixed 
with respect to the cel1 body and the plane. Therefore, when we are situated within the 
body frame, the flagellum appears to be rotating about the vertical axis with an angular 
velocity w . As noted above, the vertical axes are coincident for both the systems so we 
can regard this axis as fixed. This reduces the dimensions of the problem by one degree 
when we move between the rotating frame and the body frame. T his transformation is 
required each time we move between the two reference frames. The transformation matrix 
is defined by 
1 0 0 
T ('z9) = 0 cos 19 -sin 19 with X' = T ( '!9)X, 
0 sin '!9 cos 19 
giving the coordinates in the rotating frame (X ') from the coordinates of the body frame 
(X ). The rotation angle here is '!9(= wt). The transformation back from the rotating to 
the body frame simply replaces '!9 with -79 in the matrix T . 
Equation (5.25) will give the solution for f along the flagellum by satisfying the bound-
ary conditions along the centre-line by matrix inversion, as previously explained. Only 
one set of solutions is required within the rotating frame because, with respect to this 
frame the flagellum is always fixed . Hence, we can always find the velocity the flagellum 
''"ill induce on a particle whose position is described by coordinates within the rotating 
frame, once we know the solution for the force distribution within the rotating frame. 
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To follow the global motion of the particle with respecl to a fixed reference point such 
as the origin, it is necessary to know the position of the particle within the body frame 
which we have dubbed the fixed frame. One must calculate the particle positions within 
the rotating frame because this is where the force is evaluated. These points must be 
translated to the fixed frame of reference for the cell body to obtain a true picture of the 
trajectory as observed in the experimental studies of Pettitt (2000). 
Translation from the fixed to rotating frame will take the form X' = T('l9)X, where 
X' gives the particle's position in the rotating frame which can then be acted upon by 
the velocity field due to the flagellum. We assume X' moves to X'+ 8X' under the action 
of this force. This is the new position in the rotating system which we need to translate 
back to the body frame. If we have moved through an angle wt since the start of the 
motion (equivalent to '!9(t) in expression (5.2)), then we use 
XNEW = T( -wt)[X' + 8X'], 
to give the position of the particle in the body frame. From here, we use the particles 
position with respect to the body frame to begin to construct the particle's trajectory. We 
final1y must find the posWon of the particle within the rotating frame which has moved 
through a further displacement of w 8t. Hence repeating the translation into the rotating 
frame gives 
This is explained further with reference to Figure 5.5 which looks at a two-dimensional 
section of the three-dimensional space. This final translation step is a subtle difference, 
but shows how one cannot simply consider the effect the force has on the points within 
the rotating frame alone. 
As well as examining the translating axes, we will also need to look at the alterations 
required within the previously stated boundary conditions. It is important to notice 
that we must always be solving the same physical system, even if the relative geometry 
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Fig. 5.5 (a) The action of the 
flagellum moves the point from X' 
to X' + &X' in the rotating frame. 
This must be translated to the body 
frame before being plotted as part of 
the trajectory. 
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Fig. 5.5 (b) With a further rotation of 
the flagellum axes prior to the force act-
ing, a translation of the point within the 
rotating frame is required. 
Figure 5.5: A view down the flagellum axis onto a two-dimensional plane showing the cell 
body and the rotating coordinate frames. 
one is using to describe it has changed. This is because approaching the problem using 
rotating coordinates gives an alternative view of the initial geometrical interpretation of 
the boundary conditions. Restating equation (5.25) for the velocity of the flagellum: 
N 
Uj(X(s:)) = L { [Kjk(X(s:), X(sn)) + Hjk(X(s:), X(sn))] .fk(sn)}, 
n=l 
we notice we are satisfying the boundary conditions where one regards the sphere and 
the plane to be stationary. We can consider a simplified representation of the velocities 
within the problem as 
VF =Vs -w x X, 
where V F is the velocity on the flagellum, and VB is the velocity of the body frame. 
Hence since the body frame is fixed, we can simply alter equation (5.25) to satisfy the 
boundary conditions within the rotating frame giving: 
N 
Uj(X(s;L)) =- (w x X(s:)) j + L { [Kjk(X(s:), X(sn)) + Hjk(X(s~n), X(sn))] fk(sn)} , 
n=l 
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Figure 5.6: The graph illustrates the velocity components positioned along the centre-line 
of the flagellum with the sphere representing the position of the cell body. Within this 
non-dimensionalised representation, the sphere has diameter 0.2 units, the flagellum bas 
length 1.0 unit whilst the substrate (not shown here) is parallel to the y- z plane and 
cuts the x-axis at 0.9 units below the origin. 
which can be solved by a simple matrix inversion to find the forces along the flagellum. 
5.4 Results 
This section will aim to illustrate some of the similarities between the numerical calcula-
bons of particle paths and experimental results found in Pettitt (2000). First, we present 
a few results concerning the action of the flagellum and then move on to look at a number 
of paths a tracer particle follows for a variety of different sets of parameters. Throughout 
this section we define the curve using the parameters: a* = 0.4, k = -4 and -8 = 4 
in equation (5.2). Every five time steps the flagellum moves in the numerical code is 
equivalent to 0.02 seconds as recorded from experimental data, Pettitt (2000). 
Figure 5.6 illustrates the velocity on the surface of the flagellum at a nominal time 
during a period of the beat. The forces created by the flagellum can be illustrated in a 
similar manner to this velocity graph as Figure 5.2 in section 5.3.1 has illustrated. \Ve can 
see by comparing the two figures that the velocity arrows show the direction and speed 
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Fig. 5.7 (a) The particle paths taken by two particles around the cell body and 
the flagellum. Notice the eddies creating a continuous recirculation of particles 
and the larger velocities close to the flagellum. 
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Fig. 5. 7 (b) A view along the z-axis at a projection of the previous subfigure on to 
a two-dimensional plane. The eddies are now clearer. We see an elongation of the 
eddies horizontally and we should notice the axes are equal. 
Figllre 5.7: The graphics display the trajectory of particles over time and illustrate the 
recirculation of tracers seen within the fluid. Within eaeh figure, a representation of 
a scaled sphere and flagellum is given for completeness. For this particular case, the 
parameters used are for the control organism in Table 5.1. The substrate would be 
situated 0.9 units below the origin for both figures. Figure 5.8 shows trajectories for 
another organism observed within an experimental situation. 
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with which the flagellum moves. It is the forces created along the flagellum which will 
ultimately affect any particle or tracer within the flow. As one can see from Figure 5.2, 
the relationship between the forces created by the flagellum and the particle will not be 
simple because of the effects of curvature and the velocity fields associated with stokeslets 
and dipoles. By studying figures similar to Figure 5.6 and examining the magnitude 
of the velocity at points along the flagellum, we know the magnitude wm remain the 
same throughout the problem so that the velocity only changes in direction due to the 
translation of the flagellum. It will only be the particles position with respect to the body 
frame which feels both the effects of rotation and the change in direction of the flagellum 
velocity. This implies Figure 5.6 could illustrate any time during a period of the cycle if 
we are situated within the frame rotating with the flagellum. 
We want to investigate a representation of particle paths which will allow constructive 
comparison of numerical results with experimental results. For both, there are a number 
of cases we choose to consider, each of which will be relevant to a different species or 
size of choanoflagellate (as represented in Tables 5.1 and 5.2). The main goal will be to 
illustrate the paths which tracers can take due to the flagellum beating in a viscous fluid in 
the presence of a sphere and a plane. We will be able to show how the numerics replicate 
the patterns one sees in experimental observations via a select number of figures. The 
comparisons of path lines will be dependent on the dimensions of the relevant organism 
and so we consider a various number of parameters. One should note that the effect of the 
collar is not present within these calculations, but one could consider its virtual situation 
within the fluid. This would enable us to obtain results about the interception of tracers 
with the collar along similar lines to the study of Berg & Purcell (1977) . It could create 
an interesting extension to the model we have studied and would represent a significant 
advance on the work presented here. 
We present illustrations taken from experimental recordings and numerical interpreta-
tions of particle paths. By comparing and contrasting these results, we will highlight the 
interesting features of the flow. Figure 5.8 is a sketch taken from a video of an experiment 
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which observed a number of SA feeding. It shows an experimental result corresponding to 
organism C whose dimensions are included within Table 5.1. The particle paths are traced 
b~· the polystyrene spheres which have been introduced into the flow. The position of the 
tracers are recorded at a given time increment. Within the figure, the position of the 
specific choanoflagellate which creates the flow we are observing is included. This type of 
recording gives a two-dimensional representation of what is truly a three-dimensional pro-
cess. This will mean the loss of some accuracy from the results when we want to compare 
these video images with those generated from our numerical model which are obviously 
fully three dimensional. As a method of analysing the numerical results to obtain the 
most ideal comparison with experimental recordings, we can adopt a strategy which ex-
amines 'slices' of the flow field. We assume this to be similar to the limited depth of vision 
one can record when observing a three-dimensional flow under a microscope. Therefore, 
Figure 5.9 which illustrates the results of the numerically generated particle paths shows 
two different perspectives. First, it gives a fully three-dimensional representation so that 
the flagellum shape and cell body can be clearly seen. Also within the figure is a slice of 
the three-dimensional space. We take the depth of the slice to be approximately twice 
the cell body diameter. This is shown as a plane representation, similar to the view one 
would see down a microscope. Vie feel this gives a good interpretation and illustration of 
some of the path lines which are taken by a number of tracers. 
We now look in more detail at the numerical representations of particle paths (Figures 
5. 7 and 5.9) for the specific dimensions of the organisms labelled 'control' and 'Org. C' in 
Table 5.1. Altogether there are three cases motivated by experimental results (columns 
two to seven in Table 5.1) and one set of control parameters which was used purely for 
numerical methods (column one in Table 5.1). Comparing the four columns all showing 
non-dimensionalised results for SA (given by the heading 'Non-dim.' in Table 5.1) , one 
can see the first test set (called the control) is representative of the case where the cell 
body is positioned approximately one flagellum length from the substrate. The other 
three cases look at a range of parameters where the substrate distance from the flagellum 
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I'\ on-dim. Org. A )ion-dim. Org. B ~on-dim. Org. C :_\ion-dim. 
control (,urn) Org. A (,urn) Org. B (,urn) Org. C 
Flagellum 0.01 0.4 0.02 0.4 0.03 0.4 0.01 
radius 
Cell body 0.1 2.5 0.13 2.4 0.15 2.5 0.17 
radius 
Flagellum 1 19.2 1 15.8 1 11.4 1 
length 
Height above 0.9 11.4 0.46 8.8 0.56 6.4 0.22 
substrate 
Table 5.1: Dimensions of SA as taken from experimental results by Pettitt (2000) for 
one control and three living organisms with a variety of physically different parameters. 
For each organism (A, B and C) we show the dimensions in micrometres (,urn) and the 
non-dirnensionalised lengths in the adjacent column. 
Control Org. A Org. B Org. C 
a/A 0.1 0.16 0.17 0.16 
L/A 10 7.68 6.58 4.56 
H/A 9 4.56 3.67 2.56 
Table 5.2: Ratios of the organism's parameters as used by Higdon (1979a) with: a the 
flagellum radius, A the cell body radius, L the length of the flagellum and H the distance 
of the centre of the cell body above the substrate. 
is smaller in comparison to the associated flagellum lengths. It is possible to compare 
the ratios of the physical dimensions in a manner which would enable comparison with 
work in Higdon (1979a). These dimensions are shown in Table 5.2 where the relative 
dimensions of the organisms are given. We could contrast our results with work from 
Higdon (1979a) which looked at these ratios in order to compute efficiency and power 
parameters of the organisms. This would allow experimentalists to investigate both the 
efficiency and the path lines taken by particles around in vitro organisms. 
\Ve have taken measurements from Figure 5.8 to be compared with the paths gener-
ated by numerical methods involving an organism modelled with the same dimensions, 
presented in Figure 5.9. It will be unrealistic to compare these results solely by obser-
,·ation to see whether the features from the numerical simulation of particle paths agree 
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Figure 5.8: The outline of a specific SA (organism C in Table 5.1) and a trajectory of a 
specific particle path taken from experimental observations. 
with those found in experimental results. Therefore, we take measurements of the size of 
the eddies created, their location and the behaviour of particles from a number of different 
regions around the organism. This requires investigating trajectories which are started 
in accordance with experimental results hence creating a basis for numerical procedures 
when we begin to generate realistic particle paths. The measurements given within Table 
5.3 show how we start to look at comparisons between experimental and numerical results. 
We have included measurements for various organisms (as presented in Table 5.1) but only 
include figures for organism C. The measurements are in non-dimensionalised form with 
respect to the distance from the substrate to the base of the flagellum (H*). We use H* 
because this distance can be easily measured from the experimental records and is readily 
available from the numerics. We have found good agreement between size and position of 
eddies created by our numerical model compared to experimental observations. Referring 
to both Figure 5.9 and Table 5.3, notice how the eddies (the zig-zag patterns created 
as the particle moves) from the numerical results are all slightly larger than those found 
under experimental conditions. This could be due to the affects of a greater viscosity of 
fluid or the presence of the collar within the physical system which retards the motion 
of the particles. The experimental results are captured at time steps due to the type of 
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Experimental Numerical 
Eddy Eddy Eddy Eddy Distance of eddy 
width length width length from flagellum base 
Org.A 0.11 0.07 0.25 0.64 1.07 
Org.B 0.15 0.11 0.21 0.21 2.17 
Org.C 0.26 0.37 0.31 0.54 0.74 
Table 5.3: Non-dimensionalised measurements of specific eddies created around three 
organisms whose flow patterns we investigate. The measurements have been non-
dimensionalised with respect to H* (the distance between the substrate and flagellum 
base) allowing comparison between experimental and numerical results. Width and length 
are interchangeable and merely suggest measurements taken in two mutually perpendic-
ular directions. The distance of the eddy from flagellum base is the same for both sets of 
results to facilitate comparisons of the correct eddy measurements. 
recording apparatus used. This shows fewer steps between each particle movement so that 
the tracer appears to jump between one line and another. With the numerics however, 
the smaller time steps used allow for a more complete picture in which the particles move 
in a continuous manner. For example, to recreate the experimental recordings close to 
the flagellum, we would only be required to sample the particle position every fifth time 
step from the numerical results. 
We have also looked at larger eddies (mainly responsible for recirculating fluid) which 
consist of many of the smaller eddies whose typical dimensions are displayed in Table 
5.3. Again, eddies created via numerical methods are of a similar size and dimension to 
those from the experimental observations. These large eddies create the mixing ·which is 
of most interested from a biological viewpoint. They show the manner with which these 
organisms circulate fluid to obtain a supply of nutrients from the otherwise stationary 
fluid. Referring to Figure 5.10 one can see a numerical representation of these larger 
eddies obtained after several periods of the flagellum beat. Notice how the eddies formed 
tend to be spread in the horizontal direction more so than the vertical. The smaller zig-
zag eddies further away from the flagellum also tend to be elongated in the horizontal 
direction, ·whereas close to the flagellum we see a marked vertical progression. 
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Fig. 5.9 (a) The particle paths taken by a particle around the cell body 
and the flagellum. This is over long time and shows the total three-
dimensional representation including the eddies followed by the tracer. 
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Fig. 5.9 (b) A graph showing the representation of a slice of the three-
dimensional space. The slice is approximately twice as thick as the cell body 
diameter. The section of the flagellum seen within this slice is also represented 
at a particular time. 
Figure 5.9: Graphics generated to show the recirculation of tracers seen within the fluid. 
This is for organism C whose dimensions are given in Table 5.1. The next figure gives the 
full two-dimensional projection rather than merely a slice of the results. 
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Figure 5.10: Graphics generated for organism C showing a two-dimensional projection 
of the three-dimensional numerics onto a plane. This creates an image similar to the 
representation recorded from experimental observations. 
We investigate the amount of spreading from various regions by a method which looks 
at a number of points clustered a given distance from the flagellum and compare the 
divergence of the trajectories within each such region. We typically take two starting 
points separated by the distance of one flagellum radius (taken as small) in two of the 
three coordinate directions. The particles are allowed to move through ten periods of the 
flagellum beat cycle before we investigate their divergence from one another. The three 
regions we study around organism C occur at approximately the same vertical position as 
the flagellum tip and horizontally are positioned in the near, middle and far fields. Table 
5.4 gives the average separation of these trajectories calculated by the general mean, along 
with details of their initial positions relating to the three regions described. The graph 
given in Figure 5.11 shows how the magnitude of the separation of trajectories changes 
over ten periods of the beat. This reinforces the data from Table 5.4 because we can 
see that particles typically situated within the midfield around the flagellum diverge to a 
greater extent horizontally than vertically. This suggests that particles from this region 
are most likely to experience more mixing than if they began in either the near or far 
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X y z 
Near y = 0.1 0.0111 0.0133 0.0161 
Mid. y = 0.35 0.0074 0.0416 0.0325 
Far y = 1.0 0.0114 0.0159 0.0080 
Table 5.4: The average displacement of the trajectories of two particles in the directions 
(X, Y, Z) with initial positions given by (0.75 , y , 0) and (0.76 , y + 0.01 , 0) where y 
Yaries depending on the region, as given in the table. The trajectory is recorded over ten 
periods of the flagellar beat. 
fields. This does not mean that particles in the near field will not experience significant 
motion. It merely shows that the trajectories for particles within the near field do not 
significantly diverge from one another. This could be due to the larger forces created 
near to the flagellum which do not allow the particles to deviate from a similar path line 
to their neighbours. In the opposite sense, the far field will not be significantly affected 
by the flagellum force. Therefore, particles here only move a small distance and will not 
have the ability to diverge from their neighbours. We refer to Blake (1971) where the 
image system for a stokeslet in a no-slip boundary was discussed. Results showed how 
the velocity and force fields are O(r-2 ) for horizontal forces and O(r-3) for forces in the 
vertical direction. Thus we would expect much stronger horizontal than vertical eddying 
motion which is evident from the particle paths, see Figure 5.10. Indeed, the 'loops' show 
features of a stresslet far field associated with the horizontal forces whereas the vertical 
forces are observed to have a weaker far field affect. 
The reader should note the use of numerics within this section wil1 allow further 
investigations to be undertaken by biologists or mathematicians alike. By using the 
numerical results in conjunction with biological experiments, it is possible for one to obtain 
a number of unknown variables from the physical organism or system as a whole. By 
generating particle paths found numerically for a certain set of length scales which describe 
the problem, one could compare these to experimental observations to find estimates of 
the unknown cell body radius, flagellum length or height above the substrate, once a 
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Figure 5.11: The distances two trajectories diverge for the three regions (near, middle 
and far) around the organism. The horizontal axis gives the non-dimensional time whilst 
the vertical axis shows the distance two particle paths diverge. Table 5.4 gives details of 
the initial location and separation of the particles. 
variety of numerics have been developed. The work presented above also gives a basis for 
a mathematical model which could include the collar of the organism. This would increase 
the accuracy of the results and may enable the numerics to represent the experiments to 
an even greater degree of accuracy. 
5.5 Discussion and conclusions 
Vve have presented, after work by Higdon (1979a) , a method using Green 's functions to 
allow particle paths around a model organism to be generated. The model is a simplified 
representation of the substrate, cell body and flagellum by the use of a number of singu-
larit ies along with their associated image systems. The collar is neglected (and the stalk 
is only present in a virtual sense) but this is believed to be a good model to represent the 
flow fields around such an organism. 
We have shown our results compare favourably with experimental observations, there-
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fore allowing the numerics to act as a tool for a variety of further investigations or studies. 
For example, the regions where the collar will be situated is seen to have a greater level 
of mixing than the far field. Influencing mixing of particles will be highly beneficial bi-
ologically. These results also compare well with theoretical work from Blake (1971) and 
Higdon (1979a). 
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Chapter 6 
OVERALL SUMMARY AND FURTHER 
DEVELOPMENT 
\iVe aim to summarise this thesis by commenting on the results we have presented in 
primarily a mathematical and to a lesser extent biological context. We fin ish by indicating 
the directions we feel further work could take. 
6.1 Summary 
\"ie began by investigating a model of the flow fields around the sessile choanoflagellate, 
Salpingoeca Arnphoridium (SA), with a simple axisymmetric model, presented in Chapter 
2. The low Reynolds' number of the flow, due to its viscous nature coupled with the 
microscopic nature of SA and its environment, allowed the use of the Stokes equations to 
model the flow. Extending the work of Otto et al. (2001), we considered an axisymmetric 
model which used stokeslets or point forces to replicate the flow fields. The novel planar 
case where the flow was created due to two horizontally displaced stokeslets acting perpen-
dicular to an interface, was studied by the use of an implicit map. The problem allowed 
for the effects of the substrate to which the organism was attached via the consideration 
of a planar surface between two fluids, Aderogba & Blake (1978a). The construction of a 
map from a flow by the consideration of a delta function to replicate the pulsing of the 
force enabled the generation of results included in Chapter 3. 
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The planar case. considering the interaction of two stokeslets whose individual effects 
are a.--asymmetric, used both chaotic and statistical measures to study the degree of mixing 
of particles in the flow fields. Results from the study of Poincare sections shO\ved how 
changing the ratio of Yiscosities between the two fluids, () , would determine how chaotic 
we found the mot ion of particles within the flow. Changing the value of a, which describes 
both the strength of the force and a time scale of the system, it was clear that the larger 
forces or greater the time between the pulses of the stokeslets, the more chaos could be 
seen. This was apparent from indicators on the Poincare sections, such as hyperbolic or 
elliptic points determining how the particles were stretching or rotating. Eventually, for 
optimum values of the system, global chaos could be seen. These measures were explored 
for both horizontally and vertically displaced stokeslets, and the results compared using 
the Henon index. The results showed the limiting value of a = 4.4 as the bifurcation 
value above which we have chaotic mixing of the flow for any() in the vertically displaced 
stokeslet case. For horizontally displaced stokeslets, we considered three different implicit 
maps and so found three values for the bifurcation value of a. The midpoint map produces 
the highest value while the map implicit in the z-direction (rand z being the usual polar 
coordinate directions) has the lowest and closest value of a to the vertically displaced 
stokeslet case. Dispersion of a group of particles was then examined and analysed using 
statistical methods. This gave an indication of the type of particle movement we would 
see if we had standard diffusion within the system. The addition of white noise has lead to 
realistic results showing how certain systems produce more or less mixing than we would 
expect without the affect of the flagellum. When () was large, so that the results were 
comparable with experimental data, the addition of white noise (for large enough values 
of a) lead to superdiffusion indicating the promotion of mixing to a greater extent than 
when diffusion alone is present. 
By introducing previous studies investigating the motion of both flagella and cilia, 
we build a platform from which to progress onto developing the fully three-dimensional 
model. First, presenting an extension to the planar study, the attracting properties of the 
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plane within which the stokeslets are situated is addressed. This confirms the results we 
have presented in Chapter 3, especially for the horizontally displaced stokeslets. Gleaning 
information on the flow fields around the two stokeslets we observe toroidal flmy fields 
created around each stokeslet. This creates interesting interactions between the stokeslets 
dependent on their proximity to each other, due to the coalescing of their associated stream 
lines. 
In the full three-dimensional model, we now introduce Green's functions and follow 
the method of Higdon (1979a) to satisfy of the boundary conditions around a three-
dimensional representation of a typical sessile choanoflagellate. Representing the cell 
body as a sphere, the substrate of attachment as a plane and the flagellum as a slender 
body, we neglect the collar in our simple model to begin to generate a representation 
of particle paths around SA. By distributing singularities in the form of stokeslets and 
dipoles along the flagellum, an accurate configuration of the forces created due to a helical 
beat is found. Image systems within both the sphere and the plane allow one to build up 
a full picture of the force interactions which are affecting the flow field around SA leading 
to the numerical generation of particle paths. Using experimental data to give dimensions 
for 'realistic' organisms, the numerical particle paths generated show good agreement with 
experimental results, specifically with the studies of Pettitt (2000). By considering the 
length and time scale differences between the numerics and the experimental results, one 
can non-dimensionalise both problems allowing a fair comparison. 
6.2 Further development 
There are several areas where further development of this work could be undertaken. 
The initial axisymmetric model could exploit a variety of other methods to give results 
about the degree of mixing and stirring of particles. The extent to which chaotic and 
statistical methods have been used within this thesis have by no means been exhausted. 
From this basis, investigations into capture and retention of tracers could be pursued to 
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enhance the information proYided on feeding patterns by experimental data. Investigation 
of transport barriers as in Tang & Boozer (1996) would allow one to consider how particles 
diffuse within the system, giving another method to improve part icle dispersion. These 
types of barriers to diffusion are discussed in Otto et al. (2001). 
The three-dimensional model of SA has provided valuable results concerning particle 
paths, but the addition of a collar would enhance the model further. Modelling each of 
the tentacles composing the collar as a slender cylinder, an appropriate distribution of 
singularities and image systems could satisfy the boundary conditions across the collar. 
Such a model would enable the flux and flow patterns through and around the collar to 
be investigated. This would allow comparison with experimental results as well as giving 
a greater insight into particle motion. 
Finally, investigating other areas where we may apply the model will give our study 
more breadth. There may be different biological systems which can be modelled by similar 
theories to those presented. The techniques used in the model involving blinking stokeslets 
is applicable to motion which is of a pulsatile nature. Yannacopoulos et al. (2001) have 
investigated peristaltic motion within the gut following their previous two-dimensional 
work with blinking stokeslets, see Otto et al. (2001). Similarly, the interaction between a 
number of SA (or similar organisms) could create an extension such that one could model 
the influence of a colony of organisms on particles within the flow. 
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Appendix A 
FOURIER TRANSFORMS IN THREE 
DIMENSIONS 
By taking Fourier transforms of the equations given in Aderogba & Blake (1978a) and 
repeated here as 
\lp = p,\12u + Fo(x - y) and \l.u = 0 (A.l) 
we can gain the solution which defines the velocity and the pressure of the fluid due to 
the stokeslet as on page 24. A stokeslet is a singularity of the Stokes flow equations and 
here we regard it as a point force. The work by Blake (1971) is used as a basis for this 
appendix. Blake (1971) described t he force and its image system using diagrams. He 
describes how the stokeslets are positioned, their direction and the effect they have on 
the near and far field. 
First, we define the Green's function, f , as the solution to (A.l ) in the form 
If we write equation (A.1) in summation notation using partial derivatives as 
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then we can take Fourier transforms as a method of deriving the solution. 
After taking Fourier transforms of equations ( A.1), we find 
and 
4ik · 
- J Pi=- I . (27r)2k2 (A.2) 
The tilde above a function indicates the Fourier transform has been taken while k2 = kiki, 
where k is the variable due to performing the Fourier transform. As we can see from 
(A.2), to solve these expressions we need to know the inverse three-dimensional Fourier 
transform. The Fourier transform and its inverse are given by 
g(x) = ~ J g(k )eik.x dk and (27r) 2 
space 
g(k) = _1_3 J g(x)e-ik.x dx, 
(27r)2 
space 
where k.x is defined as the usual scalar product, Pozrikidis (1991). 
Once we know p from equation (A.2) we can also find the solution for u. There are a 
couple of formulae which are helpful in performing the transform which are not obvious 
and are given by 
~ dk = 1 tXt dk . = ~ J ikx I 'k 2 k2 k2 J x2 and ~ dk = 1 tXt dk. = 2 I ikx J 'k k4 k" J 7r x , 
where x = jxj. Both of these formula are given by Ladyzheskaya (1969) and Pozrikidis 
(1991). 
Solving (A.2) by taking inverse Fourier transforms, we have expressions for p and u 
given by 
and 
F ·x · p = _2___1_. 
47rx3 
The velocity is given by u and from this we can now use stream functions to determine 
where particles in the flow are advected to under the influence of the point force. 
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Appendix B 
THE JACOBIAN OF THE MAP 
To calculate the Jacobian for the midpoint map we need to find the corresponding elements 
of the matrix which is given by 
OTJn+l 8TJn+1 
J = OrJn 
OZn 
OZn+l OZn+l 
OTJn OZn 
For the midpoint map there are two equations which we differentiate to give the elements 
of the matrix. These are the ( n + 1 )st position of the particle and are given as 
(B.1) 
· · . . . ( ) ( T/n + T/n +l Zn + Zn-'-1) 
where the den vat1ves of 7/J are determrned at the m1d pomts TJm , Zm = 2 , 2 · 
The matrix above shows that we need to differentiate the coordinates of the location 
of the particle (given in equation (B.1)) with respect to both TJn and Zn· Hence, an 
intermediate step to calculating the final Jacobian we will require the terms 
(B.2) 
(B.3) 
\Ve proceed with differentiating both terms in equation (B.l) to find each of the terms 
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in the Jacobian. The differentiation of the 77n+l term first gives: 
and 
1 ( 8zn+l) 
8 -2'1/.Jzz 1 + -8Zn 77n+l = 
8zn 1 _ ~.1, 2 '1/T}Z 
(B.4) 
whilst the Zn+l term give 
~'1/J ( 1 + 877n+l ) 8zn+l _ 2 TIT/ 87]n 
87]n - - 1 1 •'• 
+ 2'1/T/Z 
and (13.5) 
All of these terms are dependent on the derivatives of the midpoints given above in equa-
tion (B.1) and by substituting these in during the intermediate stages we have obtained 
the equations (B.4) and (B.5). 
Eliminating terms between the equations, we can arrive at the four terms needed to 
explicitly define the Jacobian in terms of the derivatives. Initially, eliminating 887Jn+L Zn 
from equation (B.5 b) using equation (B.4 b), we can determine both the terms from the 
second column of J . Similarly, eliminating 8
8
zn+l from (B.4 a) using equation (B.5 a), 
17n 
we obtain both the terms in the first column of J . Hence, assembling the Jacobian in its 
entirety we have 
J = 
4(1 + '1/JT/z) + <I> 
4 - <I> 
4'¢'111 
---
4- <I> 
4'1/Jzz 
4 - <I> 
4(1 - '1/JT/z) + <I> 
4-<I> 
where we have defined <I> = 1./J~z - 'I/Jrrr~1./Jzz· All the terms are evaluated at the midpoint 
given by (7Jm, Zm)· 
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Appendix C 
A CONTINUOUS FORCE DISTRIBUTION 
ALONG A FLAGELLUM; THE GRAY & 
HANCOCK METHOD 
The Gray & Hancock method studies flagellar propulsion through a fluid and concen-
trates on determining the forces exerted by small elements of the flagellum. Dividing 
the flagellum into elements over which forces can be determined is a method employed 
in many studies of flagella mechanics. The theory is based on the undulating motion of 
the flagellum which develops the thrust to propel an organism forward (balancing the 
drag). The organism on which the theory was initially based was the spermatozoa of a 
sea urchin. This organisms movement was chosen as it had undulatory characteristics 
occurring in each cycle of movement. By looking at such an organism one can generalise 
the results over one complete wave length. 
The type of wave form considered will be important, especially because it is not 
uniform along the whole flagellum length in many bjological entities. Gray & Hancock 
regarded there to be a centre-line along which the wave acted, and this enabled them to 
set up a coordinate grid to describe how all the elements of the flagellum were interacting 
with one another. These elements of the flagellum are sections of small length, 6s , allowing 
them to generalise the theory they introduce. 
The results of Gray & Hancock theory are used to relate the speed of the organism to 
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the form and speed of the actual wave. ObYiously, in their im·estigation of spermatozoa. 
they considered how an organism propelled itself to swim through a fluid. The sessile 
choanoflagellate: SA: is a fixed organism and so the propulsion created is not important 
to the same degree. However, the similarities in the theory to model the flow created 
by the beating flagellum can still be used. The wave type which was introduced was 
sinusoidal but this can still be used to allow us to gain a good interpretation of the force 
interaction. 
As Figure C.l shows, the theory is interested in the normal and the tangential forces, 
c5:\ and 6L, created by the flagellum and their effect on the fluid. The normal component 
has a propulsive force if orientated towards the translation axis of the whole cell. As well 
as the propulsive force, there is also the tangential drag force which the elements of the 
flagellum will experience. 
A small element of the tail, 8s, has several forces acting on it and these forces will 
depend on where the element is situated relative to the other elements of the flagellum. 
This is due to the force created varying as a function of cp, where cp is defined as the angle 
of orientation of a small clement of the tail from the axis of propulsion. By using the axis 
defined as Ox and Oy (see Figure C.l), Gray & Hancock describe the clements of both the 
transverse and propulsive velocity in terms of the normal and tangential directions. As 
a variable, <p will be dependent on the form of the wave and in particular, its amplitude 
and wavelength. The two major components of forces that act on the tail arise from the 
motion of the tail. We know the flagellum moves in a transverse (side-to-side) motion as 
well as in the actual direction of motion in motile organisms. We should note that in the 
sessile case, although the organism cannot actually move perpendicular to the boundary 
of attachment, we will still see the wave form moving in this sense, i.e. away from the fixed 
body. This is because the flagellum propagates the wave in this direction. By considering 
the components of these forces in the tangential and normal directions to the surface of 
the cell body, Gray & Hancock found forces which retard or propel the flagellum when it 
is motile. In an analogy to the sessile case, such forces would push the fluid away from 
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Fig. C. l (a) Forces due to displacement along the Oy axis. 
oL. 
X 
Fig. C.l (b) Forces due to displacement along the Ox axis. 
Figure C.l: A diagram to show the forces on a swimming spermatozoon. 
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rhe boundary in the sessile case. 
Referring to Figure C.l. we see the transverse velocity, 1 ~- occurs as the wave passes 
and the propulsive velocity, \ ~- occurs in the direction of motion. To calculate the actual 
thrust and drag components which act on the body one needs to consider the forces these 
,-elocities place on small elements of the tail. These can be calculated once the resistance 
coefficients for the organism under consideration are known. The resistance coefficients 
are eN and Cr for the normal and tangential directions respectively. They indicate how 
much resistance the surface of the cell is going to provide to motion in the normal and 
tangential directions. There is some debate at present to what these coefficients should 
be as they are constantly being refined. An example of those given by Gray & Hancock 
are 
C - 47fJ.L N- 1 ln(kr) - 2 
and 27f f.L Cr= 1 . ln(kr)- 2 
In these coefficients, J.L represents the dynamic viscosity of the fluid, r represents the 
flagellum radius and 21r /k is the wave length of the beat. This method of resistance 
coefficients has been used with some success in predicting the forces created by certain 
organisms observed under experimental conditions. There are other recent methods which 
also show varying degrees of agreement with this method. 
The resultant forward thrust, i.e. the force in the direction Ox that provides the 
propulsion, is determined by considering the elements of the translational and forward 
components of the velocities. Vl/e only have forward thrust when the resistance coefficient 
normal to the surface is greater than resistance tangential to the surface. This is a simple 
relation defined from deriving oF, a small element of the forward thrust. 
By summing components of force due to both types of motion (translational and for-
ward) one can determine the normal and tangential forces which act overall. By combining 
these to find the normal force it is possible to find the threshold value needed to overcome 
the tangent ial resistance to give a positive net propulsion. 
Figure C.l summarises the important components of the forces which act on the tail. 
The tangential velocity of the tail is Vy which has a component in the normal direction 
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to the tail, given by bNy, and tangential to the body, given by bLy. Similarly, the 
component of velocity which is in the direction of propulsion is '~ and provides normal 
and tangential components of the force to the body, which are given by {J_l\lx and 8Lx 
respectively. Notice that the normal forces act in opposing directions which need to be 
considered when summing over all the components to find the total force. 
The force which acts in the direction of the normal is given by 
and the force acting tangentially is 
Hence the forward thrust is given by the component of the normal and tangential forces 
in the direction of propulsion, i.e. the Ox axis. If one defines the element of the thrust as 
8F then 
fJF = fJN sin cp- oL cos <p. 
Conditions on propulsion can be derived from this because we know the rearward drag 
component of the force must be less than the forward facing component to overcome the 
resistance to the motion of the cell. We can also see from the equation for the element of 
the total force, oF, that the magnitude of propulsion varies depending on 'vhich element 
we are considering. Therefore, at the apex of the bend where <p is zero, due to entirely 
tangential motion there will only be drag forces acting on the tail. 
The types of wave foTm one uses to describe the flagellum beat can be varied because 
the general formula wi11 consider different arguments. The total force, F, over one wave 
length is given as the integral of oF over the length of Lhe wave, i.e. 
L 
F= J oFds. 
0 
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Consideration of an organism with no head is adYantageous in our model because by 
ha,ing no external forces created by a rotating flagellum is more realistic to the flagellum 
model we choose to investigate. Hence, one does not have to consider balancing the force 
";th the drag on the head. There arc a number of types of wave which can be considered, 
such as the sine wave or a combination of a sine and exponential function. \\ie can amend 
Gray & Hancock theory of a usual sine wave to take into account a wave of varying 
amplitudes. Usually this involves studying a steadily decreasing amplitude for increasing 
values of x , i.e. as we move further away from the cell body. 
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Appendix D 
SINGULARITY EXPRESSIONS AS 
COMPONENTS OF THE IMAGE SYSTEMS 
The image systems are composed of a complicated set of singularities which were stated 
in Higdon (1979a). The expression given in Oseen (1927) for the image system of a 
stokeslet is difficult to manipulate due to its dependence on the coordinate y, but by 
considering an expansion of the expression about the origin for A << IYI one begins to 
find simpler expressions. Since we can find the images of the Stokes-doublet and dipole 
by differentiating the expression for the image of a stokeslet (by the rule stated in section 
5.3.3), it is sensible to look for an easily differentiable form of the image system for the 
stokeslet, Sj~r;· Therefore, we need a simpler expression in terms of the differentiation 
Yariable, y. 
The expansion given in Higdon (1979a) for the image system of a stokeslet is composed 
of the first-order and the second-order terms of the expansion about the origin . These 
second-order terms are divided into symmetric and antisymmetric components which are 
denoted by the superscripts S and A respectively within this appendix. Denoting the 
first -order terms by W and the second order symmetric and antisymmetric terms by H · s 
and vF A, we write the expansion for the image of the stokcslet as 
S* ( ) _ (~km YkYm) W· ( ) (YkYmYn ) TXfS ( ) ( Ym) r.FA ( ) jk X : Y - lYf + IYI3 Jffl X + jyl5 VI jmn X + lyj3 v jkm X, (D.l) 
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where 
and 
\Ve can differentiate equation (D.l) to obtain the images of the higher order singu-
larities. Because a Stokes-doublet can be derived from differentiating the stokeslet with 
respect to y1, then the image of a Stokes-doublet is derived from differentiating equation 
(D.l) with respect to Yl· This gives 
Similarly, the image system for the dipole is found by differentiating once again the 
image system for the stokeslet (as described in section 5.3.3), to give 
(D.3) 
Equations (D.l), (D.2) and (D.3) explicitly give the sphere images needed throughout 
the problem and referred to in section 5.3.3. 
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Appendix E 
SINGULARITY EXPRESSIONS FROM THE 
COMBINED IMAGE SYSTEM 
The combined image system will consist of a number of previously defined expressions 
which include the image system for the plane (Sjk) and the image system which is de-
veloped from the image of the plane in the sphere (Sjk). Both these expressions are now 
explicitly stated below in equations (E.l) and (E.2) respectively. 
The image system for the plane is constructed from a stokeslet, a Stokes-doublet and 
a dipole, all considered at the image point in the plane, y, defined in equation (5.9). The 
total image system for the plane is given by 
Finally, the most complicated expression which we need to state is for the sphere 
images of the plane image system, the latter given as Sjk in equation (E.l). \\ie are 
required to use this in equation (5.11) as a constituent of the first approximation to the 
Green's function for the whole system. We need to consider evaluation of the stokeslet, 
Stokes doublet and dipole terms within the plane image system at the image point, y. 
Hence, we take the image system for the plane (Sjk), and evaluate it at the image point 
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in the sphere. \rc define the sphere image of the plane image system as 
which contains the same terms as equation (E.l) , i.e. the stokeslet , Stokes-doublet and 
dipole respectively, all evaluated at the image point in the sphere (denoted by *) . 
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Appendix F 
MATRIX INVERSION TO DETERMINE THE 
FLAGELLAR FORCES 
To establish the matrix for inversion requires the summation of terms from expression 
(5.26). We can think of equation (5.25) re-interpreted in terms of expression (5.26) to 
give the equation 
N 
Uj (X(s~)) = L { Qjk(s;:', Sn)fk(sn)} , 
n=l 
for each of q = 1, ... , N. If we define the matrix Q;;;; E:=l Qjk(s;;\ sn), this is the matrix 
we are required to invert to solve for f. 
The structure of each of the vectors or matrices we require is presented within the 
subsequent paragraphs. The vector f is a 3N x 1 vector constructed from N vectors, each 
with size 3 x 1 and taking the form 
h(s';) , 
for each segment with midpoint s'; (q = 1, ... , N) . The vector u is also a 3N x 1 vector 
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which is constructed from N vectors which can be represented similarly to above by 
for each midpoint s';, as previously defined. 
We can also explicitly define the matrix Q which has dimensions 3N x 3N as 
Q = Q;k(s';, s1) 
Q;k(s':t-1, s1) 
~ otice that the dimensions are correct because each of the terms Q;k ( s-;', sr) is itself a 3 x 3 
matrix due to the subscript notation of j, k = 1, 2 and 3, where as before q, r = 1, ... , N. 
As a check to confirm the validity of this method, we can look at a simpler breakdown 
by examining the calculation of the velocity given by u(s~). The matrix equation for this 
term is given by 
u3(s';) 
·where we notice that the value of f will only be dependent on its position along the 
flagellum and not the midpoint of the qth segment, from which the other terms take their 
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Yalues. Proceeding in longhand with the matrix multiplication we ha,·e 
u1 ( s;:) 
u2(s;:) 
u3(s;:) 
The multiplication of the matrices on the right hand side gives a 3 x 1 array which conforms 
to the dimension conventions we have seen in equation (5.25). Writing the multiplication 
out in full gives expressions for each term as 
u1(s;:) 
u2(s;:) 
u3(s;:) 
Each term within each row has indices which can be summed over n (for n = 1, ... , N) 
allowing one to write the vector for u (s;:) as 
u1(s;:) 
u2(s;:) 
u3(s;:) 
which is the same as the terms found in (5.25). Since the terms for each s;: (with 
q = 1 , ... , N) within matrix Q will multiply with a corresponding term within the Yector 
f , then we merely need to set up the numerical computation such that one defines a square 
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matri'\: to be im·erted. Therefore: we can finally write 
~-here the first matrix on the right hand side is the 3N x 3N square matrix we are required 
to invert to find f. 
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